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Introduction
This is a simple game I created to get my mind off of my primary project (Elements) for a while.
I’m not sure how in-depth I’m planning to go with this game; it is intended to be an easy to use
game that in some vague way emulates the old 8 and 16 bit RPGs from my childhood (although
I’d be lying if I said I didn’t still play them).
This game is dedicated to the creators of Final Fantasy©, Breath of Fire©, and especially
Dragon Quest©, and should be considered a homage to those great game series, rather than
an attempt to specifically copy them.

Yes, It’s Silly – What’s Your Point?
As you go through this book, you may discover something curious about both the book and the
game it describes. 16 Bit Heroes is… well… it’s a bit silly, actually. According to the rules
described herein, a fellow can pull half a dozen suits of armor out of a bag… but the same bag
won’t hold more than six potions. You’ll figure out that a higher level character might be able to
lift a ton with relative ease. You’ll find low level characters will be fighting things like “Bitey
Rabbits” and “Mugger Squirrels”. There is a class available to players called the “Goof Off”.
Now, you are certainly free to ignore the silly aspects of the game. There’s no reason why you
couldn’t figure proper carrying capacity for bags or use the capacities listed in other game
books. You can alter the Strength tables to make what folks can carry a bit more realistic. You
can change the “Bitey Rabbits” to “Grungy Goblins” if that makes you happy, and you can rename classes to whatever you want.
But if you’re going to do all that, you should probably be playing a more serious game in the first
place.
Despite the silliness, you can still run perfectly serious games. The fact that the world a
character lives in operates on somewhat silly rules doesn’t alter the fact that the Demon
Overlord from Beyond the Planes is going to horribly slaughter every man, woman, and child in
that world. Marauding bandits are still killing villagers and robbing them blind. My point is, so
what if some of the rules are silly? The stories don’t have to be.

Aren’t You Missing Something?
Not at all.
Oh, sure – you may have noticed that there’s no “what is role playing” section, or anything
explaining what a “Game Master” is or what “5d10” means. Those things appear in the
introduction section of most role playing games, and they’re not here. They’re not missing,
though. They have been left out on purpose for specific reasons.
First of all, this is a Beta version of the game. 16 Bit Heroes is user friendly in the sense that, if
you’ve played other tabletop role playing games, you won’t have a problem with this one. The
rules are simple and direct… but they’re not for folks who don’t know what a GM is or who can’t
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read basic dice expressions. “Beta” means “may not function properly, needs play testing and
feedback, and will probably change to one degree or another before its final edition”. Now, I ask
you, is that the kind of game for someone who can’t tell you what to do with the line “roll 5d10
and add your Strength Stat”?
The other reason is that such things are boring to write. I know it sounds lazy, and I’ll have to
get around to it eventually, but why bother when this edition isn’t meant for people who’ve never
gamed before? Moreover, even if someone new to the hobby is playing, there should be
someone they’re playing with to explain all that stuff to them at hand… 16 Bit Heroes is a pretty
good game to start the hobby with, especially if you’re already a fan of console RPGs, but any
game is easier to learn with an experienced player at hand, and a whole group of new players
should probably start with a better known and supported Fantasy Role Playing Game; perhaps
one designed by powerful sorcerers who live near the beach, rather than this lowly 20th Student.
In any case, none of that stuff is missing. It was left out on purpose. It may appear in later
editions, but it’s just not needed here.

But Why Bother?
Frankly, because I think I can do it better than I’ve seen it done in the past. That less than
humble claim aside, there is a certain appeal to this project for me that goes well beyond my
love of 8 and 16 bit console RPGs (I like the 32 and 64 bit ones, too, in case you wondered –
but damn if I don’t prefer those clumsy pixel characters for goodness knows what reason…).
The aforementioned shore dwelling magic users have made a pretty good game. I enjoy it, and I
find reading the rules themselves fascinating. That said, it is a pretty complicated game, and
with each new book (and they’re putting them out at an astonishing rate) it gets more and more
complicated. Character options alone are staggering, and then add in the myriad options for
treasures, rewards, monsters… it’s enough to make one’s head explode. It’s still fabulously fun
to play, but sometimes you just want to game without being blown out of the sky with options.
I figured – and I could be crazy for thinking this – that a game doesn’t need billions of options to
be fun, and that added complexity can bog things down if that’s not specifically what you’re
looking for. There are already a lot of much simpler games, but they don’t do what I want them
to do… and so here we have 16 Bit Heroes.
This isn’t your game if you’re looking for list after list of character options. Sure, it’s pretty close
to being infinitely customizable, but everything flows from basic systems, and the customization
you have to do yourself. That’s not to say that supplements won’t crop up with new and fun stuff
in them; they probably will. But you don’t need to buy the next book as it hits the shelves just to
keep up.
It’s also got enough premade stuff to just go ahead and play. You should be able to make even
your very first character in all of fifteen minutes to an hour… and once you get used to it,
characters should take ten minutes tops. It’s just fine for extended play, but it’s also quick and
simple enough for a quick game when friends drop in from out of town, or you and a couple
buddies are bored on a Saturday night.
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Also, I made 16 Bit Heroes because I needed to. I know how that sounds, but I swear to you,
it’s nothing but the truth. I got the idea, the idea began to grow, and now it is what it is. Fellow
players, I do hope you enjoy this game a great deal, but I made it because I needed to. Between
acting like a pressure valve for much larger projects and the idea exploding in my brain, 16 Bit
Heroes just needed to exist.
So grab a beer if you’re legal to drink according to local laws, or a soft drink if you’re not. Make
a character, save the world, and have some fun.
That’s what games are for, after all.

The Best Way to Read This Book
I’m not going to tell you how to read this book; that would be silly, to be sure. However, in order
to pick things up and be ready to play as quickly as possible, there is a good method for reading
the book the first time.

Read the book in order, page for page. When you’ re in
on page 20) and Creating Classes

Now, you might be looking at the classes above thinking “I don’t like those. I would prefer…”,
and in the … fill in exactly what you want for your character’s profession. That’s cool. 16 Bit
Heroes can’t be expected to anticipate every possible character iteration… can it?
As it happens, 16 Bit Heroes tries to do exactly that. Every class you have read through so far
was made using a specific set of rules. 16 Bit Heroes is versatile, and kept that way by following
the KISS principle. It’s possible – even probable – that a slight modification to a class will work.
If it won’t, the Class Creation System (CCS) is easy.
In this section of Chapter 2, we’re going to cover making modifications to a class to “fix it” for
your ideal. If that’s not enough, the CCS comes into play – we’ll cover exactly how to create a
class from scratch shortly.
It’s important to note that, using this system, it’s perfectly possible to ignore all the provided
classes and make the CCS part of Character Generation. If you want to do that for your
campaign, more power to you; predefined classes make character creation a hell of a lot quicker
and easier, however. It’s also more in-theme for 16 Bit Heroes role playing – if you ever played
a Final Fantasy or Dragon Quest game, you’ve seen predefined classes in action.
Sometimes, you like a class… mostly. For instance, maybe you’re thinking of a thief who uses a
little magic to help their cause instead of battle techniques. Or perhaps you envisioned a
psychic archer who can dodge incoming fire through precognition. Those are cool ideas, but
sometimes it’s even simpler than that.
Sometimes it’s as simple as a name change. Maybe you want to emphasize the monastic origin
of a Fighter by calling it a Monk instead. Perhaps you’d rather call the Cleric a White Mage, or
call the Oracle a Psychic. If all you’re really looking for is a name change, and a new description
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(to reflect different non-combat talents), then just do that, and you’re done. A few words can
change the Hunter to an Archer.
If you need to make a larger modification, then the CCS comes into play. There are other things
you could do in between – swapping Skills, for instance – but if you’re making modifications that
great, you’re probably better off starting from scratch.

The CCS
The rules are easy to follow and direct enough, but there is a certain amount of creativity
involved in getting a coherent concept going. The real challenge comes in with getting Class
Powers, Ability Bonuses, and so on to work together in harmony.
The CCS is represented in the following steps. Things will work out better if Class Creation is a
cooperative process where the GM and one or more Players work together, preferably sitting
around the same table at the same time. While this is good practice, the only part where the GM
really needs to be directly involved is during Step 4 (Class Ability Creation).
1.
2.
3.
4.

Name and Define
Select Skills
Select 1st Level Modifiers and Determine Difficulty Tests
Create a Class Ability

The ins and outs of each step are given full treatment in the sections below. None of this is
especially complicated; only the first and the fourth steps are difficult, and then only because of
the level of creativity (and, in the case of step 4, restraint) involved. Step two is basically
choosing ten things from a list, and step three is basic math.
Throughout the process below, an example class (The Dancer) is shown as an example. Each
step brings this class closer to being playable. The final class made in this example is perfectly
playable, since it was made using the same rules as all the other classes in the game.

CCS Step 1: Name and Define the Class
In this step, you come up with a name for the class, and decide on things like what sort of things
a character with that class might know about. Things to think about include where the class
picked up their particular sorts of abilities, and what sort of background such a person is likely to
come from.
At this point, you should also be thinking about what the class’s relative strengths and
weaknesses will be. Will they be front-line combatants? Spell casters? An amalgam of the two?
How will the class fill a particular role? Do they take up the front line as meat shields, or as highdamage dealers? If you’re working with a spell caster, what sort of magic do they use?
Dancers come from many walks of life, but most come from the entertainment business.
Dancers tend to know quite a bit about music and the arts, and are often good at getting
information from people, especially when it comes to gossip.
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Dancers are primarily spell casters, using a combination of both Defensive and Offensive magic.
Although they are weak combatants, their true strength lies in their ability to affect more allies or
enemies than usual with their magic and their quick reaction time relative to other casters.

CCS Step 2: Select Skills
Look over the Simple Skills in Chapter 5 (the list begins on page 63). Select 10 Skills for the
class. Feel free to select any you like, but keep the work done in Step 1 in mind as you make
your selections. Skills that have multiple tiers count as one skill per tier.
After perusing the Simple Skills list, the following skills look the most like what we’re going for:
Simple Weapon Group, Armor (Tier 1; Dancers could work in leather, right?), Offensive Magic
(Tier 2), Defensive Magic (Tier 2), Utility Magic (Tier 2), and Agile. The final skill selection is a
toss-up between Combat Reflexes (to reflect the heightened reaction time idea the class is
essentially based on) and Kenning (because they’re primarily a casting class, it seems
reasonable that they should be able to see auras). After careful consideration, we’ll go with
Combat Reflexes, since it keeps closer to the concept.

CCS Step 3: Determine 1st level Ability bonuses and Improvement Difficulties
This is a fairly simple step. Among the Six Abilities, distribute bonuses totaling +15. No single
score can have a bonus higher than +7, and anything above +5 should be carefully considered.
No score can have a penalty, either, so the minimum bonus is +0.
Once all 15 points of bonuses are distributed, it’s time to determine the Improvement Test
Difficulties. Take the bonus listed for each Ability and subtract it from 10, then multiply the result
by 4. The result is the Improvement Difficulty. For the mathematically inclined, the formula looks
like this:
4(10-x) = I
Where x = the modifier for a given ability and I = the Improvement Difficulty.
The key to this step is to keep in mind the previous steps. In order to deal a lot of damage in
combat, for instance, a character will need either a high ST or a high AG with the Agile Attack
skill. Most spell casters will need a high IN and a reasonable WI; Defensive casters and
Summon Magic users can get away with just a high WI, although they’ll be a little short on MP.
+4 or better can be called a “high” bonus, with +2 and +3 counting as “average”, and +0 or +1
being “low”.
Our Dancer class needs a high AG to be sure, but the reliance on both Offensive and Defensive
magic means that a high IN and WI are important, too. None of the other abilities seem to
matter as much, but having a decent VI seems both useful and in line with the class’s concept.
So, for Ability Bonuses, we’ll go with AG, IN, and WI +4 each, and VI +3. The other Abilities are
set to +0, since we’ve run out of the +15 bonus we have to distribute.
To determine the Improvement Difficulties, we use the formula described above for each Ability:


ST = 4(10-0) = ID 40
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AG = 4(10-4) = ID 24
VI = 4(10-3) = ID 28
IN = 4(10-4) = ID 24
WI = 4(10-4) = ID 24
LU = 4(10-0) = ID 40

This seems like a pretty good deal for the Dancer class. They won’t be as powerful of a spell
caster as a Cleric or a Wizard or anything like that, but they’ll be very quick, and their Magic will
certainly be passably good.

CCS Step 4: Create a Class Ability
This is the most difficult step because there are no real rules for it; making a Class Ability has
guidelines, and that’s all. Class Abilities need to be useful throughout an Adventurer’s career.
This means that they must either provide an ability no one else has that will never stop being
useful, or the Class Ability must operate on a sliding scale, improving as the character gains in
level so that it never goes out of style.
A good place to start is by looking over the class abilities of other classes to see if something
similar could be used for the new Class. If a class is poorly armored but quick and expected to
last in the front line, something like the Oracle’s class ability could be useful. If the class’s
concept centers on fighting a particular type of foe (a Dragonslayer class, for instance),
something akin to the Cleric’s class ability might be of more use.
Sometimes, however, nothing quite fits what you’re looking for in the new class. In this case, a
discussion among the game group is a good idea to sound out the new Class Ability. It is
important to exercise a degree of restraint; too-powerful class abilities can make the game less
fun for the rest of the group, or make normal challenges too easy to be fun at all.
It’s also possible to provide an impressive ability, but give it a high cost. For example, if using a
class ability requires a Full Turn (The character’s Attack and Movement both), it is less likely to
be abused regardless of how powerful it is. If the ability costs MP, that will limit its use as well.
Finally, the class ability can be limited to one use per Conflict, or one use per day.
The Dancer is supposed to be able to affect a broader target set than other casters, as
mentioned in the initial description. None of the other class abilities really do anything like this,
with the exception of the Cleric, who can damage all Profane creatures on the battlefield. This
isn’t really enough for the Dancer, though. After much discussion, a Game Group might come
up with this:
By taking a Full Turn (both the character’s Action and Movement) and spending double the
normal MP cost for a spell, a Dancer can choose to affect All Enemies or All Allies on the
battlefield with any offensive or defensive spell he or she can cast, instead of using the spell’s
normal range or target designation.
Being able to change, for instance, the Lesser Heal spell into a spell that affects all your allies
instead of just one is certainly a powerful ability, and will come in handy throughout the Dancer’s
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career. That said, it’s pretty powerful, so limitations were added (the extended casting time and
the added MP cost). The limitations have a good feel to them, too – instead of just normally
casting the spell, the Dancer… well, dances it out. It takes longer and is more tiring, but it also
has a greater effect. The Game Group decides that it’s a pretty good Class Ability, and so it
sticks.
That completes the class creation process. The Dancer, written up as the previous classes
were, appears on the next page. As you can see, although the CCS provides a simple and
flexible framework for class building, it also requires paying attention and moderation.
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“I ebb and flow with the movement of magic; now, prepare yourself for the dance of your life!”
There are many in the world who can dance. There are some in the world with a natural talent
for magic. Only the Dancer has both. Lithe, graceful, and with an intuitive grasp of magic, the
Dancer can do things with the forcers of the elements that no other can accomplish.
Dancers usually discover their unique talents by accident as they pursue a calling to entertain –
or just to party… Although some Dancers are trained under masters, the typical one got his or
her start on the stage, and retains all the abilities of a professional entertainer, from sizing
people up to putting on a good show.
Dancers are multipurpose magic users, providing offensive, defensive, and utilitarian support to
any group. Their primary strengths are in the swiftness of their actions and their unique
Spelldancer ability, which allows them to affect the entire battlefield at once. They are poorly
armed and armored, however, and their weakness in front-line combat is hard to deny.

Dancer Class Ability :

Spelldancer

Dancers have a unique insight into the ebb and flow of mystical power that allows them to
dance with the flow of magic. Although it is costly and takes longer to do, Spelldancing greatly
increases the impact of even the weakest of spells.
By taking a Full Turn (both the Attack and Movement for the turn) instead of a single Attack to
cast a spell, and spending double its usual MP cost, a Dancer can cause any Defensive or
Offensive spell he or she knows to affect all enemies or all allies on the battlefield instead of the
spell’s usual targets or Zone of effect.

Dancer Skills
Dancers have the Simple Weapon Group. In addition, Dancers have Agile, Armor (Tier 1),
Combat Reflexes, and Offensive, Defensive, and Utility Magic (all at Tier 2).

Dancer Improvement Tests
Ability
Strength
Agility
Vitality
Intelligence
Will
Luck

1st Level Bonus
+0
+4
+3
+4
+4
+0
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Improvement Difficulty
40
24
28
24
24
40

Chapter 3: Races and Personalities (starting on page 36), you can skip Classes, Races, and
Personalities that don’t interest you, if you like, but otherwise, go through it all, page by page, up
to Chapter #. Stop there if you don’t intend to GM, read the rest if you do.
Before you start, though, either photocopy the Character Sheet at the back of this book (page
###), or print out a copy from our website (right now, that’s http://student20productions.com but
that may change – and as of right now, the character sheets aren’t up there anyway) and make
a character as you go. It will help, I can assure you. Besides – that way, by the time you’re
done, you’ll not only know the rules, but you’ll also have a character all ready to play!

Legal Crap
16 Bit Heroes is made available under a Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial ShareAlike 3.0 license. This means:




You are free to share it with whomever you like and to adapt the Work under the
following conditions:
o You attribute the original work (16 Bit Heroes, hereafter “Work”) to the Author
(either as Eric Waters or as Student 20 Productions, hereafter, “The Author”)
o You do not use the Work for commercial purposes
o If you alter, transform, or build upon the Work, you may distribute the resulting
work only under the same or similar license to this one
With the understanding that:
o Waiver: Any of the above conditions can be waived if you get permission from
The Author
o Public Domain: Where the Work or any of its elements is in the public domain
under applicable law, that status is in no way affected here
o Other Rights: In no way are any of the following rights affected by the license:
 Your fair dealing or fair use rights, or other applicable copyright
exceptions and limitations
 The author’s moral rights
 Rights other persons may have either in the Work itself or in how the
Work is used, such as publicity or privacy rights.
o Notice – For any reuse or distribution, you must make clear to others the license
terms of the Work. The best way to do this is with a link to the following web
page:
 http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/

Did you get all that? If not, head on over to http://creativecommons.org for more details.
The various and sundry sprite art that adorns this document is attributed to its original creator
and available under one Open license or another; see the Art Index (page ###) for details.
Also – yes, everything is this book can be gotten for free, completely legally – but if you like it, I
hope you’ll pay for it. It’d be nice to be able to do this for a living.
The fonts used in this document are:
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Liberation Sans is used for the bulk of the body text, including the regular text and table
text of the entirety of 16 Bit Heroes. (credit: The Red Hat foundation, available under a
modified GPL (see License Index, page ###); http://fedorahosted.org/liberation-fonts ).
The chapter headers, section headers, class names, race names, page numbers, and so
on are done in 8 Bit Limit Break, which is part of the Debian Free Font Compilation (
http://fonts.debian.net ), and is in the Public Domain; see License Index, page ###.
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Chapter 1: Abilities
Abilities form the foundation of a character. They describe your character from a core-ability sort
of perspective, defining things like how strong they are, how quick, how clever. In 16 Bit Heroes,
your Abilities start low, but reach godlike proportions as you level. By the time that dumb warrior
in the group hits high levels, the guy could be a genius; by the time that 90 pound sorceress
gets up there, she might be able to bench-press the fighter in full battle armor without breaking a
sweat. Remember: you aren’t just a hero. You’re a 16 bit hero!

Ability Descriptions
Each of the six ability scores is described in more detail below. All six are used in some way or
another to help determine the character’s Vital Statistics (See chapter 2), and which Ability
affects which Statistic is also outlined below. All of the Abilities are important, but some are
more vital to some types of characters than others.

Strength - ST
Strength governs a character’s abilities in melee combat. It also gives an idea of how much the
character can lift or carry, whether they’re going to be able to win if they arm wrestle a dragon,
and if they can bend those problematic prison bars.
Strength determines a character’s base Power Stat and helps determine your damage with
Power Weapons. Strength can also be used to perform feats of strength, like lifting gates and
bending bars. In a more abstract way, Strength can be used to figure out how much you can
carry, although in 16 Bit Heroes, that’s mostly determined by Pack Capacity (See Equipment,
page ###).

Agility - AG
This Ability determines how quick a character is, and how clumsy they aren’t. It governs a
character’s ability with ranged weapons, whether they’re likely to be able to scale a wall, and if
they can execute a backflip without hurting themselves. It also covers things like flexibility and a
sense of balance if they come up.
Agility determines a character’s base Accuracy Stat, and helps determine your damage with
Accuracy Weapons. Agility is also one of two Abilities used to determine when a character acts
in a round of combat, and is one of two abilities used to figure your base Evasion Stat. It can
also be used for things like performing acrobatics, climbing walls, winning at Darts, and
escaping from bonds.

Vitality - VI
This Ability is used to describe how tough a character is. It helps with a character’s resistances
to poison and physical harm, and also tells you how long they can hold their breath, how long
they can resist physical torture, and how long it’s going to take them to get over that nasty
slime-flu that’s going around.
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Vitality figures into Hit Points, both their starting total and how rapidly that particular Stat
improves with levels. At high enough values, Vitality provides resistance to certain Elemental
attacks, and can be used for breath holding, enduring pain, marathon running, and a variety of
other endurance related actions.

Intelligence - IN
Intelligence represents a character’s learning ability, memory, and magical talent. It gives an
idea of how quickly a character learns, how capable they are with Offensive and Utility spells,
and how likely they are to remember directions to the barmaid’s house after a few too many
ales.
Intelligence is linked to Magic Points the way Vitality is linked to Hit Points. Intelliganec is also
one of two Stats used to determine when a character acts in combat. It also comes in handy
when you have to remember something, and can be used to call upon arcane lore, history, and
other learning related things. It doesn’t indicate cleverness (that’s the player’s job…) – just raw
learning ability and magical talent.

Will - WI
Will is a sort of mental Vitality. It represents strength of will, and the ability to connect with others
well. It gives an idea of both the character’s strength of mind and their strength of personality,
allowing high willed characters to charm or intimidate others, resist magic, and so on.
Will is also the primary ability used to determine a character’s base Mystic Defense. It is also
linked to one’s abilities with Defensive and Oracle Magic, and can also be used to charm
others, seduce, be diplomatic, or perform other displays of personality.

Luck - LU
Luck is a capricious Ability. Although it makes it so that Negative Status Effects are less likely to
impact a character, it also determines how likely a character is to perform a critical hit, and it can
be called upon whenever a character really needs to “get Lucky”.
Luck determines the margin for critical success with everything a character does (the
character’s Critical Margin Stat), and is one of two Abilities used to determine a character’s
base Evasion Stat. It can also be used for a variety of special actions, from finding a few extra
gold pieces after a battle to stumbling across a monster’s hidden stash of healing herbs. Luck
can also be substituted for any other Ability for any Ability Check, but doing so too often isn’t a
good idea. Testing one’s Luck too often can result in bad things…

Ability Checks
Sometimes a character’s abilities are tested directly. When this happens, you roll 5d10 and add
the result to the Ability in question; the higher the result, the better. Typically, you’re attempting
to equal or exceed a Difficulty value, although you might also be attempting to exceed the result
of an Opposing Check.
There are several complications to Ability Checks – Critical Success and Critical Failure being
the most important. In the case of rolling against an Opposing Check, there’s also the possibility
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of a Draw. Sometimes you don’t even need to roll – a character can get by on competence
alone. All four of those are discussed below. A final complication applies to a single Ability;
when you use your Luck Ability, you take the chance of getting Bad Luck instead of good. That
is also discussed below.

Critical Success
If you throw your 5d10 for an Ability Check and the total on the dice is within your Critical Margin
(see Critical Margin - CM, page 58) of 50, and you beat the Difficulty or Opposed Check, you
have achieved a critical success. Examples:
Your character has a Critical Margin of 0. In order to gain a Critical Success, you must roll all
10s on your 5d10 roll, to get a natural result of 50.
Your character has a Critical Margin of 2. In order to gain a Critical Success, you must roll a 48,
49, or 50 on your 5d10.
Critical Successes outside of combat may or may not provide special benefits. Often, they’re
just good for bragging rights – you get to describe your character not only doing what they set
out to do, but doing it with style. If the GM decides there should be some tangible benefit, he or
she will tell you what it is. Maybe picking a lock takes half the time you thought it would, or you
manage to not only bend an escapable hole in the bars, but you bend them so far that everyone
can slip out without making a sound. It’s up to the GM – or, if the GM says so, it’s up to you, but
you only gain tangible benefits outside of combat with the GM’s say so. The only guaranteed
benefit is that you definitely succeed at what you’re trying to do, and you look cool doing it.
In combat is another story. If you get a Critical Hit on a target, double the damage and ignore
the target’s DEF or MDEF with that particular hit (so if you were attacking a monster with a DEF
of 20, and your attack roll was a 57, you would deal (57x2) 114 damage, whether the creature’s
DEF was 1 or 36; basically, as long as you beat their DEF or MDEF with the roll, you deal
damage equal to double your roll + modifiers).

Critical Failure
Of course, if you can critically succeed, you can also critically fail. If the total on the dice is 15
minus your Critical Margin or less, you fail at what you’re doing, even if the final result totals out
higher than the Difficulty. You have achieved Critical Failure, and something bad might happen
to you. Examples:
Your character has a Critical Margin of 0. If your roll results in a (15-0) 15 or less, you have
officially screwed the pooch and stepped out the door.
Your character has a Critical Margin of 5. If your roll results in a (15-5) 10 or less, your character
has achieved Epic Fail; congrats!
Outside of combat, a Critical Failure often just means you screwed up in some embarrassing
fashion or another. Unless the GM says otherwise, you can describe exactly how your character
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fails miserably; the more entertaining it is the better1. Maybe your lock picks break off in the
lock, breaking both tools and lock. Maybe you let out a thunderous fart while trying to bend the
bars, possibly alerting the guards and certainly upsetting anyone else in the cell with you. The
GM may decide that something really, really bad happens, but most of the time any
inconvenience and embarrassment a player comes up with him or herself will be better than an
arbitrary punishment for a bad dice roll. Just remember – your character didn’t just fail, he or
she failed in some epic way. Have the good grace to make it fun for everyone.
In combat, a Critical Failure means you not only miss, but the target of the action can take
advantage of an opening the character has left for them by failing so miserably. Unless the
opponent has the “Slow” Status Effect, he, she, or it can immediately use an Attack against the
character that failed so epically. In addition, the character’s turn ends immediately, even if he or
she still had a Movement or other action to perform.

Draw
In the case of a Difficulty, a tie means success. However, when two characters face off together,
you can get ties, and it isn’t really fair to arbitrarily assign victory to one or the other. This is
when the Draw rules come in.
Sometimes a Draw isn’t really a Draw – that is, it’s pretty easy to see who should come out on
top. In the following circumstances, you don’t have a Draw, you have a marginal victory for one
character or another:








If two checks have the same result, but one of the characters involved is within their
Critical Margin, that character wins, but he or she doesn’t gain any special Critical
Success benefit in combat. Outside of combat, the Player can describe some cool or
lucky way his or her character came out on top, but no other benefit is gained.
If two checks have the same result, but one of the characters involved deserves a
Critical Failure, that character loses. There’s no Critical Failure unless the losing Player
wants to describe one – his or her character just loses.
If two checks have the same result, but the Ability used to modify one character’s check
is 5 or more higher than the other’s (and neither character deserves Critical Success or
Failure), that character wins based on superior competence alone. Critical Success and
Failure trump this rule.
If one of the characters has the “Bad Luck” Status Effect (see below), that character
automatically loses all Draws. If both of them do, and the above rules don’t aply, keep
reading…

If none of the above four circumstances occurs, what has happened is a proper Draw. In
combat, this means essentially the same thing as a miss on the attacker’s part. Out of combat,
this means the situation should be described in such a way as to indicate that the characters
tied. This may mean a repeat of the previous check, or some event that indicates the characters
1

GMs are encouraged to hand out Experience Points for entertaining critical failures – in the 25 to 100
point range. People tend to learn more from their failures than their successes when the failure is really,
really embarrassing.
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were equally matched. If they were racing, for instance, it might be impossible to determine the
winner.
If a tie is absolutely unacceptable for some reason, each character gets an additional 1d10 to
roll and add into their result. This continues until someone comes out on top. Keep in mind that
if it goes this far, whoever comes out on top should be described as doing so by a slim margin,
even if one character got a 10 on the extra die and the other got a 1.

Competence Alone
Sometimes a character is just so good at something that rolling is a waste of time. In such
circumstances, the GM should let the player know that they don’t have to roll – the character
can just succeed and things can move on. A player can choose to roll anyway if they like, to try
at Critical Success while risking Failure and Critical Failure; that’s fine. Otherwise, the character
just succeeds and things move on.
Competence only applies under the following circumstances. If the character meets one or more
of the following qualifications, no roll is needed.




The Difficulty is equal to or less than the relevant Ability + 10.
If one character’s relevant Ability in an opposed check is double the opposing
character’s relevant ability, the character with the higher Ability can win automatically.
One of the characters in an opposed check has the “Bad Luck” Status Effect (see
below), and the other character’s relevant ability is equal to or greater than the
opponent’s.

Characters can also attempt a Minimal Competence Check. If they do so, they don’t roll;
instead, they treat the check as if they had rolled 20 on the dice. GMs don’t need to inform
characters when Minimal Competence will do; that’s the player’s decision. Minimal Competence
Checks can be made at any time – even for Improvement Tests when a character is leveling up!

Bad Luck
As previously mentioned, Luck can be used for a variety of things, including substituting it for
any Ability in a check. Using Luck too often can result in bad things happening, however. A
character’s luck can turn on him or her, giving the character the “Bad Luck” Status Effect, which
modifies how most of the above rules work. Although most Status Effects (including this one)
are discussed in detail starting on page ###, the Bad Luck Status Effect deserves special
mention here since it can be the natural result of an Ability Check.
Characters can automatically gain the Bad Luck Status Effect under the following
circumstances:



Rolling all 1s on a Luck Check immediately gives the character the Bad Luck Status
Effect.
Rolling a Critical Failure on a Luck Check will inflict the Bad Luck Status Effect if the
character has rolled any other Critical Failures in that Conflict. Even if the character
hasn’t yet had any other Critical Failures, rolling any other Critical Failures for the
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duration of the Conflict will result in the Bad Luck Status Effect. Basically, one Luck
Ability Critical Failure + one other Critical Failure = Bad Luck.
If the character has made more than three Luck checks in the same day (that is, before
taking a Complete Rest – see Chapter 8: Conflict, page 109), any further Luck check in
which they roll a Critical Failure will inflict the Bad Luck Status Effect.

While a character has the Bad Luck Status Effect, the following rules apply:








If the character’s Critical Margin is above 0, it is reduced to 0.
The character cannot benefit from Critical Success, but can suffer from Critical Failure.
The character loses all ties against Difficulties and loses all Draws automatically.
The character can no longer use Competence Alone or Minimal Competence to succeed
at challenges – they always make a roll and take the chance of Failure and Critical
Failure.
The character cannot use or benefit from Techniques, Spells, or other abilities that allow
him or her to re-roll dice or increase his or her Critical Margin or Luck Ability.
The character cannot substitute Luck for other Abilities when making Ability Checks.

Removing the Bad Luck Status Effect is difficult. Typically, blind luck gets a character out of it,
the same way it got them into it. The following things will remove the Bad Luck Status Effect:





The character rolls five 7s on any check.
The character rolls five 10s on any check.
The character performs a great act of heroism, bravery, or virtue2
The character finds a priest, druid, or other holy person willing to perform a cleansing
ritual; such a ritual must be performed in a sacred or consecrated place, and requires
materials or monetary donations equal to 300 gold pieces or more per level of the
character to be cleansed. The holy person may demand a specific Quest instead of
payment, if the GM is looking for a good plot hook.

Bad luck is a pretty harsh thing. Any Game Group might decide that it’s too harsh to include in
their game; this is fine, but if a group chooses to do so, they should limit or remove the ability to
substitute the Luck Ability for any other Ability in all Ability Checks (limiting such things to once
per day or game session, for instance).

New Characters
When you’re creating a character for the first time, there are three methods to generate your
character’s Ability Scores – Fully Random, Mostly Random, and Not Random At All. If you really
want to get into the groove of 16 Bit Heroes, you should use the Fully Random method. These
first steps toward final Ability Scores are far from being the end; a character’s Class and Race
will modify Abilities, and all abilities will go through substantial changes as the characters gain
levels; never lose hope, even if your Warrior wound up rolling a 1 for his or her Strength Ability.

2

GM’s discretion as to what would qualify. The act should involve great personal sacrifice or something
like that.
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There’s no such thing as a useless character in 16 Bit Heroes, and being a weakling who
dreams of being a powerful, axe-wielding warrior might just be the most fun you’ve had in ages.

Fully Random
Roll one ten-sided die for each of the Abilities in the order they are described above, taking the
results as they land. Don’t re-arrange the abilities once they’re done. You can make up to four
Adjustments by trading one point from one Ability to another, but that’s it. You can’t use an
Adjustment to raise an Ability above 10 or below 1.
Once you’ve determined your ability scores, add them all together. If the result is 24 or less, you
can start over, rolling each Ability individually and keeping the result again. The second time you
roll your abilities, if the result is 18 or less, you can try again. The third time, you can try again if
the result is 12 or less. After that, you’re stuck with what you get. Don’t worry – there’s no such
thing as a “useless” character, remember? Look at bad Abilities as a challenge, not a burden.
You’ll have more fun that way!
Christian is looking forward to playing a burly, tough warrior sort of character, and opts for the
Fully Random method. He rolls once for each ability, getting the following rolls in order: 2, 10, 4,
1, 5, 9. This gives his character the following ability scores: ST: 2, AG: 10, VI: 4, IN: 1, WI: 5,
and LU: 9. Although Christian’s abilities could be adjusted to more fit his original image of the
character, he decides to use his four adjustments on his AG to improve his dismal IN, changing
his AG to 6 and his IN to 5. He decides that a big, burly warrior is what his character wants to
be, rather than what he actually is.

Mostly Random
Roll 1d10 six times, and arrange the results the way you like. Once you’re done, you can make
up to two Adjustments by trading one point from one ability to another, but that’s it. You can’t
use an Adjustment to raise an Ability above 10 or below 1.
Once you’ve determined your ability scores, you can make re-rolls according to the rules for the
Completely Random method described above.
Nicole wants a quick and agile character who relies on his or her (she hasn’t decided which)
wits and agility to win the day. She opts for the Mostly Random method, and makes the
following six rolls: 7, 5, 10, 2, 6, 6. She decides to place the values in the following manner: ST:
5, AG: 10, VI: 6, IN: 6, WI: 2, LU: 7. She then decides to use one of her Adjustments to move a
point from her character’s VI to WI, and another to move a point from ST to WI, making the
character’s final abilities: ST: 4, AG: 10, VI: 5, IN: 6, WI: 4, LU: 7. While putting the Abilities
down, she decides that her character is a dashing hunter of questionable moral character
modeled after the DC Comics character Green Arrow.

Not Random At All
All your Stats begin with a value of 4. You can make up to 6 Adjustments by trading one point
from one ability to another, but that’s it. You can’t use an Adjustment to raise an Ability above
10 or below 1.
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Since you never rolled in the first place, and you can only make adjustments by directly trading
individual points from one Ability to another, if you add all your Abilities together, you’ll get 24.
Of course, people who used a random method of Ability Generation have at least a pretty
decent chance of getting an average of 5 or better instead of four (actually, about a 60% chance
of it), but then, you just had to micro-manage your character, didn’t you?
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Chapter 2: Character Classes
Classes and Races are a staple of both tabletop and 16 bit video games. You will find things like
Elfish Archers, Human Priests, and Dwarf Warriors all over the place in tabletop fantasy role
playing games. Of course, one of the beauties of tabletop gaming is that you’re not limited to
stereotypes – you can be a dwarf wizard, or an elfish barbarian if that’s what suits you.
In 16 Bit Heroes – unlike most RPGs – your Class and Race choices are equally important, and
both have a significant impact on your character throughout his or her adventuring career. This
chapter discusses your Class selection, what it will mean for the character as he or she gains in
experience, and how to use the rules of 16 Bit Heroes to make your own classes.

Character Classes
Most of the classic 8 and 16 Bit role playing games indicated a character’s class, which gave
you an idea of what their abilities were like. In fact, most of their abilities could be summed up in
their class name. Was a character a White Mage or a Priest? Then they could be counted on to
heal and protect a party, and their character might occasionally make statements meant to
encourage the others in their group; they would also know a little about magic and a lot about
the gods (if there were any). Was a character a Thief or a Treasure Hunter? Then they would
probably pick locks and encourage sneakiness rather than direct assaults. A Samurai would
speak of honor and be good with a blade, while a Black Mage or a Wizard would know all sorts
of lore. 16 Bit Heroes continues this tradition; the name of a character’s class is more than just a
title; it indicates a lot of the things they know how to do outside of combat, and can even imply a
value set that someone playing such a character should strive for.
16 Bit Heroes Classes provide a progression for Abilities and other aspects of the character (like
their Skills, for instance). Each class also provides a unique ability specific to the class, called a
Class Power. Finally, the name of the class implies some other things the character would (or at
least should) know about.
There are quite a few Character Classes described below; all of them were created using the
Class Creation rules at the end of this chapter (starting on page 36). In a later chapter (Chapter
9: Experience, page 118), changing classes later in your character’s career is discussed, but
whatever class you choose now is what your character will be for quite a while.

Reading Class Descriptions
Each class is outlined in a similar format. For right now, there will be only one class per page (it
remains to be seen if that formatting is logical or practical for the final edition of the book). Each
class is outlined in the following way; for more information concerning Improvement Tests, see
page 120).
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Flavor text – a short scene description, or a quote, that helps you get in the general vibe of the
class. If, during your play testing, you get a quote or scene you think works better, let me know,
and I might use yours! I’ll give full credit, of course…
Description – A generalized description of the class. This should give you an idea of what you’re
looking at in a general sense. This first paragraph should contain enough information that the
next two paragraphs aren’t very surprising.
A second paragraph discusses what sort of things the class might be expected to know about.
For instance, Wizards typically know a lot of arcane lore, so they can make Intelligence Checks
concerning that sort of thing when it comes up. This isn’t the end-all-be-all, just what most
members of the profession know about. What your character knows depends as much on
background as anything else (see Finishing Touches in Chapter #; page ###).
A Third paragraph discusses the relative strengths and weaknesses of the class in game terms,
mostly referring to their roles in combat. For instance, while Barbarians are strong and very
capable in battle, they know no magic, and can provide little support for other characters other
than acting as a meat shield.

( Class Name )

Class Ability :

( Name of Ability )

This section provides a description of the class’s class ability. Class Abilities are typically
abilities that supplement the character’s primary role in an adventuring group. A Class Ability
may be minor, but it is often useful throughout the character’s adventuring career regardless of
what level they attain. For instance, a Sorcerer can cast spells that have an Elemental Affinity
on weapons, making it so that those weapons deal damage of that type, instead of normal
physical damage.
A second paragraph describes the exact rules mechanics of the class ability. In most cases, this
is pretty straightforward, but some classes (like the Summoner) have fairly complicated
mechanics (although nothing too complex; nothing in 16 Bit Heroes is).

( Class Name )

Skills

This section details the Skills (see Chapter #: Skills, page ###) that the class gets at level 1.
Although it is possible to get more, or to improve the ones you have, it isn’t really necessary.
Skills represent what sort of weapons and magic the character uses, not if they’ve been to scool
or have mastered Basket Weaving – that sort of thing is up to you.

( Class Name )

Improvement Tests

Essentially, this table tells you how quickly you can expect your character’s abilities to improve.
The first column lists the abilities. The second column lists the bonuses the character receives
to those abilities at 1st level. The third column indicates the Improvement Difficulty (ID) used for
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that ability on Improvement Tests (see page ###). For now, just know that the lower the ID, the
faster you can expect the ability score to improve:
Ability
1st Level Bonus
Improvement Difficulty
Strength
+6
16
Agility
+5
20
Vitality
+4
24
Intelligence
+3
28
Will
+2
32
Luck
+0
40
The numbers above are completely made-up just for this example3. You may also notice that no
level caps are indicated. 16 Bit Heroes is intentionally open-ended. You can keep playing the
same characters up to level 100 or higher if that’s what makes your group happy. Just keep
leveling up and going on. After a certain point, you’re going to have to refer to the Spell and
Technique creation rules (found starting on page 95).
That rounds out the how-to of reading a class description. Are you ready to read the classes?
Fantastic. Keep in mind that these are all out there for testing; the final 16 Bit heroes book may
have more or fewer of these classes, none of these at all, completely re-designed versions of
these, or the exact list you’re about to read; it all depends on feedback.
The Classes in this book are as follows; in case you want to skip ahead to one or the other
instead of reading them in alphabetical order, page numbers are included. The system used to
create literally all these classes comes immediately after the last class description.

The Classes of 16 Bit Heroes4














Barbarian (Combatants whose prowess is based on power rather than finesse)– page 23
Bard (Entertainers who practice a little magic)– page 24
Cleric (Masters of Defensive Magic and enemies of the profane)–page 25
Dilettante (Jacks of all Trades who master nothing until they need to)– page 26
Fighter (Bare handed Martial Artists)– page 27
Hunter (Ranged fighters with a connection to nature)– page 28
Mage (Masters of Utility Magic)– page 29
Oracle (Specialists in magic that sees the future and affects probability)– page 30
Sorcerer (Generalized spellcasters that can temporarily enchant weapons and armor)–
page 31
Summoner (Spellcasters that can summon monsters to attack for them)– page 32
Thief (Survivalists who rely on speed, skill, and luck)– page 33
Warrior (Experts in weapon combat whose technique is impressive)– page 34
Wizard (Specialists in Offensive Magic)– page 35

3

Although no class uses this table, it is usable. Add in 10 Skills (page 60), a class ability, and a class
description, and you’re ready to go with this one. Oddly sequential class, though…
4
This may seem like a lot of classes; that’s because it is. In the final edition of 16 Bit Heroes, there may
be more or fewer. These are here mostly to try out the Class Creation system and because I was having
fun making classes. The Races chapter suffers from similar problems.
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“GRAAAAAHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!”
Gruff, rough, tough… these are all things that describe the Barbarian. These axe-wielding melee
combatants aren’t much for technique, but they make up for it in raw power and endurance.
Barbarians are well known for their furious battle cry, their short tempers, and their superstitious
natures.
Barbarians have a close connection with nature. They can be expected to know about plants,
animals, and terrain. Many Barbarians have a grasp of unit tactics as well, and all of them are
quite good at evaluating their opponents. What they lack in social graces, they make up for in
folk remedies, raw battle talent, and naturalism.
Barbarians have very high HP, ST, and VI, wear heavy armor, and wield powerful weapons,
making them great front-line combatants. On the other hand, the Barbarian’s lack of Techniques
makes them lack versatility – most of the time, your strategy for battle will be (1) Yell at it, (2)
Hack it up. If that fails, you’ll need your friends to help you out.

Barbarian Ability :

War Cry

Barbarians have a blood-curdling war cry that they call out as they charge into battle. This
famous cry rallies his or her allies, inspiring them to strike harder to vanquish the foe.
A Barbarian can opt make a War Cry in place of his or her Movement for a round. If he or she
does so, the Barbarian gains a bonus to his or her ATT equal to the Barbarian’s level. This
bonus lasts until the end of the Barbarian’s next turn. This ability may be used at will.

Barbarian Skills
Barbarians have Simple, Axe, and Spear Weapon Groups, Dual Weapon Skill, Armor (Tier 3),
Shield, Enduring Defense, and Mystic Endurance.

Barbarian Improvement Tests
Ability
Strength
Agility
Vitality
Intelligence
Will
Luck

1st Level Bonus
+6
+1
+6
+0
+0
+2
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Improvement Difficulty
16
36
16
40
40
32

“The tales of our great deeds will be legendary – I’ll make sure of it!”
Bards are the keepers of history and lore for any culture that lacks a written tradition. They are
singers, songwriters, poets, musicians, and heroes. The greatest bards are part swordsman,
part entertainer, part scholar, part priest, and part magician.
Bards are multitalented. They tend to know a lot about local histories, know the legends around
magic weapons and great battles, and other such lore. Bards also know a bit about the arcane,
and they often know more than a little about sport and games. In short, if it’s entertaining, Bards
know about it (and that’s often more useful than it sounds!)
Bards are decent combatants, can cast a few spells, and learn a technique or two as they go.
Unfortunately, this diversity keeps them from being exceptional at much of anything!

Bard Class Ability – Words of Power
Bards are wordsmiths – in song, oration, poetry – whenever they intend them to, a Bard’s words
have power. In combat, this power with words translates to powerful restoration for their allies.
A Bard can take a Full Turn during combat to sing, speak inspiringly, and so on to his or her
allies on the Battlefield. The Bard and each of his or her allies regain HP equal to the Bard’s
level. Starting at level 25, the Bard and his or her Allies regain HP equal to the Bard’s level, and
MP equal to ½ the Bard’s level (rounding up) instead.

Bard Skills
Bards have the Simple, Bow, Sword, and Whip (Tier 1) Weapon Groups, and the Alchemy,
Armor (Tier 2), Herbalism, Technique (Tier 1), and Utility Magic (Tier 1) Skills.

Bard Improvement Tests
Ability
Strength
Agility
Vitality
Intelligence
Will
Luck

1st Level Bonus
+3
+2
+2
+3
+3
+2
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Improvement Difficulty
28
32
32
28
28
32

“The power of the Light stands behind my friends and I; you would be foolish to stand against it.”
The Cleric represents the forces of the universe that support heroes, whatever those forces may
be. In some games they might be called Priests or White Mages – the point is they deal in
positive forces.
Clerics tend to know a lot about religion, history and philosophy. They are also knowledgeable
about The Enemy – forces of the profane (undead, demons, etc.). Clerics also often know a bit
about the arcane and a bit about schmoozing and dealing with people.
Clerics are decent combatants, but their real strength lies in Defensive Magic. Clerics are better
at support than dealing out damage, however.

Cleric Class Ability :

Turn the Profane

A classic of Role Playing games, Clerics have the ability to cause significant harm to those that
exist in opposition to The Light. Undead, Demons, and everything Profane fall before them.
A Cleric may use an Attack to Turn the Profane. All Undead, Demons, and Things That Should
Not Be on the battlefield take SACR damage equal to 2x the Cleric’s level, and are Shoved (see
page ###) a number of squares equal to ¼ the Cleric’s level (rounding up). Using this Ability
costs the Cleric 2 MP.

Cleric Skills
Clerics have the following Skills: Simple, Staff, and Bow Weapon Groups, Armor (Tier 2),
Defensive Magic (Tier 3), and Utility Magic (Tier 2).

Cleric Improvement Tests
Ability
Strength
Agility
Vitality
Intelligence
Will
Luck

1st Level Bonus
+4
+0
+3
+2
+6
+0
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Improvement Difficulty
24
40
28
32
16
40

Oh, sure – I know a bit about that.
The Dilettante makes a career about knowing a little of everything. They’ve experienced a lot of
life, and found literally everything to be interesting – for a few minutes, anyway.
Dilettantes are great resources of knowledge and experience, although never as good as a
specialist. Dilettantes can try an appropriate Ability roll at anything… with a penalty. The GM
sets that penalty, but it should be at least -2, and the more specific and obscure the knowledge
or activity is, the greater the penalty.
Dilettantes have neither strengths nor weaknesses. They’re okay at just about everything they
try, but they aren’t great at anything. Their wealth of life experiences have left them sort of…
okay.

Dilettante Class Ability :

Jack of All Trades

Dilettantes never really bother to learn anything completely until they absolutely have to. They’re
okay at everything off the bat, but when they decide they need to know something well, they can
pick it up.
A Dilettante starts with any 5 Skills chosen from the Basic Skill list on page 63. At level 5, and
every five levels thereafter (levels 10, 15, and so on), the Dilettante gains an additional Skill;
below level 30, these must be selected from the Basic Skills list. At level 30 or higher, it may be
selected from Basic or Advanced Skills. A Dilettante cannot learn any Tiered Magic Skill higher
than Tier 2, or any Tiered Weapon Group Skill higher than Tier 1 in this manner, although Skill
Points (see page 62) gained through other means can be spent normally.

Dilettante Improvement Tests
Ability
Strength
Agility
Vitality
Intelligence
Will
Luck

1st Level Bonus
+3
+3
+2
+3
+2
+2
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Improvement Difficulty
28
28
32
28
32
32

“You have violated the sanctity of my Dojo for the last time, vile creature. Now, you face me!”
Fighters are the consummate Martial Artist. Although many were trained in a classic monastic
setting, that’s hardly the limit of where they came from. Fighters come from isolated masters
and arenas as well. Whatever the case, they know how to defend themselves without ever
picking up a weapon.
If a Fighter learned how fight in the grime of the arena, he or she will certainly know about
different things than a Fighter who never ventured from the monastery until the adventure
began. Outside of recognizing fighting style and ability, your character’s background is where
his or her knowledge comes from.
Fighters are powerful front-line combatants. Fighters use technique to destroy their foes – but
they can’t take the punishment better armored classes can. They also develop slowly compared
to some other classes, since they can’t easily rely on magic weapons and armor to buff them.

Fighter Class Ability :

Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon

Fighters are perfectly capable combatants without ever donning armor.
A Fighter wearing no armor, or armor with the Light characteristic (see page 82) gains a bonus
to DEF and MDEF equal to 3x his or her level; in addition, the Fighter gains a +1 bonus to his or
her MOVE; this increases by +1 every 5 levels (to +2 at level 5, +3 at level 10, and so on) to a
maximum of +10. The Fighter loses this MOVE bonus if he or she wears armor that does not
have the Light characteristic. This bonus stacks with MOVE bonuses gained from Skills.

Fighter Skills
Fighters have the following Skills: Simple, Spear, and Thrown Weapon Groups, Dual Weapon,
Natural Weapon (Tier 3), Technique (Tier 3), and Natural Weapon (Tier 3).

Fighter Improvement Tests
Ability
Strength
Agility
Vitality
Intelligence
Will
Luck

1st Level Bonus
+4
+4
+3
+0
+2
+1
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Improvement Difficulty
24
24
28
40
32
36

Her eyes narrowed and a smile creased her lips as she drew her bowstring back. “Hiding in the
bushes? That won’t help…” she whispered as she let her arrow fly.
A master of bows, the Hunter specializes in fighting from a distance. Used to getting along on
his own. The Hunter also practices some defensive magic.
Hunters know quite a bit about their pray – they know about monsters, and are also skilled at
tracking, stalking, and ambushing their targets. Hunters are also outdoorsy folks who tend to
know a lot about nature in general.
When it comes to ranged weapons, it’s hard to find better than the Hunter. They can also
provide a secondary level of summon magic for a group. Hunters are lightly armored, however,
and ill-suited to close combat.

Hunter Class Ability :

Trick Shot

Hunters are the absolute masters of the bow, allowing them to attack at greater range and
ignore cover as long as they can see their foes.
Hunters can add 1 to the Range of any ranged weapon. This increases to 2 at level 5, 3 at level
10, and so on. Hunters also ignore penalties for cover and concealment, provided they can see
their foe (this ability does not help with invisibility or completely hidden foes).

Hunter Skills
Hunters have the Simple, Bow, Boomerang (Tier 1), and Thrown Weapon Groups, Herbalism,
Dual Weapon Skill, Armor Skill (Tier 1), Agile Attack, Summon Magic (Tier 1), and Technique
(Tier 1).

Hunter Improvement Tests
Ability
Strength
Agility
Vitality
Intelligence
Will
Luck

1st Level Bonus
+2
+5
+3
+2
+2
+1
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Improvement Difficulty
32
20
28
32
32
36

“Oh, I know I’m nothing special. But my friend, here- he’s pretty good to begin with. And I make
him better.”
Masters of the “gray” arts, Mages specialize in Utility Magic. Mages cast spells from all schools
of magic, however, and even dabble in combat (from a distance), but their arcane studies have
been geared toward making other folks better at what they do.
Like all other spell slingers, Mages know more than a little about the arcane and magic. Mages,
however, also study other forms of special power (the better to enhance it!), so they can be
expected to know quite a bit about Oracle Magic, Weapon Techniques, and even stranger
things.
Mages make good support characters, buffing their entire party with ease that no other spell
caster can approach. They can even come in hand in ranged combat. Unfortunately, they tend
toward frailty, and are close to useless in melee combat.

Mage Class Ability :

Master of Utility

Mages are masters of the “gray” school of magic – utility spells. They can cast and learn such
spells with greater ease than anyone else.
All Utility spells cost a Mage 1 MP less to cast. This increases to 2 MP less to cast at level 5, 3
MP less to cast at level 10, 4 MP less to cast at level 15, and so on. The cost of a spell cannot
be reduced below 1 in this manner. In addition, the Improvement Test Difficulty for a Mage to
gain Utility Spells is reduced by 2; successful attempts to gain Utility Spells cannot be converted
into Skill Points.

Mage Skills
Mages have the Bow and Staff Weapon Groups, Alchemy, Kenning, Utility Magic (Tier 3),
Offensive Magic (Tier 2), and Defensive Magic (Tier 1).

Mage Improvement Tests
Ability
Strength
Agility
Vitality
Intelligence
Will
Luck

1st Level Bonus
+0
+2
+1
+5
+5
+2
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Improvement Difficulty
40
32
36
20
20
32

“I know what you will do before you do. How can you hope to defeat me?”
The Oracle specializes in Oracle Magic, which is concerned with foreseeing the future, reading
the past, and influencing events. Oracle Magic isn’t showy, but it can be very effective. Oracles
are soothsayers, fortune tellers, and sometimes holy figures in a community.
Oracles are born rather than made, although a certain amount of dedication is required to make
full use of their unique abilities. An Oracle may come from any walk of life – from royal houses
to religious sects to fish mongers, an Oracle’s background determines the sort of things they
know how to do.
Oracles are good combatants, supplementing their combative talents with their brand of magic.
Oracles lack much weapon training, however, and also lack the endurance of the more direct
combat classes.

Oracle Class Ability :

Precognitive Evasion

The Oracle often knows when an attack will come, and chooses not to be present when the
smack is being laid down.
Whenever the Oracle chooses the Defend Attack Action, the damage from the next attack that
would affect him or her is reduced to 0. Further attacks affect the Oracle normally. Starting at
level 20, the Oracle also receives this benefit whenever he or she does not use a Movement
during his or her turn.

Oracle Skills
Oracles have the Simple, Staff, and Sword Weapon Groups, Armor (Tier 2), Kenning, Oracle
Magic (Tier 3) and Technique (Tier 1).

Oracle Improvement Tests
Ability
Strength
Agility
Vitality
Intelligence
Will
Luck

1st Level Bonus
+3
+2
+2
+3
+4
+1

36

Improvement Difficulty
28
32
32
28
24
36

“The power of the Elements reside within my blade – who are you to resist?”
Sorcerers are warrior-wizards with a particular talent. Sorcerers have the ability to temporarily
enchant weapons, both their own and those of their allies. Sorcerers are typically trained in a
military capacity, often as part of a special unit where their unique talents can be brought to
bear.
Although most Sorcerers are military trained, and therefore have the expected military
knowledge, some come from other backgrounds, like engineering or farming. Regardless of
their background, it will almost certainly be in something where their talents (which typically
show up at an early age) can be made useful.
Sorcerers are capable combatants and capable spell slingers, with the ability to directly affect
the qualities of both their and their allies weapons and armor. They aren’t as tough or skilled as
combative classes that have a more martial specialty, however.

Sorcerer Class Ability :

Sorcery

Sorcerers have the unique ability to enhance weapons and armor with their magic instead of
casting the spells directly on their normal targets.
The Sorcery ability to temporarily enchant weapons and armor can be found in Chapter 7:
Spells and Techniques on page 102.

Sorcerer Skills
Sorcerers have the Simple, Sword, Spear, and Whip (Tier 1) Weapon Groups, Armor (Tier 2),
Kenning, Offensive Magic (Tier 2) and Defensive Magic (Tier 1).

Sorcerer Improvement Tests
Ability
Strength
Agility
Vitality
Intelligence
Will
Luck

1st Level Bonus
+3
+1
+4
+4
+3
+0
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Improvement Difficulty
28
36
24
24
28
40

“I call forth Ashizard, Red Dragon of Fury! I choose you, Ashizard!”
Summoners are magic users who learn to call forth other creatures to do battle or provide aid.
These spell casters know a lot about magic, and a lot about the more mystical creatures of the
world. The typical Summoner is almost more comfortable with the creatures they control than
they are with other people.
Summoners typically can be expected to answer some questions about the arcane – from white
to black magic and everything in between. What they are best known for, though, is their full
knowledge of mystical creatures. In a more silly campaign, a Summoner might be able to recite
the Stats of a mystical creature from memory.
Summoners are good at what they know – summoning creatures to use their powers and
casting spells. That said, they’re poorly armored, know almost no weapon craft, and are less
than physically impressive.

Summoner Class Ability :

Summoning Talent

Although other classes (like the Hunter) practice Summoning magic, no class can approach the
Summoner’s talent.
Once per level at the end of a Battle, a Summoner may choose one Mystical creature (see page
###) that was an opponent. The Summoner may add that creature to their Summoned Creature
List (see Summon Magic, page 101).

Summoner Skills
Summoners have the Whip (Tier 2) Weapon Group, Kenning, Summon Magic (Tier 3),
Defensive Magic (Tier 2), Offensive Magic (Tier 1), and Utility Magic (Tier 1).

Summoner Improvement Tests
Ability
Strength
Agility
Vitality
Intelligence
Will
Luck

1st Level Bonus
+1
+2
+0
+5
+5
+2
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Improvement Difficulty
36
32
40
20
20
32

“I’m not a thief! I’m a Professional Treasure Hunter who has a very loose interpretation of the
phrase ‘Personal Property’. There’s a difference.”
A good example of the phrase “does exactly what it says on the tin”, the Thief is a roguish hero
who operates through speed, stealth, and trickery. Thieves are often – but not always –
connected with unsavory characters and organizations, and know their way around places like
black markets and other illegal enterprises.
Thieves typically have a good understanding of locks, traps, picking pockets, being sneaky,
climbing walls, and so on – everything one would need to be a cat burglar, pickpocket, or other
“wealth redistribution engineer”. Most Thieves are also streetwise, and some are also familiar
with various con games.
A Thief is a curious character. They are powerful combatants, but they are poorly armored and
less than the toughest characters in the game. Instead of raw power, a Thief relies on quickness
to get the job done.

Thief Class Ability :

Rapid Strike

While a Thief can use many sorts of weapons, they can make rapid strikes with small, light
weapons that can add up to more damage than the single strike of a Barbarian.
Once per Conflict, a Thief may take an extra Attack or Movement during his or her turn. This
improves to twice per Conflict at level 10, three times per Conflict at level 20, and so on. The
Thief may only use this ability with weapons in the Simple, Whip, and Thrown Weapon Groups
and with Natural Weapons (see page 71).

Thief Skills
Thieves have the Simple, Boomerang (Tier 2), Whip (Tier 2), and Thrown Weapon Groups,
Agile Attack, Armor (Tier 1), and Technique (Tier 2).

Thief Improvement Tests
Ability
Strength
Agility
Vitality
Intelligence
Will
Luck

1st Level Bonus
+1
+5
+2
+2
+0
+5
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Improvement Difficulty
36
20
28
28
40
20

“You may as well surrender now. You might have magic on your side, but I have cold steel.”
Warriors are masters of the combative arts. Weapon masters trained in combative techniques
and the heaviest of armors, Warriors are hardy, powerful, and skilled in the ways of war.
Whether they were trained as soldiers, knights, gladiators, or town guards, Warriors know how
to throw down.
Like the Fighter, a lot of what a Warrior knows how to do depends on how they learned their
combative skills. A trained soldier can be expected to know different things from a town guard,
for instance. Some Warriors are smooth, dashing, and charismatic, while others are dogged,
grim, and down to business. All Warriors are keenly familiar with weapons, and can recognize
combative techniques with little difficulty.
Warriors can deal out damage, block advancing foes, and take a lot of punishment. Warriors
know no magic, however, and can provide little aid for others in battle, outside of acting as a
meat shield.

Warrior Class Ability :

Armored Weapon Master

Warriors make knowing about weapons and armor their business, and are more capable with
both than any other class.
Whenever using a weapon with which he or she is Skilled, a Warrior gains a bonus to ATT
equal to ½ his or her level. Whenever using Armor the Warrior is Skilled with, he or she gains a
bonus to MDEF equal to ½ his or her level. Whenever using a shield, the warrior gains a bonus
to DEF equal to ½ his or her level. As always in 16 Bit Heroes, round all fractions up.

Warrior Skills
Warriors have the Axe, Spear, and Sword Weapon groups. Warriors also have Dual Weapon,
Armor (Tier 3), Shield, and Technique (Tier 2).

Warrior Improvement Tests
Ability
Strength
Agility
Vitality
Intelligence
Will
Luck

1st Level Bonus
+6
+1
+5
+0
+1
+2
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Improvement Difficulty
16
36
20
40
36
32

“You wield a sharp piece of metal. I wield all of the destructive forces of the cosmos. Take your
time and decide if fighting me isn’t something you might want to reconsider.”
Masters of the arcane – especially the kind that hurts people – Wizards are practitioners of
Offensive (or “Black”) Magic. While Wizards are mystical artillery, they are also encyclopedias:
Wizard training involves learning all sorts of lore. Bottom line is this: Wizards know stuff.
Wizarding is a comprehensive career path. In order to understand what they do, and keep
things in perspective, Wizards have to learn volume after volume of history, lore, and even
facsimiles of modern science. Wizards can be counted on to know about psychology, physics,
chemistry (in the form of alchemy), and even things like agronomy and ecology (in the form of
herbalism).
Wizards are howitzers – they stand in the back lines and lob massive damage onto targets.
They provide support in the form of Utility magic, and provide direct damage by lobbing fireballs,
lightning bolts, and other forces onto their foes. Wizards are also weak – low HP, low HP gain,
no armor skills… they’re awesome, but they need protecting.

Wizard Class Ability :

Arcane Defense

Like Mages, Wizards are incredibly good at what they do – but Wizards take it a step further,
using their mystic talents to protect themselves.
A Wizard can redirect any damage he or she takes to HP to his or her MP instead (the Wizard
loses MP equal to the damage instead of HP – any damage in excess of their MP is applied to
their HP normally). This ability can be used at will5.

Wizard Skills
Wizards have the Simple and Staff weapon groups. In addition, Wizards have Alchemy,
Kenning, Offensive Magic (Tier 3), Utility Magic (Tier 2), and Summon Magic (Tier 1).

Wizard Improvement Tests
Ability
Strength
Agility
Vitality
Intelligence
Will
Luck

1st Level Bonus
+0
+2
+0
+6
+4
+3

5

Improvement Difficulty
40
32
40
16
24
28

This ability was created to keep the Mage and the Wizard from having essentially the same Class
Ability. If you don’t like it, swap it for the Mage ability, changing every instance of the word “Utility” with the
word “Offensive”.
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Creating Classes
Now, you might be looking at the classes above thinking “I don’t like those. I would prefer…”,
and in the … fill in exactly what you want for your character’s profession. That’s cool. 16 Bit
Heroes can’t be expected to anticipate every possible character iteration… can it?
As it happens, 16 Bit Heroes tries to do exactly that. Every class you have read through so far
was made using a specific set of rules. 16 Bit Heroes is versatile, and kept that way by following
the KISS principle6. It’s possible – even probable – that a slight modification to a class will work.
If it won’t, the Class Creation System (CCS) is easy.
In this section of Chapter 2, we’re going to cover making modifications to a class to “fix it” for
your ideal. If that’s not enough, the CCS comes into play – we’ll cover exactly how to create a
class from scratch shortly7.
It’s important to note that, using this system, it’s perfectly possible to ignore all the provided
classes and make the CCS part of Character Generation. If you want to do that for your
campaign, more power to you; predefined classes make character creation a hell of a lot quicker
and easier, however. It’s also more in-theme for 16 Bit Heroes role playing – if you ever played
a Final Fantasy or Dragon Quest game, you’ve seen predefined classes in action.
Sometimes, you like a class… mostly. For instance, maybe you’re thinking of a thief who uses a
little magic to help their cause instead of battle techniques. Or perhaps you envisioned a
psychic archer who can dodge incoming fire through precognition. Those are cool ideas, but
sometimes it’s even simpler than that.
Sometimes it’s as simple as a name change. Maybe you want to emphasize the monastic origin
of a Fighter by calling it a Monk instead. Perhaps you’d rather call the Cleric a White Mage, or
call the Oracle a Psychic. If all you’re really looking for is a name change, and a new description
(to reflect different non-combat talents), then just do that, and you’re done. A few words can
change the Hunter to an Archer.
If you need to make a larger modification, then the CCS comes into play. There are other things
you could do in between – swapping Skills, for instance – but if you’re making modifications that
great, you’re probably better off starting from scratch.

The CCS
The rules are easy to follow and direct enough, but there is a certain amount of creativity
involved in getting a coherent concept going. The real challenge comes in with getting Class
Powers, Ability Bonuses, and so on to work together in harmony.
The CCS is represented in the following steps. Things will work out better if Class Creation is a
cooperative process where the GM and one or more Players work together, preferably sitting

6

KISS: Keep It Simple, Stupid
If you do use it, please send the results to us at Student 20 Productions. Creativity is cool, and we’d love
to see what you’ve made of our humble rules. Our contact information is at the end of this book.
7
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around the same table at the same time. While this is good practice, the only part where the GM
really needs to be directly involved is during Step 4 (Class Ability Creation).
5.
6.
7.
8.

Name and Define
Select Skills
Select 1st Level Modifiers and Determine Difficulty Tests
Create a Class Ability

The ins and outs of each step are given full treatment in the sections below. None of this is
especially complicated; only the first and the fourth steps are difficult, and then only because of
the level of creativity (and, in the case of step 4, restraint8) involved. Step two is basically
choosing ten things from a list, and step three is basic math9.
Throughout the process below, an example class (The Dancer) is shown as an example. Each
step brings this class closer to being playable. The final class made in this example is perfectly
playable, since it was made using the same rules as all the other classes in the game.

CCS Step 1: Name and Define the Class
In this step, you come up with a name for the class, and decide on things like what sort of things
a character with that class might know about. Things to think about include where the class
picked up their particular sorts of abilities, and what sort of background such a person is likely to
come from.
At this point, you should also be thinking about what the class’s relative strengths and
weaknesses will be. Will they be front-line combatants? Spell casters? An amalgam of the two?
How will the class fill a particular role? Do they take up the front line as meat shields, or as highdamage dealers? If you’re working with a spell caster, what sort of magic do they use?
Dancers come from many walks of life, but most come from the entertainment business.
Dancers tend to know quite a bit about music and the arts, and are often good at getting
information from people, especially when it comes to gossip.
Dancers are primarily spell casters, using a combination of both Defensive and Offensive magic.
Although they are weak combatants, their true strength lies in their ability to affect more allies or
enemies than usual with their magic and their quick reaction time relative to other casters.

CCS Step 2: Select Skills
Look over the Simple Skills in Chapter 5 (the list begins on page 63). Select 10 Skills for the
class. Feel free to select any you like, but keep the work done in Step 1 in mind as you make
your selections. Skills that have multiple tiers count as one skill per tier.

8

Step 4 is mostly difficult because it requires both forethought and restraint, not to mention the ability to
make relative comparisons. Creativity is needed too, so in many ways, it’s the most difficult step, and the
place where things are most likely to go wrong.
9
You’ll be using addition, subtraction, and multiplication, to be exact. You won’t even need division or
fractions; better than some game systems where you need logarithmic functions just to make some
characters, right?
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After perusing the Simple Skills list, the following skills look the most like what we’re going for:
Simple Weapon Group, Armor (Tier 1; Dancers could work in leather, right?), Offensive Magic
(Tier 2), Defensive Magic (Tier 2), Utility Magic (Tier 2), and Agile. The final skill selection is a
toss-up between Combat Reflexes (to reflect the heightened reaction time idea the class is
essentially based on) and Kenning (because they’re primarily a casting class, it seems
reasonable that they should be able to see auras). After careful consideration, we’ll go with
Combat Reflexes, since it keeps closer to the concept.

CCS Step 3: Determine 1st level Ability bonuses and Improvement Difficulties
This is a fairly simple step. Among the Six Abilities, distribute bonuses totaling +15. No single
score can have a bonus higher than +7, and anything above +5 should be carefully considered.
No score can have a penalty, either, so the minimum bonus is +0.
Once all 15 points of bonuses are distributed, it’s time to determine the Improvement Test
Difficulties. Take the bonus listed for each Ability and subtract it from 10, then multiply the result
by 4. The result is the Improvement Difficulty. For the mathematically inclined, the formula looks
like this:
4(10-x) = I
Where x = the modifier for a given ability and I = the Improvement Difficulty.
The key to this step is to keep in mind the previous steps. In order to deal a lot of damage in
combat, for instance, a character will need either a high ST or a high AG with the Agile Attack
skill. Most spell casters will need a high IN and a reasonable WI; Defensive casters and
Summon Magic users can get away with just a high WI, although they’ll be a little short on MP.
+4 or better can be called a “high” bonus, with +2 and +3 counting as “average”, and +0 or +1
being “low”.
Our Dancer class needs a high AG to be sure, but the reliance on both Offensive and Defensive
magic means that a high IN and WI are important, too. None of the other abilities seem to
matter as much, but having a decent VI seems both useful and in line with the class’s concept.
So, for Ability Bonuses, we’ll go with AG, IN, and WI +4 each, and VI +3. The other Abilities are
set to +0, since we’ve run out of the +15 bonus we have to distribute.
To determine the Improvement Difficulties, we use the formula described above for each Ability:







ST = 4(10-0) = ID 40
AG = 4(10-4) = ID 24
VI = 4(10-3) = ID 28
IN = 4(10-4) = ID 24
WI = 4(10-4) = ID 24
LU = 4(10-0) = ID 40

This seems like a pretty good deal for the Dancer class. They won’t be as powerful of a spell
caster as a Cleric or a Wizard or anything like that, but they’ll be very quick, and their Magic will
certainly be passably good.
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CCS Step 4: Create a Class Ability
This is the most difficult step because there are no real rules for it; making a Class Ability has
guidelines, and that’s all. Class Abilities need to be useful throughout an Adventurer’s career.
This means that they must either provide an ability no one else has that will never stop being
useful, or the Class Ability must operate on a sliding scale, improving as the character gains in
level so that it never goes out of style.
A good place to start is by looking over the class abilities of other classes to see if something
similar could be used for the new Class. If a class is poorly armored but quick and expected to
last in the front line, something like the Oracle’s class ability could be useful. If the class’s
concept centers on fighting a particular type of foe (a Dragonslayer class, for instance),
something akin to the Cleric’s class ability might be of more use.
Sometimes, however, nothing quite fits what you’re looking for in the new class. In this case, a
discussion among the game group is a good idea to sound out the new Class Ability. It is
important to exercise a degree of restraint; too-powerful class abilities can make the game less
fun for the rest of the group, or make normal challenges too easy to be fun at all.
It’s also possible to provide an impressive ability, but give it a high cost. For example, if using a
class ability requires a Full Turn (The character’s Attack and Movement both), it is less likely to
be abused regardless of how powerful it is. If the ability costs MP, that will limit its use as well.
Finally, the class ability can be limited to one use per Conflict, or one use per day.
The Dancer is supposed to be able to affect a broader target set than other casters, as
mentioned in the initial description. None of the other class abilities really do anything like this,
with the exception of the Cleric, who can damage all Profane creatures on the battlefield. This
isn’t really enough for the Dancer, though. After much discussion, a Game Group might come
up with this:
By taking a Full Turn (both the character’s Action and Movement) and spending double the
normal MP cost for a spell, a Dancer can choose to affect All Enemies or All Allies on the
battlefield with any offensive or defensive spell he or she can cast, instead of using the spell’s
normal range or target designation.
Being able to change, for instance, the Lesser Heal spell into a spell that affects all your allies
instead of just one is certainly a powerful ability, and will come in handy throughout the Dancer’s
career. That said, it’s pretty powerful, so limitations were added (the extended casting time and
the added MP cost). The limitations have a good feel to them, too – instead of just normally
casting the spell, the Dancer… well, dances it out. It takes longer and is more tiring, but it also
has a greater effect. The Game Group decides that it’s a pretty good Class Ability, and so it
sticks.
That completes the class creation process. The Dancer, written up as the previous classes
were, appears on the next page. As you can see, although the CCS provides a simple and
flexible framework for class building, it also requires paying attention and moderation.
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“I ebb and flow with the movement of magic; now, prepare yourself for the dance of your life!”
There are many in the world who can dance. There are some in the world with a natural talent
for magic. Only the Dancer has both. Lithe, graceful, and with an intuitive grasp of magic, the
Dancer can do things with the forcers of the elements that no other can accomplish.
Dancers usually discover their unique talents by accident as they pursue a calling to entertain –
or just to party… Although some Dancers are trained under masters, the typical one got his or
her start on the stage, and retains all the abilities of a professional entertainer, from sizing
people up to putting on a good show.
Dancers are multipurpose magic users, providing offensive, defensive, and utilitarian support to
any group. Their primary strengths are in the swiftness of their actions and their unique
Spelldancer ability, which allows them to affect the entire battlefield at once. They are poorly
armed and armored, however, and their weakness in front-line combat is hard to deny.

Dancer Class Ability :

Spelldancer

Dancers have a unique insight into the ebb and flow of mystical power that allows them to
dance with the flow of magic. Although it is costly and takes longer to do, Spelldancing greatly
increases the impact of even the weakest of spells.
By taking a Full Turn (both the Attack and Movement for the turn) instead of a single Attack to
cast a spell, and spending double its usual MP cost, a Dancer can cause any Defensive or
Offensive spell he or she knows to affect all enemies or all allies on the battlefield instead of the
spell’s usual targets or Zone of effect.

Dancer Skills
Dancers have the Simple Weapon Group. In addition, Dancers have Agile, Armor (Tier 1),
Combat Reflexes, and Offensive, Defensive, and Utility Magic (all at Tier 2).

Dancer Improvement Tests
Ability
Strength
Agility
Vitality
Intelligence
Will
Luck

1st Level Bonus
+0
+4
+3
+4
+4
+0
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Improvement Difficulty
40
24
28
24
24
40

Chapter 3: Races and Personalities
Race is as vital to a character as Class. A character’s race aids in understanding their
background, provides roleplaying hooks, and also provides improvement for the character
throughout his or her career.
Races are very similar to Classes – they provide bonuses at first level and Improvement Test
Difficulties for the rest of the character’s career. Some races provide Skills, and some races
even provide bonuses to Stats (see Chapter 4: Statistics, page 56) at first level and an
Improvement Test for that Stat. In this way, Races are actually more complicated than Classes.
Finally, some Races provide a Racial Ability, much like a Class Ability.
On the other hand, Races usually provide fewer non-combat opportunities for Ability Checks
(i.e. non-combat “talents”) than Classes do. Races also provide less background information.
Sure, a character might be an Elf, which implies certain things… but an Elf Fighter might still
have spent his or her life in a monastery, fighting in the pits of some dark city, or have been
trained by a wandering master.
Some campaign settings may not have non-human options for characters. This is exceedingly
common in old 8 and 16 Bit console games; for all intents and purposes, every player character
in most Final Fantasy© and Dragon Quest© games (to cite two examples) is human. There are
two ways to handle such a situation: either every character uses the Human race described
below, or a group can allow the selection of a Personality instead.
A Personality provides essentially the same benefits as a Race, except a Personality never
carries inherent Skills with it. Even in a game where multiple Races are available, you can opt
for a Personality instead; If you do, you lose all the abilities of that character’s Race. For
instance, you might decide to be a Vigilant Dwarf; if you do so, you gain all the bonuses of being
Vigilant, but you do not receive any of the benefits of being a Dwarf, including their Racial
Ability.
Like Classes, all of the Races and Personalities described below were created using a
predefined “system”. The RPCS is described after the Race and Personality list provided here,
in the same manner as the CCS was. The following Races and Personalities are described in
this book:
1. Cat Person
2. Curious (Personality)
3. Dragon Person
4. Dwarf
5. Elf
6. Half Elf
7. Halfling
8. Honorable (Personality)
9. Human
10. Vigilant (Personality)
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Reading Races and Personalities
Each Race or Personality is outlined in the following way; for more information concerning
Improvement Tests, see Chapter #, page ###.

Flavor text – a short scene description, or a quote, that helps you get in the general vibe of the
race or personality.
Description – A generalized description of the race. This should give you an idea of what you’re
looking at in a general sense, including any “talents” (that is, non-combat Ability Test ideas).

( Race or Personality Name )
Ability )

Race or Personality Ability :

( Name of

This optional section provides a description of the Race/Personality’s special ability. Race and
Personality Abilities are typically abilities that help define the Race or Personality and how it
interacts with the world. A Race/Personality Ability should be useful throughout the character’s
adventuring career regardless of what level they attain.
A second paragraph describes the exact rules mechanics of the Race/Personality ability. You
may notice that the racial abilities and the personality abilities are different in format and style;
this is covered in the RPCS section.

( Race or Personality Name )

Skills

This optional section details the Skills (see Chapter #: Skills, page ###) that the Race gets at
level 1. Personalities generally skip this section – you don’t naturally develop any “Skills” by the
16 Bit Heroes definition of the word because you’re “Honorable”. If a Race and Class have a
Skill in common, the character gains a +1 bonus to ATT Rolls or DEF (in the case of Weapon
Group and Armor or Shield Skills) when using appropriate weapons or defensive gear. This
bonus increases to +2 at level 10, +3 at level 20, and so on. If the shared skill is a Magic skill,
the Technique skill, the tiers of the skill are not added together; instead, the character gains a
special benefit described in the Skills chapter. If the skill is the Natural Weapon skill, the tiers
are added together (to a maximum of Tier 3). Other Skill overlaps are ignored.

( Race or Personality Name )

Improvement Tests

This table tells you how quickly you can expect your character’s abilities to improve based on
Race or Personality. The first column lists the Abilities or Stats that gain a bonus or can be
improved directly through experience. The second column lists the bonuses the character
receives to those Abilities or Stats at 1st level. The third column indicates the ID used for that
ability on Improvement Tests (see page ###). For now, just know that the lower the ID, the
faster you can expect the ability score to improve:
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Ability
1st Level Bonus
Improvement Difficulty
Strength
+1
36
Agility
+2
32
Vitality
+1
36
Intelligence
+2
32
Will
+2
32
DEF
+2
32
Unlike Classes, hardly any Races have an entry for every ability score. You may notice that this
example table is similar to the one provided for the Classes chapter; that’s because the tables
are essentially the same, except a Race or Personality table may have entries for a Stat.
That rounds out the how-to of reading a Race or Personality description. Keep in mind that
these are all out there for testing; the final 16 Bit heroes book may have more or fewer of these
Races and Personalities, none of these at all, completely re-designed versions of these, or the
exact list you’re about to read; it all depends on feedback.
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“I’ve come to help! Nya… purrrrrrr”
Cat Person represents the typical part-cat, part human that appears in many 8, 16, and 32 Bit
RPGs, and is a staple of Anime. Cat people may be cute or sensual, but are usually wiry and
quick, with cat’s ears, and sometimes paws or whiskers. Cat people tend to be loyal to a single
individual (rather than to a group as a whole), or to be loners. Cat People may have
characteristics akin to tigers, lions, leopards, house cats, or any other sort of cat you like. Cat
People tend toward Classes that allow them to bring their mobility, Agility, and Luck into play.

Cat Person Skills
Cat People have the Agile Attack, Quick, and Natural Weapon (Tier 2) skills

Cat Person Improvement Tests
Ability
Agility
Luck
MDEF

1st Level Bonus
+5
+3
+2
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Improvement Difficulty
20
28
32

“Oooo! What’s this big red button do?”
Curious characters tend to find things. They are often willing to explore dangerous areas, pry
open potentially trapped chests, and sneak into the goblin camp, all just to satisfy their curiosity.
Other rewards for these actions may or may not have much value to the Curious character – it’s
their thirst to find out what’s going on and how things work that drives them. That said, Curious
characters have a tendency to get themselves, and sometimes their fellow adventurers, into
trouble. They really can’t resist the urge to peak around that next corner, push that button, or
open that door.

Curious Personality Ability :

Seeker

Curious characters are good at finding things. They can find information, treasure, extra gold –
whatever. They actually can’t help it – their eyes are wide open, their ears are to the ground,
and they just keep looking into every nook they see… and nothing will slow them down.
At the end of every Battle, a Curious Character makes a LU check against a Random Difficulty
(Average; see Chapter #, Page ###). If successful, they find 1d10 Gold worth of actual coins,
gems, and other sorts of valuables scattered around the battlefield. This increases by 1d10 for
every 10 levels the character possesses (to 2d10 at level 10, 3d10 at level 20, 4d10 at level 30,
and so on) to a maximum of 11d10 at level 100. If the LU check is a Critical Success, the
Curious Character finds a Magic Item10 worth 10x the value of the gold they would have found
instead.
Curious characters are immune to the Slow Status Effect.

Curious Personality Improvement Tests
Ability
Intelligence
Agility

1st Level Bonus
+3
+2

10

Improvement Difficulty
28
32

Chosen by the GM; GMs should try to keep it as close to the indicated value as possible; the actual
usefulness of the Item (regardless of value) shouldn’t be taken into consideration. Multiple potions or
similar expendable items can be used instead of a single magic item.
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“My people have walked this world since long before the others, and will walk it long after the
upstarts are all gone. You will perish in my flames as readily as any other.”
Humanoid Dragons are another fantasy game staple, much like the Cat Person. Typically very
large and tough, Dragon People are most often portrayed as loyal, honorable, and a bit
arrogant. Dragon People may vary in how “dragony” they are, and may be of any color
imaginable. Most have wings of some kind, but hardly any can fly.

Dragon Person Race Ability :

Elemental Breath

Dragon People can breathe a Burst (see Chapter #, Page ###) of Elemental force, and are
resistant to that same force.
At level 1, all Dragon People characters must choose an Element: ACID, ELEC, FIRE, or ICE. A
Dragon Person may take an Attack to create (“breathe”) a Blast of that sort of Elemental
Damage at a cost of 4 MP, dealing 1d10 + the Dragon Person’s VIT Ability damage to all
targets. If you are playing with a Battle Map, the Range/Zone of the Blast is 0/1. The Zone
increases by 1 for every 10 Levels the Dragon Person gains (to 2 at level 10, to 3 at level 20,
and so on). Without a Battle Map, the Blast can target one opponent at levels 1 through 25, a
single Group at levels 25 through 50, and all enemies on the Battlefield at level 51 and higher.
In addition, the Element selected determines which Elemental Affinity the Dragon Person gains
resistance to (see Dragon Person Improvement Tests, below).

Dragon Person Improvement Tests
Ability
Strength
Vitality
Chosen Elemental Affinity

1st Level Bonus
+4
+2
+8r
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Improvement Difficulty
24
32
24

“Don’t even think about tossing me. My axe can split your head as fast as it can a goblin’s”.
Averaging about five feet in height and weighing almost 1.5x what your average human does,
the Dwarf is yet another fantasy staple. Dwarves are renowned for their endurance and magic
resistance... and for their stubbornness, hatred of goblins and kobolds, and general dislike for
Elves, Dragon People, and Cat People. Dwarves are tough, make no mistake, and skilled with
an axe like few other races.

Dwarf Skills
A Dwarf has the Axe Weapon Group, Technique (Tier 1), Tough, and Poison Resistance Skills.

Dwarf Improvement Tests
Ability
Strength
Vitality
Will
MDEF

1st Level Bonus
+1
+6
+1
+2
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Improvement Difficulty
36
16
36
32

“We are ageless, beautiful, and talented; why shouldn’t we spend our time with the ancient
oaks, singing songs and dancing?”
Slender, graceful, and beautiful, Elves have a love of all things beautiful and intricate. Elves
have a connection with nature, and are talented in both magic and combat. Elves are often aloof
and sometimes downright hostile towards other races, and other races sometimes find their
attitudes to be flighty, arrogant, or both.

Elf Skills
Elves have the Bow Weapon Group, Kenning, Herbalism, and Quick Skills.

Elf Improvement Tests
Ability
Agility
DEF
MP

1st Level Bonus
+5
+2
+6
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Improvement Difficulty
20
32
28

“My father was an Elf Mage, my mother was a Human Bard with a silver tongue and lots of
whiskey at hand. Go ahead, make your jokes – I’ve heard them all.”
The result of a union between an Elf and a Human, Half-Elves often have tragic, romantic, or
even comical origins. They share traits of both parents – they have some of their human side’s
versatility, and from their elven side they usually gain a talent with weapons and magic, beauty,
and long life.

Half Elf Race Ability :

Versatile

A Half Elf shares some of the versatility of their human parentage, allowing them to increase in
power more rapidly with the things he or she needs the most.
When a Half Elf character is made, choose one from the following: Agility, Vitality, Intelligence,
Luck, HP, MP, DEF, MDEF. At level 5 and every 5 levels thereafter (levels 10, 15, 20, and so
on), make an Improvement Test for that Ability or Stat with a Difficulty of 36. Treat the result as
though it were any other Ability or Stat improvement. This bonus stacks with (is made in addition
to) any other Class or Race Improvement Test made at that level.

Half-Elf Skills
Half Elves have the Bow Weapon Group and Kenning Skills.

Half-Elf Improvement Tests
Ability
Strength
Agility
Will
Luck
HP
MP

1st Level Bonus
+2
+2
+2
+2
+2
+2
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Improvement Difficulty
32
32
32
32
36
36

“My people specialize in fitting in – get it?”
Ranging between 3 and 4 feet in height, Halflings have the appearance of miniature humans.
They have slightly elongated ears and tend to have very curly hair, but other than that, they’re
like little humans, with all the variation in appearance that implies. Nomadic by nature, while
Halflings lack the elven connection to nature, they usually possess a fair amount of homespun
folklore to fall back on instead. Halflings are also fabulous cooks.

Halfling Racial Power
Halflings are incredibly adept at thrown weapons, and have greater skill with them than any
other race; they are better able to nail chinks in armor and vulnerable spots.
Whenever a Halfling is making an attack with a weapon from the Thrown Weapon Group, he or
she gains a +1 bonus to his or her CM (remember that a character’s maximum CM, including all
modifiers and bonuses, is 10).

Halfling Skills
Halflings have the Thrown Weapon Group and Agile Attack Skills.

Halfling Improvement Tests
Ability
Agility
Luck

1st Level Bonus
+5
+5
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Improvement Difficulty
20
20

“It is a far, far better thing that I do than I have ever done…”
The Honorable personality follows a code. The actual code varies in its complexity and content,
but a few things are common to all Honorable personalities: a belief in honesty and loyalty, a
respect for just law, and the belief that their word is their bond.

Honorable Personality Ability :

Strength of Character 11

Honorable characters can use their sense of self and honor to overcome adversity. An
Honorable character’s honor precludes them from being forced into inaction.
An Honorable character may substitute a WI check for a LU check when attempting to end a
Status Effect. In addition, an Honorable character gains a bonus equal to ¼ his or her level
(round down) whenever making a WI or LU check to end a Status Effect.
When an Honorable character would gain the Paralysis Status Effect, he or she gains the
Slowed Status Effect instead. Starting at level 25, an Honorable character is immune to the
Paralysis Status Effect instead.

Honorable Personality Improvement Tests
Ability
Strength
Will

1st Level Bonus
+1
+4

11

Improvement Difficulty
36
24

Anyone who can come up with a better Honorable ability is welcome to send it in to me. My mind has
been blank on this one from the get go, and I may even delete the Honorable personality from the book
because of that.
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“For Gods and the Saints! For My King! For country!”
Humans are by far the most common race in classic 8 and 16 bit RPGs12. It would be pointless
to describe Humans; they’re exactly what you think they are; cultural ideas are best left to the
individual Game Group’s collective imagination. Within the context of the game, Humans are
known for their versatility.

Human Race Ability :

Great Versatility

Humans are, if nothing else, adaptable. Humans can focus their improvement in whichever
direction they choose.
When a Human character is made, choose one from the following: Strength, Agility, Vitality,
Intelligence, Will, Luck, HP, MP, DEF, MDEF. At level 3 and every 3 levels thereafter (levels 6,
9, 12, and so on), make an Improvement Test for that Ability or Stat with a Difficulty of 36. Treat
the result as though it were any other Ability or Stat Improvement Test. This bonus stacks with
(is made in addition to) any other Class or Race Improvement Test made at that level. At level
6, and every 6 levels thereafter (levels 12, 18, 24, and so on), the Human can change the
selection.

Human Improvement Tests
Ability
Strength
Agility
Vitality
Intelligence
Will

1st Level Bonus
+2
+2
+2
+2
+2

12

Improvement Difficulty
32
32
32
32
32

The Final Fantasy and Dragon Quest series (the two most popular Japanese RPG series) have had no
non-human Player Characters for most of their respective histories.
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“I’ll keep watch.”
Vigilant characters feel the weight of obligation, and draw strength from it. A Vigilant character
feels responsible for the safety of those around them. Vigilant characters are watchful; always
on the lookout for trouble or danger. Vigilant characters are obsessed with not being taken by
surprise. This desire to keep themselves and others safe can sometimes come off as paranoid.

Vigilant Personality Ability :

Always On Guard

Vigilant characters are light sleepers who need little sleep to get the rest they need to stay alert.
Consequentially, having a Vigilant character in the party is not unlike having a constant guard
on duty.
When a party stops for the night to rest, a Vigilant character allows his party to get a Full Rest
when they would normally only get an Incomplete Rest. A party with a Vigilant character can
never be taken by surprise, and any Ambush attempt automatically fails.
Vigilant characters are immune to the Sleep Status Effect; this doesn’t mean that they don’t
need to sleep, just that they can’t be forced into it.

Vigilant Personality Improvement Tests
Ability
Agility
Vitality
Intelligence
DEF
MDEF

1st Level Bonus
+1
+1
+1
+1
+1
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Improvement Difficulty
36
36
36
36
36

Creating Races and Personalities
Like classes, the Races and Personalities of 16 Bit Heroes are created using a system, making
them fairly easy to create on your own, if the ones listed don’t quite work for you13. Also like the
Classes system, creating a new race can be as simple as making a few modifications to an
existing one.

13

If you don’t like these interpretations of the classic fantasy races, use it to make your own. Either way.
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Chapter 4: Statistics
Stats are derived from a character’s Abilities. Stats are used more often during combat than
Abilities are, and Stats are more frequently modified by Weapons, Armor, Accessories, and
Magic than Abilities are.

Stat Descriptions
What follows is a description of each of the Statistics (or Stats for short; there are 8, or 13 if you
count each Elemental Affinity separately). Each description covers what each Stat is for and
how it is used. This section will eventually have a lot more flavor text, by the way. As will the
entire book, as far as that goes. There will be historical stuff, classic spells and items from old
games, and so on. For now, let’s stick with the rules.

Hit Points - HP
This Stat represents how much damage a character can endure, in an abstract sort of way.
While it does represent how many times your character can be struck with a blunt instrument, it
also represents how good your character is at dodging blows, how worn out your character is,
and so on. Some Techniques even use Hit Points the way Magic uses Magic Points.

Using HP
HP are pretty direct – when you take damage, you lose HP. When your character’s HP reach 0,
your character dies14 (which is bad, but not as bad as it might be in other role playing games…).
Poison can also affect HP, as can other special effects, in the form of the HP Drain Status
Effect, among others (see Chapter #, page ###). There are also some Techniques and Magic
Items that cost HP to use, but those are unusual and handled on a case by case basis.
Characters regain 2 HP per level during an Incomplete Rest, and regain their entire pool of lost
HP during a Complete Rest. HP can also be regained through magic, potions, and herbal
poultices. In order to regain HP at all, however, the character needs to have at least 1 HP left.
Once a character has been reduced to 0 HP or less, they must be revived before they can be
healed.

Determining HP
Your character’s HP is equal to 2x VI + WI. As the character’s VI and WI Abilities increase, so
do his or her HP. For every point of VI the character gains (through leveling, temporary magical
effects, and so on), the character also gains 2 HP. For every point of WI the character gains, he
or she gains 1 HP. The converse is also true – if your character loses VI or WI, he or she also
loses HP.

14

Or falls unconscious, or faints, or whatever your group decides is the right way to describe a condition
where the character cannot be revived without outside help of some kind. Dragon Warrior 2 referred to
this condition as being “dead as a pork chop”, but if your group prefers for it to sound less… final, feel free
to use whatever term you want. In fact, it’s useful to call this sort of “death” something besides being
dead, since actual, permanent character death can make for an outstanding plot development, as many
classic 8 and 16 bit gamers would agree.
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Magic Points - MP
Magic Points represent a measure of a character’s connection with the magical forces of the
world around them. Magic Points are used for casting Spells, and not much else. It is important
to note that some things that aren’t really spells (like Techniques and some magic weapon
abilities) occasionally use MP to operate.

Using MP
Magic Points are a spendable resource. As you cast spells, you spend MP. A character who
doesn’t have enough MP to cover the cost of a spell (or what have you) can’t use it. Certain
special attacks can also drain off MP. Having an MP of 0 simply means that the character can’t
use magical abilities or effects that require MP.
Characters regain 2 MP per level during an Incomplete Rest, and regain their entire pool of MP
during a Complete Rest. MP can also be regained through magic and potions.

Determining MP
Your character’s MP is equal to 2x IN + WI. As the character’s IN and WI abilities increase, so
does their MP total. A character gains 2 MP for each point of IN they gain, and 1 MP for each
point of WI they gain. The converse is also true; if your character loses IN or WI, he or she also
loses MP.

Attack - ATT
A character’s ATT shows how skilled they are when wielding weapons. A character’s ATT
determines how likely the character is to hit and how much damage they deal when they do, all
with a single roll.

Using ATT
When you try to hit something in combat with a weapon, you roll 5d10 and add your ATT.
Anything in excess of the target’s DEF is damage suffered by the target. Although some special
circumstances can change the way ATT works, this is how it usually operates.

Determining ATT
Your ATT is usually equal to your ST Ability plus the ATT of the weapon you are using.

Defense - DEF
A character’s DEF indicates how difficult they are to hit and how resistant to damage they are.
Yes, this Stat covers some of the same ground as HP, but a character’s DEF is based (at least
partially) on Armor, and can be more easily modified through magic. Moreover, a character’s
DEF doesn’t change just because you got hit.

Using DEF
Whenever an attack is made against a character with a weapon (or an unarmed attack, or a
creature’s natural weapons, and so on), the character’s DEF is subtracted from the roll. Any
positive numbers leftover are HP damage to the character, while any 0 or negative number is
ignored. Basically, any attack roll result in excess of the character’s DEF is damage dealt to the
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character, lessened by an amount equal to the character’s DEF. Critical Hits bypass DEF,
dealing the full result of the attack roll as damage.

Determining DEF
A character’s DEF is equal to their AG Ability + the DEF of the armor they are wearing. Other
items of equipment – shields, accessories, and so on – can also add in to a character’s DEF
Stat.

Magic Defense - MDEF
A character’s MDEF is reduces damage a character takes from most spells and mystical
creature attacks (a dragon’s fiery breath, for instance). MDEF only applies to immediate
damage, and does not impact Ongoing Damage from Status Effects, even if those Status
Effects were inflicted magically, although it does provide resistance to spells and mystical
effects that inflict Status Effects.

Using MDEF
When a character is hit with a damage-dealing spell or mystical effect, the damage they take is
reduced by an amount equal to their MDEF. If the spell or effect inflicts a Status Effect, then the
Spell or Effect will have an Effect Strength. If the Effect Strength is less than your character’s
MDEF, the character is unaffected. If the Effect is greater than the character’s MDEF, he or she
suffers the full power of the spell (unlike DEF).

Determining MDEF
A character’s MDEF is equal to his or her WI ability + the MDEF of whatever armor, shield, or
accessories they are wearing.

Move - MOVE
Your MOVE indicates the number of squares a character can move during the Movement part of
their turn during combat.

Using MOVE
As previously indicated, the character’s MOVE indicates how many squares he or she can move
in a single action during combat. To do so, you simply declare that you are moving, and then
move a number of squares up to this Stat’s value. Some other things can be done during the
Movement portion of a Character’s turn, such as searching an area or drawing a weapon. These
things cost varying numbers of squares of movement; for a complete list, see Chapter #, page
###. MOVE is only used if your group is using a Battle Map; if not, you can feel free to ignore
this Stat.

Determining MOVE
All characters begin with a MOVE of 6.

Critical Margin - CM
This Stat indicates how likely you are to both succeed greatly and fail horribly. As described in
the Chapter 1: Abilities on page 14, your CM is used directly to find out whether or not your dice
results indicate a critical success or failure.
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Using CM
Using Critical Margin is described in the Ability Check section (page 14). The same rules apply
when you make an attack roll using ATT – if your roll on 5d10 for Abilities or ATT is within your
Critical Margin of 50, you have achieved Critical Success. If your roll is 15 minus your critical
margin or less, congrats – you have failed on an epic scale! If you’re not good at quick mental
math or memorizing numbers, it might be useful to note your ranges for critical success and
failure – there’s a spot on your character sheet for it, just in case you need it.

Determining CM
A character’s CM is equal to 1 for every 20 full LU he or she possesses; the maximum value
any character can have for his or her CM is 10 (which yields a critical failure only on a roll of all
ones on 5d10, and a critical success on results from 40 to 50).

Elemental Affinities
A collection of six different Stats; the Elemental Affinities are similar to DEF and MDEF, except
they’re a lot more specific: they only apply to damage of a specific type. For instance, FIRE only
applies to Fire damage. Elemental Affinities typically come from the character’s magic
equipment, although they can be a part of a character’s Race or Class. Also unlike DEF and
MDEF, Elemental Affinities must be more specifically typed with Aspects indicating Resistance
(r), Absorption (a), or Vulnerability (v).
Each of the Elemental Affinities, and what the Aspects (Resistance, Absorption, or Vulnerability)
mean are described below in their own sections. The Elements themselves are discussed in
more detail in a variety of places in the text, most importantly in the Equipment, Magic,
Technique, and Monster chapters (pages ###, ###, ###, and ###, respectively). Simply put, the
Elements are tags assigned to Damage that indicate that the damage is of a special type.

Acid Affinity – ACID
Acid Affinity includes anything that burns due to chemical reactions, including both acids and
bases, which come from physical contact, and, like Fire, do not cause further systemic
reactions. Things that qualify include acidic sprays, spit, or blood, bases, and other such things.
Things that are specifically excluded include fire (which technically burns through chemical
reaction and physical contact, but is specifically included in Fire Affinity), and radiation (which
burns with a chemical reaction, but without physical contact).

Electricity Affinity - ELEC
Electric damage burns like fire, but it also causes convulsive muscular contractions, disrupts
nervous systems, and can burn from the inside out – so it gets its own Elemental Affinity.
Lightning and electric shocks pretty much make up the whole of what causes this sort of
damage, but the GM may include more exotic things like plasma and radiation if he or she
thinks they belong in the game and qualify. Basically, anything that burns and causes further
damage to bodily systems can qualify for this more or less catch-call Element.

Fire Affinity - FIRE
Fire damage includes anything that burns from heat, but does not cause other systemic
disruption. Things that qualify include actual fire, direct heat, lasers, and so on. Things that are
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specifically excluded include electricity and lightning (which cause burns, but also cause
systemic disruption), acid (which burns, but not with heat), and radiation (which burns, but
again, without heat).

Ice Affinity – ICE
Freezing cold can cause severe injuries ranging from chilblains to hypothermia. The Ice
Element refers to things that deal damage through severe cold. In many ways, the Ice Element
is the opposite of the Fire Element, but the two aren’t exclusive to one another; there are all
sorts of Sword of Fire and Ice kind of weapons in those classic role playing video games, and
they are more than a little cool… and hot…

Profane Affinity - PROF
The opposite of the Sacred Element, this Element represents pure evil energies, the sort of
thing that demons, the undead, and Things That Should Not Be thrive on. Profane energies
often empower such creatures, but cause horrible, rotting damage to normal things. Profane
energies are not to be trifled with, and are likely to corrupt even the most virtuous user;
creatures powered by the Sacred (like angels) cannot use the Profane at all, and are often
vulnerable to it.

Sacred Affinity - SACR
Sacred energies, which represent blasts of pure goodness or positive energies, can damage
profane things like demons, the undead, and Things That Should Not Be. Theoretically, pure
goodness can also damage “bad guys” – people who walk the path of evil, or anyone who isn’t
purely good, making it an effective weapon. It is difficult for evil sorts to channel Sacred
Energies because they have a purifying effect on the user, and it is impossible for creatures
powered by the Profane (like demons and the undead) to use them at all.

Affinity Aspects
There are three aspects an Affinity can take – Absorption, Resistance, and Vulnerability. Any
given Affinity can only have one; if for some reason a character has two or more Aspects for the
same Affinity, only the one with the highest value counts.
Example: Dudley’s character Garth the Strong has a Ring of Fire Absorption that has FIRE 10a
(that is, Fire Affinity 10 with the Absorption aspect). He then finds a suit of Asbestos Armor that
provides FIRE 20r. If he wears the armor, he loses the FIRE 10a provided by his ring, since the
FIRE 20r provided by his armor has a higher value. If he had found Armor of Snuggly
Warmness that provided ICE 20r, he could wear that without affecting his ring, however,
because Ice is (obviously) a different Elemental Affinity.
There is a special fourth Aspect – Infinite – that is described below that replaces the value of the
Elemental Affinity and still requires another Aspect. The Aspects and the rules governing them
follow.
Absorption - a
The Absorption Aspect means that the character draws power from attacks of that nature. The
character heals HP at a 1 point healed per 1 point of damage taken up to the value of the
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Affinity; any healing that would take the character past his normal maximum Hit Point total is
applied to MP instead (additional healing beyond the character’s maximum MP is lost). Damage
beyond the value of the Affinity harms the character normally.
Resistance - r
The Resistance Aspect reduces the damage the character takes from attacks of that Affinity.
The damage is reduced by an amount equal to the value of the Affinity. This is by far the most
common Aspect, and within a few levels of starting, almost every character will have a point or
two of Resistance in one Elemental Affinity or another.
Vulnerability - v
This Aspect is a bad one – any time the character takes damage of this type, the character
takes additional damage equal to the value of this Affinity. This Aspect is rare for characters,
and is primarily used for strange magic armor configurations and exotic races. In Monsters, on
the other hand, this is a common feature, and one magic users should become acquainted with.
Infinite - ∞
Infinite replaces the number value of an Elemental Affinity, making that value infinite. Infinite
requires an Aspect – typically Resistance (∞r). It is possible to also have ∞ Absorption (∞a,
meaning that all damage of that type heals the character), and even ∞ Vulnerability (∞v,
meaning that even a single point of damage of that type kills instantly). Needless to say, Infinite
is a rare and powerful special Aspect. Generally reserved for high level play, although many
weak undead and demons have Sacred ∞v; other similar corollaries are left to the imagination
and the Monsters chapter (page ###).

Using Elemental Affinities
Elemental Affinities are used as indicated above; essentially, they work like DEF and MDEF,
except they are applied after those Stats are used. Although a Critical Hit bypasses DEF, it does
not bypass Elemental Affinities.

Determining Elemental Affinities
Although it is possible to gain an Elemental Affinity from a Race or Personality, Elemental
Affinities usually come from Defensive Magic or Equipment. Whatever value the spell or
equipment has, the character gains. Remember that multiple sources for the same Affinity do
not stack, however, even if they have a different Aspect – the highest value always wins.
The only exception to this is a Vulnerability gained from a Race; this shouldn’t happen, but if it
does, the Vulnerability still applies no matter what, bypassing any other Affinity for the Element
a character might have. If your character’s Race naturally has ICE 10v, you will take at least 10
points of Ice damage from any Ice attack, even if you have magic armor that gives you ICE ∞a
(you would absorb all the cold damage from any attack, and then take 10 points of cold
damage; apply the v last, after the a or r had been resolved).
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Chapter 5: Skills
Skills are special abilities Characters possess that apply primarily to Combat or how Statistics
are determined, although some are just useful talents. Skills in 16 Bit Heroes aren’t things like
Basket Weaving, Rope Tricks, and Beer Crafting; instead, they are things like what weapons a
character knows how to use fully, or if they know how to apply accuracy instead of power to an
attack.
Most of a Character’s skills will be gained from their Class and Race. Further skills can be
learned, although it is difficult and usually takes a few levels to pull off.

Learning New Skills
Dilettante characters (page 26) gain skills as part of their class abilities. Other characters can
gain new skills by foregoing improvement to Abilities or Stats. The process is simple: whenever
a Stat or Ability would improve as described in Chapter 9 (starting on page 120), you can
choose to forego that improvement and instead gain that many Skill Points.

Skill Categories
Skills are divided up in several ways. The most important division is between Simple and
Advanced Skills. Simple Skills are the kind that a Character gets from his Class or Race, and
are the only kind of skill a character can gain before level 20. Advanced skills are mostly
composed of improved versions of Simple Skills, but also have new and interesting abilities.
Within those two divisions, Skills are divided into categories for organization purposes, although
the categories are irrelevant to game play or character creation/advancement. The categories
are:








Weapon Groups – These skills indicate what weapons your character is skilled with. In
16 Bit Heroes, any character can wield any weapon, but you can only use the magical
properties of magic weapons within a Weapon Group you are skilled in, and your use of
weapons you aren’t skilled with is less effective.
Protective Gear – These skills determine the sorts of protective gear (armor, shields, and
so on) your character is familiar with. Like the Weapon Groups, anyone can strap on a
Shield, but a character must have the Shield skill to gain full benefit from a Shield.
Stat Modifier – These Skills change the way you determine your character’s Stats.
Mystical and Technique Skills – These skills provide access to special actions like
casting spells or performing special attacks or defensive techniques.
Special Ability – These skills provide your character with additional abilities or enhance
existing ones.

Tiered Skills
Some skills are available at more than one level; there are multiple levels of Skill with magic, for
instance. These Skills are called Tiered Skills. Each Tier is treated as a separate skill when
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designing a Character Class, Race, or Personality, or when you gain them through character
improvement.
There are two different major groups of Tiered Skill: Weapon Group Tiered Skills and Magic or
Technique Tiered skills. Each is tiered for different reasons. Weapon Group Tiered Skills allow
access to advanced special abilities in certain weapon groups. Magic and Technique Tiered
Skills allow characters to gain new spells or techniques at an accelerated rate when the
character has a higher Tier of the skill.
Armor is a separate Tiered Skill, with each successive Tier allowing for the effective use of
better and better armor. Another Tiered Skill – Natural Weapon – provides successively better
natural weapons for a character, and eventually allows for the use of special Accessories that
augment a character’s Natural Weapons.

Skill Lists
Here are the lists of the Skills in 16 Bit Heroes. There are two lists – Simple and Advanced
Skills. Each list is organized alphabetically by category, with a short summary attached to the
end of each entry. Each entry also has a page number for quick reference. Full Skill descriptions
follow the lists. In the tables below, Tiered skills are indicated with an asterisk (*) next to the skill
name; see the individual Skill’s description to see how the Tiers affect the Skill.

Simple Skills
Simple Skills cost 5 Skill Points each. Simple Skills have no prerequisites, although Tiered Skills
must be taken in order (that is, a character cannot gain Tier 3 of Armor without gaining Tiers 1
and 2 first.)
Skill

Category

Description

Defensive Magic

Mystical/Technique

Offensive Magic

Mystical/Technique

Oracle Magic

Mystical/Technique

Summon Magic

Mystical/Technique

Technique

Mystical/Technique

Utility Magic

Mystical/Technique

Learn spells that heal, provide
Elemental Affinities, and
improve defenses
Learn spells that cause harmful
effects. It sounds less
impressive than the other
magic types when I put it that
way, doesn’t it?
Learn subtle spells of the mind,
time, and the forces of the
universe.
Learn to summon and control
monsters
Learn techniques to use in
battle using bare hands,
weapons, defensive
maneuvers, and movement.
Learn spells that boost Abilities
and provide useful effects.
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Page
Number
68
68

68
68
69

69

Skill

Category

Description

Armor*

Protective Gear

Shield

Protective Gear

Agile

Special Ability

Alchemy

Special Ability

Combat Reflexes

Special Ability

Dual Weapon

Special Ability

Herbalism

Special Ability

Intelligent

Special Ability

Kenning

Special Ability

Lucky

Special Ability

Natural Weapon*

Special Ability

Poison Resistance

Special Ability

Strong

Special Ability

Vital

Special Ability

Willful

Special Ability

Agile Attack

Stat Modifier

Clever Defense

Stat Modifier

Make the most of armors, from
leather and chainmail to full
plate armor.
Make the most of a Shield, be it
a buckler or a tower shield.
Take the better of two rolls
when making an Improvement
Check for AG.
Make potions that restore MP
and remove certain status
conditions.
Gain a bonus to Initiative
checks.
Effectively use a weapon in
each hand.
Make herbal poultices that
restore HP and remove certain
Status Conditions.
Take the better of two rolls
when making an Improvement
Check for IN
Sense magical auras and
determine their strength and
see in the dark to a small
degree.
Take the better of two rolls
when making an Improvement
Check for LU.
The character has claws,
horns, a bite… something
innate that can be used as a
weapon.
Take half damage from the
Poison Status Effect.
Take the better of two rolls
when making an Improvement
Check for ST.
Take the better of two rolls
when making an Improvement
Check for VI.
Take the better of two rolls
when making an Improvement
Check for WI.
Use AG to determine ATT
instead of your ST.
Use IN to determine DEF
instead of your AG.
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Page
Number
69
69
70
70
70
70
70
70
71

71
71

71
71
72
72
72
72

Skill

Category

Description

Enduring Defense

Stat Modifier

Fortunate Defense

Stat Modifier

Lucky Strike

Stat Modifier

Magical
Mystic Endurance

Stat Modifier
Stat Modifier

Quick
Tough
Axe

Stat Modifier
Stat Modifier
Weapon Group

Boomerang*

Weapon group

Bow

Weapon Group

Simple

Weapon Group

Spear

Weapon Group

Staff

Weapon Group

Sword

Weapon Group

Thrown

Weapon Group

Whip*

Weapon Group

Use VI to determine DEF
instead of AG
Use LU to determine DEF
instead of your AG
Use LU to determine ATT
instead of your ST
Gain a bonus to MP.
Use your VI to determine
MDEF instead of your WI
Add 1 to your Move.
Gain a bonus to HP.
Effectively use axes, maces,
and heavy clubs.
Effectively use a boomerang or
other exotic thrown weapon in
combat.
Effectively use bows and
crossbows – really any weapon
that uses a drawn chord of
some kind to propel a missile.
Theoretically, this even
includes a ballista.
Effectively use daggers, clubs,
broken bottles, and other
simple weapons.
Effectively use long hafted
weapons, including those that
have pointy bits at the end.
Effectively use mystical staves,
rods, wands, orbs, and tomes.
Effectively use a Sword – from
a short sword to a two-handed
monster blade, from a gladius
to a sabre.
Effectively use weapons that
are thrown or flung at a target,
from throwing knives to sling
stones.
Effectively use any of a variety
of very long flexible weapons.
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Number
72
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72
72
72
72
73
73
73
73

73
73
74
74

74

74

Advanced Skills
Advanced Skills cost 10 Skill Points each. In addition, a character cannot gain any Advanced
Skills until he or she reaches level 25 or higher. Finally, many Advanced Skills have
prerequisites; that is, a character cannot learn Heroic Alchemy unless he or she has the
Alchemy Skill. The required prerequisites are listed on the table below, and repeated in each
skill’s description.
Skill

Category

Prerequisite

Description

Heroic
Defensive
Magic
Heroic
Offensive Magic
Heroic Oracle
Magic
Heroic Summon
Magic
Heroic
Technique
Improvised
Magic

Mystical/Technique

Defensive
Magic (Tier 3)

Utilize more powerful
Defensive Spells.

Mystical/Technique

Offensive
Magic (Tier 3)
Oracle Magic
(Tier 3)
Summon Magic
(Tier 3)
Technique
(Tier 3)
Any Heroic
Magic Skill
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Additional
Accessory*

Special Ability

Armor Mastery

Special Ability

Tier 1: Level 30
Tier 2: Level 40
Tier 3: Level 50
Armor (Tier 3)

Utilize more powerful
Offensive Spells.
Utilize more powerful
Oracle Spells.
Summon more
powerful creatures.
Utilize more powerful
Techniques.
Use the Spell
Creation System
(SCS) at any time to
make new spells on
the fly.
Use additional
Accessory Equipment.
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Heroic Agility

Special Ability

Agile

Heroic Alchemy
Heroic
Herbalism
Heroic
Intelligence

Special Ability
Special Ability

Alchemy
Herbalism

Special Ability

Intelligent

Heroic Luck

Special Ability

Lucky

Heroic Reflexes

Special Ability

Combat
Reflexes

Gain a special bonus
when wearing a
particular type of
armor. Multiple Skills.
Automatically gain 5
AG when gaining a
level.
Create better potions
Create better
poultices
Automatically gain 5
IN when gaining a
level.
Automatically gain 5
LU when gaining a
level.
Gain a bonus to
Initiative Checks that
is dependent on level.

Mystical/Technique
Mystical/Technique
Mystical/Technique
Mystical/Technique
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74
75
75
75

75

75
75
75
75
75
76

Skill

Category

Prerequisite

Description

Heroic Strength

Special Ability

Strong

Heroic Vitality

Special Ability

Vital or Tough

Heroic Will

Special Ability

Willful

Shield Mastery

Special Ability

Shield

Weapon Group
Mastery

Special Ability

The Weapon
Group the
mastery is
taken for

Accurate
Critical

Stat Modifier

Agile or Agile
Attack

Clever Attack

Stat Modifier

Intelligent

Clever Critical

Stat Modifier

Intelligent

Determined
Attack

Stat Modifier

Willful

Determined
Critical

Stat Modifier

Willful

Heroic Magic

Stat Modifier

Magical

Heroic Critical

Stat Modifier

None

Heroic Defense

Stat Modifier

None

Heroic Health

Stat Modifier

Tough

Heroic Mystic
Defense

Stat Modifier

None

Automatically gain 5
ST when gaining a
level.
Automatically gain 5
VI when gaining a
level.
Automatically gain 5
WI when gaining a
level.
Gain a special bonus
when using a Shield.
Gain a special bonus
when using weapons
within a particular
Weapon Group.
Multiple Skills.
Use AG instead of LU
when determining
CM.
Use IN when
determining ATT
instead of ST.
Use IN instead of LU
when determining
CM.
Use WI when
determining ATT
instead of ST.
Use WI instead of LU
when determining
CM.
Automatically gain 10
MP when gaining a
level.
Maximum CM is
increased.
Gain a bonus to DEF
that is dependent on
level.
Automatically gain 10
HP when gaining a
level.
Gain a bonus to
MDEF that is
dependent on level.
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76
76
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76
76
76
76
76
77
77
77
77
77

Skill

Category

Prerequisite

Description

Heroic Speed

Stat Modifier

Quick

Oddly
Appropriate
Critical
Power Critical

Stat Modifier

None

Increase MOVE by 1;
this skill may be taken
multiple times.
Derive CM from Level
instead of LU.

Stat Modifier

Strong

Use ST instead of LU
when determining
CM.
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Simple Skill Descriptions
The complete descriptions of the Simple Skills follow. Each is described using the same format,
which should be pretty self evident. You may notice that this particular section of the text is
divided into two columns… don’t let it trouble you.

Defensive Magic

Race possesses. These starting spells must
have an ID of 20 or less.

Mystical/Technique

Oracle Magic

The Defensive Magic Skill allows you to learn
magic of the Defensive (“White Magic”) school.
Each Tier of Defensive Magic improves the
chances for a character to learn a new spell, and
increases the power of the spells a character
can learn at a given level.

Mystical/Technique
The Oracle Magic Skill allows you to learn magic
of the Oracle school. Each Tier of Oracle Magic
improves the chances for a character to learn a
new spell, and increases the power of the spells
a character can learn at a given level.

If a Class or Race has this Skill by default, a
character of that class or race begins the game
with one Defensive Spell per Tier the Class or
Race possesses. These starting spells must
have an ID of 20 or less.

If a Class or Race has this Skill by default, a
character of that class or race begins the game
with one Oracle Spell per Tier the Class or Race
possesses. These starting spells must have an
ID of 20 or less.

Offensive Magic
Mystical/Technique

Summon Magic

The Offensive Magic Skill allows you to learn
magic of the Offensive (“Black Magic”) school.
Each Tier of Offensive Magic improves the
chances for a character to learn a new spell, and
increases the power of the spells a character
can learn at a given level.

Mystical/Technique
The Summon Magic Skill allows you to learn
magic of the Summon school. Each Tier of
Summon Magic improves the chances for a
character to learn a new spell, and increases the
power of the spells a character can learn at a
given level.

If a Class or Race has this Skill by default, a
character of that class or race begins the game
with one Offensive Spell per Tier the Class or
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If a Class or Race has this Skill by default, a
character of that class or race begins the game
with one Summon Spell per Tier the Class or
Race possesses. These starting spells must
have an ID of 20 or less.

with one Utility Spell per Tier the Class or Race
possesses. These starting spells must have an
ID of 20 or less.

Armor*
Protective Gear

Technique

The Armor skill allows characters to wear
heavier, more complicated armors effectively. By
default, all characters can wear Cloth armor.
Characters with this skill can wear heavier
armors depending on what tier his or her Armor
skill is, as indicated below.

Mystical/Technique
The Technique Skill allows you to learn special
combative abilities that allow special
maneuvering, defensive buffs, and other such
things. The different Tiers of the Technique skill
allow a character to use more Techniques in a
single conflict:




Tier 1: The character can make effective use of
Leather and Hide Armors

Tier 1: The character may use 1
Technique in a single Conflict.
Tier 2: The character may use up to 3
Techniques in a single Conflict.
Tier 3: The character may use up to 5
Techniques in a single Conflict.

Tier 2: The character can make effective use of
chain and scale armor.
Tier 3: The character can make effective use of
Plate and other heavy armors.
A character without the proper tier of the Armor
Skill can still wear any sort of armor he or she
likes, but only benefits from the Base Armor plus
any Quality Enhancements; Material, Magical,
and Socket Enhancements provide no benefit to
the character. For more details on Armor
Enhancements, see Chapter #, page ###.

In addition, each Tier improves the chances for
a character to learn a new technique, and
increases the power of the techniques a
character can learn at a given level.
If a Class or Race has this Skill by default, a
character of that class or race begins the game
with one Technique per Tier the Class or Race
possesses. These starting Techniques must
have an ID of 20 or less.

Shield
Protective Gear
A character needs this skill to gain full benefit
from shields. A character that does not have this
skill can still wear a shield, but cannot cast
spells or use techniques while doing so. In
addition, only the Base Shield’s protection plus
any Quality Enhancements are applied to the
character’s DEF. Other Enhancements (Magical,
Material, and Socket) provide no benefit to the
character; for more information on Shield
Enhancements, see Chapter #, page ###.

Utility Magic
Mystical/Technique
The Utility Magic Skill allows you to learn magic
of the Utility (“Gray Magic”) school. Each Tier of
Utility Magic improves the chances for a
character to learn a new spell, and increases the
power of the spells a character can learn at a
given level.
If a Class or Race has this Skill by default, a
character of that class or race begins the game
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Agile

Dual Weapon

Special Ability

Special Ability

When making an Improvement Check where the
AG Ability could be increased, roll an additional
check for AG. You may use the second check to
determine AG improvement if it is better than
your regular Improvement Check roll. If you are
using an alternative improvement system that
does not use Improvement Checks, then the
character gains +1 additional AG any time he or
she gains any other permanent bonus to AG
instead.

A character with this skill can equip a weapon in
each hand. Although this does not allow the
character to make any additional attacks, the
benefits of any Magical or Socket
Enhancements from both weapons apply to any
attacks made with either weapon; see Chapter
#, page ### for more information concerning
Weapon Enhancements.
In addition, some Techniques require the
character to have this skill and have a weapon
equipped in each hand. This skill cannot be
applied to weapons that have the Two Handed
quality.

Alchemy
Special Ability
The character knows how to make a number of
restorative draughts using strange or obscure
ingredients ranging from a dandelion’s roar to
the frog’s breath.

Herbalism
Special Ability
The character knows how to make herbal
poultices using the natural flora of the world,
combining things like St. John’s Wart and Morel
Mushrooms to make Healing Herbs.

15

Whenever the party rests in a Town , a
character with this skill can set up a lab and
produce one potion, plus one per five levels he
or she possesses; it can safely be assumed that
the character has been collecting appropriate
ingredients for the potions he or she makes
along the way. The character can produce
potions that have a gp value equal to or less
than 10x his or her level, to a maximum value of
250 gp at level 25; see page ### for a list of
potions.

14

Whenever the party rests in a Town , a
character with this skill can cook up one
poultice, plus one per five levels he or she
possesses; it can be safely assumed that the
character has been collecting the ingredients for
the poultices he or she makes along the way.
The character can produce poultices that have a
gp value equal to or less than 10x his or her
level, to a maximum value of 250 gp at level 25.
See page ### for a list of poultices.

Combat Reflexes
Special Ability

Intelligent

When making an Initiative Check at the start of
combat, the character gains a +5 bonus to the
roll.

15

Special Ability
When making an Improvement Check where the
IN Ability could be increased, roll an additional
check for IN. You may use the second check to
determine IN improvement if it is better than
your regular Improvement Check roll. If you are
using an alternative improvement system that

See Chapter #, page ###
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does not use Improvement Checks, then the
character gains +1 additional IN any time he or
she gains any other permanent bonus to IN
instead

The character either has a “real” natural weapon
(like claws, a horn, an effective bite, etc.), or he
or she has trained in unarmed combat to the
point that his or her hands, feet, knees, and so
on count as deadly weapons. The overall quality
of the Natural Weapons depends on the Tier of
the skill:

Kenning

Tier 1: The ATT of the character’s Natural
Weapon is equal to 2x his or her level.

Special Ability
The character can detect things that are
magical. This may come as a smell, an itch in
the back of his or her throat, a “vibe” or whatever
you like.

Tier 2: The ATT of the character’s Natural
Weapon is equal to 3x his or her level.
Tier 3: The ATT of the character’s Natural
Weapon is equal to 4x his or her level, and the
character can use Accessories that provide
special benefits to Natural Weapons.

When in combat, the character automatically
knows which (if any) opponents can use magic,
and how much magic that opponent has (more
MP than the character, about the same MP, less
MP, or all out). In addition, the character can
usually detect the presence of invisible
creatures, although he or she cannot actually
“see” them.

If this Skill is a class ability, or it was purchased
using Skill Points, it almost certainly represents
training in unarmed combat; if it is a Racial Skill,
on the other hand, it probably represents claws,
a bite, and so on. The actual nature of the
Natural Weapon, however, is largely
inconsequential, and can be left up to the player
to describe.

Finally, the character can determine if an
opponent has an Elemental Affinity, and what
Element the opponent has an affinity for, but not
the Aspect of the affinity (vulnerable, resistant,
or absorb) or its value.

Poison Resistance
Special Ability

Lucky

If the character is afflicted with the Poison Status
Effect (see page ###), he or she takes ½ normal
damage from that Status Effect. In addition, he
or she gains a +5 bonus to LU checks made to
end the Poison Status Effect.

Special Ability
When making an Improvement Check where the
LU Ability could be increased, roll an additional
check for LU. You may use the second check to
determine LU improvement if it is better than
your regular Improvement Check roll. If you are
using an alternative improvement system that
does not use Improvement Checks, then the
character gains +1 additional LU any time he or
she gains any other permanent bonus to LU
instead.

Strong
Special Ability
When making an Improvement Check where the
ST Ability could be increased, roll an additional
check for ST. You may use the second check to
determine ST improvement if it is better than
your regular Improvement Check roll. If you are
using an alternative improvement system that

Natural Weapon*
Special Ability
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does not use Improvement Checks, then the
character gains +1 additional ST any time he or
she gains any other permanent bonus to ST
instead.

When determining the character’s DEF Statistic,
use the IN Ability instead of the AG Ability.

Enduring Defense
Stat Modifier

Vital

When determining the character’s DEF Statistic,
use the VI Ability instead of the AG Ability.

Special Ability
When making an Improvement Check where the
VI Ability could be increased, roll an additional
check for VI. You may use the second check to
determine VI improvement if it is better than your
regular Improvement Check roll. If you are using
an alternative improvement system that does not
use Improvement Checks, then the character
gains +1 additional VI any time he or she gains
any other permanent bonus to VI instead.

Fortunate Defense
Stat Modifier
When determining the character’s DEF Statistic,
use the LU Ability instead of the AG Ability.

Lucky Strike
Willful

Stat Modifier

Special Ability

When determining the character’s ATT Statistic,
use the LU Ability instead of the ST Ability.

When making an Improvement Check where the
WI Ability could be increased, roll an additional
check for WI. You may use the second check to
determine WI improvement if it is better than
your regular Improvement Check roll. If you are
using an alternative improvement system that
does not use Improvement Checks, then the
character gains +1 additional WI any time he or
she gains any other permanent bonus to WI
instead.

Magical
Stat Modifier
When determining the character’s MP, use the
following formula instead of the normal one: 2x
WI + 2x IN. Whenever the character’s WI or IN
Abilities increase, the character’s MP increases
by 2 for every point gained to either ability.

Agile Attack

Mystic Endurance

Stat Modifier

Stat Modifier

When determining the character’s ATT Statistic,
use the AG Ability instead of the ST Ability
unless the character is using a weapon with the
Two Handed quality.

When determining the character’s MDEF
Statistic, use the VI Ability instead of the WI
Ability.

Clever Defense

Quick

Stat Modifier

Stat Modifier
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Add 1 to your MOVE stat. If your game group is
not using a battlemap, this skill is pointless; if
Quick was gained as a Racial or Class skill,
replace it with a different appropriate skill from
the Simple Skill list (probably Agile or Combat
Reflexes).

normally, but are assumed to draw and ready
their next shot as a part of their attack.
Each weapon in the Boomerang Group has a
special characteristic. Only characters with Tier
2 of this skill gain access to that special
characteristic. See the individual weapon
descriptions for more details (starting on page
###).

Tough
Stat Modifier

Bow

When determining the character’s HP, use the
following formula instead of the normal one: 3x
VI + WI. Whenever the character’s VI is
increased, he or she gains 3 HP for each 1 his
or her VI increased. Whenever the character’s
WI increases, he or she gains the normal 1 HP
per point of improvement.

Weapon Group
The character is trained in the effective use of
ranged weapons that use a drawn string or
similar mechanism to propel a projectile. This
includes everything from longbows to crossbows
to slingshots. Characters without this skill can
still use such weapons, but do not benefit from
any Weapon Enhancements if they do so (see
page ###).

Axe
Weapon Group
The character is trained in the effective use of
long hafted, unbalanced weapons – hatchets,
axes, maces, hammers, and so on. A character
without this Skill can still use weapons in the
Axe group, but gains no benefits from Weapon
Enhancements if he or she does so (see page
###).

Simple
Weapon Group
The character is trained in the effective use of
the most basic of weaponry – daggers, knives,
clubs, and so on. Characters without this skill
can still use these weapons, but do not benefit
from any Weapon Enhancements if they do so
(see page ###).

Boomerang*
Weapon group

Spear

The character is trained in the effective use of
exotic thrown weapons such as the boomerang,
chakram, and shuriken. A character without this
skill can use such weapons, but gains no benefit
from Weapon Enhancements if he or she does
so (see page ###).

Weapon Group
The character is trained in the effective use of
balanced, long-hafted weapons, including
spears, pikes, quarterstaff, and so on. A
character without this skill can use such
weapons, but gains no benefit from Weapon
Enhancements if he or she does so (see page
###).

In addition, characters without this skill must
draw and ready each weapon they throw
separately (costing 2 squares of movement for
each item the character throws). Characters with
this skill must draw and ready their first shot
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Staff

including throwing knives and slings. This skill
specifically excludes weapons in the Boomerang
Weapon Group (see page 73). Characters
without this skill can still use these weapons, but
do not benefit from any Weapon Enhancements
if they do so (see page ##).

Weapon Group
The character can tap into the mystical
properties of magic staves, wand, rods, tomes,
and orbs and use them effectively. A character
that does not have this skill cannot use any of
the mystical abilities of such items, and is likely
to break them if he or she tries to use them to
bash people. See page ### for more information
about Mystical Implement Weapons.

In addition, characters without this skill must
draw and ready each weapon they throw
separately (costing 2 squares of movement for
each item the character throws). Characters with
this skill must draw and ready their first shot
normally, but are assumed to draw and ready
their next shot as a part of their attack.

Sword
Weapon Group

Whip*

The character is trained in the effective use of all
manner of Sword, from the lowly short sword, to
the noble katana, to the burly two-handed
monster. Characters without this skill can still
use such weapons, but do not benefit from any
Weapon Enhancements if they do so (see page
###).

Weapon Group
The character is trained in the effective use of a
variety of long, flexible weapons, including
whips, chains, sectional staves, and so on. A
character without this skill can use such
weapons, but gains no benefit from Weapon
Enhancements if he or she does so (see page
###).

Thrown

Each weapon in the Whip Group has a special
quality. Only characters with Tier 2 of this skill
gain access to that special quality. See the
individual weapon descriptions for more details
(starting on page ###).

Weapon Group
The character is trained in the use of weapons
that are thrown or flung at an opponent,

Advanced Skill Descriptions
The complete descriptions of the Advanced Skills follow. Each is described using the same
format as the Simple Skills, with the addition of any Prerequisites in red immediately after the
Category. In order to learn the skill, the character first must completely fulfill the prerequisites.

Heroic Defensive Magic

Offensive Magic (Tier 3)

Mystical/Technique

Utilize more powerful Offensive Spells.

Defensive Magic (Tier 3)
Utilize more powerful Defensive Spells.

Heroic Oracle Magic
Mystical/Technique

Heroic Offensive Magic

Oracle Magic (Tier 3)

Mystical/Technique
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Armor Mastery

Utilize more powerful Oracle Spells.

Special Ability
Armor (Tier 3)

Heroic Summon Magic
Mystical/Technique

Gain a special bonus when wearing a particular
type of armor. Multiple Skills.

Summon Magic (Tier 3)
Summon more powerful creatures.

Heroic Agility
Special Ability

Heroic Technique

Agile

Mystical/Technique

Automatically gain 5 AG when gaining a level.

Technique (Tier 3)
Utilize more powerful Techniques.

Heroic Alchemy
Special Ability

Heroic Utility Magic

Alchemy

Mystical/Technique

Create better potions

Utility Magic (Tier 3)
Utilize more powerful Utility Spells.

Heroic Herbalism
Special Ability

Improvised Magic

Herbalism

Mystical/Technique

Create better poultices

Any three Heroic Magic skills
Use the Spell Creation System at any time to
make new spells on the fly.

Heroic Intelligence
Special Ability
Intelligent

Additional Accessory*
Special Ability

Automatically gain 5 IN when gaining a level.

Tier 1: Level 30

Heroic Luck

Tier 2: Level 40

Special Ability

Tier 3: Level 50

Lucky

Use additional Accessory Equipment.

Automatically gain 5 LU when gaining a level.
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Gain a special bonus when using weapons
within a particular Weapon Group. Multiple
Skills.

Heroic Reflexes
Special Ability
Combat Reflexes

Accurate Critical

Gain a bonus to Initiative Checks that is
dependent on level.

Stat Modifier
Agile or Agile Attack
Use AG instead of LU when determining CM.

Heroic Strength
Special Ability

Clever Attack

Strong

Stat Modifier

Automatically gain 5 ST when gaining a level.

Intelligent
Use IN when determining ATT instead of ST.

Heroic Vitality
Special Ability

Clever Critical

Vital or Tough

Stat Modifier

Automatically gain 5 VI when gaining a level.

Intelligent
Use IN instead of LU when determining CM.

Heroic Will
Special Ability

Determined Attack

Willful

Stat Modifier

Automatically gain 5 WI when gaining a level.

Willful
Use WI when determining ATT instead of ST.

Shield Mastery
Special Ability

Determined Critical

Shield

Stat Modifier

Gain a special bonus when using a Shield.

Willful
Use WI instead of LU when determining CM.

Weapon Group Mastery
Special Ability
The Weapon Group the mastery is taken for
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Heroic Magic

Gain a bonus to MDEF that is dependent on
level.

Stat Modifier
Magical

Heroic Speed

Automatically gain 10 MP when gaining a level.

Stat Modifier
Quick

Heroic Critical

Increase MOVE by 1; this skill may be taken
multiple times.

Stat Modifier
Maximum CM is increased.

Oddly Appropriate Critical

Heroic Defense

Stat Modifier

Stat Modifier

Derive CM from Level instead of LU.

Gain a bonus to DEF that is dependent on level.

Power Critical

Heroic Health

Stat Modifier

Stat Modifier

Strong

Tough

Use ST instead of LU when determining CM.

Automatically gain 10 HP when gaining a level.

Heroic Mystic Defense
Stat Modifier
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Chapter 6: Equipment
This chapter contains simplified placeholder information for the purpose of facilitating playtest.
This stuff is very, very temporary, and subject to addition, modification, or rampant change.

What They Start With
1st level characters begin the game with a Basic Pack and 25 gold (or nobles, or marks –
whatever the local currency for the setting is).

The Basics of Weapons and Armor
Weapons and armor are actually pretty simple on the face of it. Each type has its own
characteristics:
Weapons have a Weapon Group (WG – outlined in the Skills chapter), an ATT, and a Cost16.
Ranged weapons also have a Range (indicated in squares; this information isn’t needed unless
you’re using the Battlemap combat rules), and some weapons have special Characteristics. All
of the following are basically the “base model” of the weapon. For instance, the Sword listed
below is… a sword. Not a great one, not a bad one, not a gold one… just a sword. The costs
listed are really just guesswork intended for first-session play.
Armors have a Tier (0, 1, 2, or 3), a DEF, and a Cost. Some armors also have a special
Characteristic. Like the weapons, these are “base models”.

Base Weapons
Weapon
Axe
Battle Axe
Mace
Boomerang
Chacram
Shuriken
Crossbow

WG
Axe
Axe
Axe
Boomerang
Boomerang
Boomerang
Bow

ATT
3
5
4
2
2
1
3

Range

Longbow
Slingshot

Bow
Bow

2
1

15
10

Club
Dagger
Lance
Spear
Sword

Simple
Simple
Spear
Spear
Sword

2
1
5
3
3

10
10
5
15

16

Characteristics Cost
30
Two-Handed
45
Bashing
45
Returning
40
Passthrough
60
Rapid Fire
35
Slow Reload,
30
Two-Handed
Two-Handed
30
Quick Draw,
25
Two-Handed
20
10
Two-Handed
45
Two-Handed
25
30

Whether it’s gold pieces, dinara, rupees, or pieces of eight – the number represents how many units of
whatever passes for standard currency in the setting. By default, 16 Bit Heroes uses old-fashioned,
generic Gold Pieces (GP), but Nobles, Tael, and Pfennig all sound a lot cooler.
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Two Handed
Sword
Dart
Sling
Throwing
Knife
Scourge
Whip

Sword

5

Thrown
Thrown
Thrown

1
2
1

Whip
Whip

3
2

5
10
5

Two-Handed

45

Quick Draw

25
30
15

Vicious
Multi-Strike

40
40

Weapon Characteristics
The Characteristics above are defined here. Sorry if this sounds abrupt – my goal now is quick
progress rather than good prose.

Bashing

Quick Draw

When a Bashing weapon gets a critical hit, the
target is pushed one square if the attacker so
desires. Bashing adds 5 to the base weapon’s
cost.

Normally, weapons require 2 squares of
movement to draw. A Quick Draw weapon may
be drawn and readied at no movement cost.
Quick Draw adds 10 to the base weapon’s cost.

Multi-Strike

Rapid Fire

A Multi-Strike weapon can target multiple
opponents. Each opponent must be adjacent to
the attacker (on a Battlemap) or must be in the
same Group (without a Battlemap). You may
make a single attack against all opponents, or
roll separately for each, but you must choose
one or the other before you make your attack
roll. You must have Tier 2 in the appropriate
weapon group in order to use Multi-Strike. MultiStrike adds 20 to the base weapon’s cost.

Rapid Fire allows you to make multiple attacks
at the same enemy. You may make a number of
attacks up to your MOVE score, but the second
attack is at -5, the third attack is at -10, the
fourth attack is at -15, and so on. You must have
Tier 2 in the appropriate Weapon Group to use
Rapid Fire. Rapid Fire adds 20 to the base
weapon’s cost.

Returning
A returning weapon can make a second attack
at the same or a different opponent on its way
back to you if your first attack is a miss. If you
miss (deal no damage) on an attack, you can
immediately make a second Attack at the same
opponent or you may select a a different target,
but if you do the Attack roll is made at -5. You
must have Tier 2 in the appropriate weapon
group to use Returning. Returning may only be
applied to a ranged weapon. Returning adds 10
to the base weapon’s cost.

Passthrough
A Passthrough weapon passes through one
opponent to hit another in the hands of a skilled
user, potentially hitting every opponent in the
range of the weapon. When using a
Passthrough weapon, select an initial target; if
the weapon hits, make another attack roll
against a second opponent, and so on for each
opponent on the battlefield. If you roll a miss (no
damage) on any attack, the Passthrough effect
ends. You must have Tier 2 in Boomerang
weapon group in order to use Passthrough.
Passthrough may only be applied to a
Boomerang Group weapon. Passthrough adds
30 to the base weapon’s cost.

Slow Reload
A Slow Reload weapon is a ranged weapon that
requires a little extra time to reload. It costs 1
square of movement to reload a Slow Reload
weapon between attacks, and it costs 3 squares
of movement (rather than 2) to ready a Slow
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Reload weapon for combat. Slow Reload
subtracts 10 from the base weapon’s cost.

Handed subtracts 5 from the base cost of a
weapon.

Two-Handed

Vicious

A two handed weapon requires both hands
to wield. If you have a two handed weapon
drawn and readied, you cannot use a shield.
You cannot draw and ready a two-handed
weapon if you have a shield equipped. Two

A vicious weapon causes great pain on a critical
hit, inflicting the Stunned Status Effect. The
Difficulty to remove this status effect is equal to
the damage dealt. You must have Tier 2 in the
appropriate weapon group to use Vicious.
Vicious adds 10 to the base cost of the weapon.

Making New Weapons
You can make new weapons along these lines thusly: Cost is equal to 10x ATT + Range (0 for
melee weapons) + the extra cost of any of the above Characteristics. You can also come up
with new characteristics if you like, following the patterns above.

The Pincushion Effect
Characters that carry thrown or ranged weapons are assumed to have stocked up on plenty of
ammo, and can be assumed to collect all recoverable weapons from the battlefield once they
are done. When it comes to long battles with, say, throwing knives, this can give the
appearance that a character is a walking pincushion. You are certainly welcome to describe
your character as one, if you like – but you don’t have to.
It’s better than keeping track of ammo. If someone wants to play a throwing knife expert,
something silly like ammo shouldn’t stop them. Besides, running out of ammo isn’t fun, and
neither is tracking each arrow, sling bullet, and dart your character throws. Although these
things add a degree of verisimilitude, that’s not what 16 Bit Heroes is supposed to be about.
If a group insists on tracking ammo, divide the cost of the Throwing Weapons by 10, and
assume a character can recover half of what he or she threw after a battle. Arrows, crossbow
bolts, and other ammo cost 1 each, or 10 for a dozen; any of these that hit a target can be
recovered, while all misses are lost or destroyed. Enjoy your accounting17. Oh – and such
ammo takes up pack slots (see page 84), but they can be stacked in groups of 25.

Base Armor
The Base Armor list follows. Armors have a “tier” rather than a weapon group. Cloth armors
(robes and such) are listed as Tier 0, and do not require a Skill to use effectively. Like weapons,
many types of armor have a Characteristic, although armor and weapons have no
characteristics in common.
Armor
Buckler
Shield

Tier

DEF

MDEF

N/A

1

0

N/A

2

0

17

Characteristics
Shield, Buckler,
Light
Shield

Cost
10
20

The irony of this statement is that in my other game system projects, ammo is tracked closely. The
point I’m trying to make here is that such things aren’t what this game is about, and if you’re that
interested in the idea of running out of arrows, you should probably be playing a different game.
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Armor
Tower Shield
Glove
Padded
Ribbon
Robe
Band
Hat
Hide
Leather
Training Gear
Bracer
Cap
Chainmail
Scale
Gauntlet
Helm
Plate

Tier

DEF

MDEF

N/A

4

2

0

0

1

0

1

2

0

0

1

0

0

3

1
1
1
1

1
1
3
2

0
0
0
1

1

2

0

2
2
2

2
2
6

0
0
0

2

7

0

3

3

0

3

3

0

3

12

0

Characteristics
Shield, Tower,
Heavy
Hand/Arm,
Cloth, Light
Body, Cloth
Head, Cloth,
Light
Body, Cloth,
Light
Hand/Arm, Light
Head
Body, Skin
Body, Skin
Body, Cloth,
Light,
Combative
Hand/Arm
Head
Body, Metal
Body, Heavy,
Metal
Hand/Arm,
Heavy, Metal
Head, Heavy,
Metal
Body, Heavy,
Slow, Metal

Cost
30
25
50
25
65
15
10
30
20
85
20
20
60
65
25
25
110

Armor Characteristics
Armor characteristics are defined here. Characters can only wear one piece of Armor of any
given location characteristic at a time (for instance, a character can only wear one piece of
armor with the Body characteristic at a time). A character can wear two shields, but cannot
equip a weapon if he or she chooses to do so, and can only gain the benefits of both if he or she
takes the Defend action for his or her Attack in a round; otherwise, he or she chooses which
Shield is providing cover at the end of his or her turn.

Body

characteristic reduces the base armor’s cost by
5.

This piece of armor is word on the body. A
character may only wear one piece of armor with
this characteristic at a time. This characteristic
does not affect the base armor’s cost.

Cloth
Cloth armor is limited to Cloth Material
Enhancements. For instance, although one
could wear a Silk Robe or a Wool Ribbon, it
would be difficult to make Dragonhide Padded
Armor, and an Iron Ribbon doesn’t make much
sense. As with all Material characteristics,
adherence to these restrictions is up to the
individual Game Group, and not a strict rule.

Buckler
This characteristic may only be applied to a
shield. A Buckler Shield only provides its DEF,
MDEF, and Elemental Affinity bonuses when the
character wearing the buckler takes the Defend
action for his or her Attack in a round. This
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Metal

This characteristic does not affect the base
armor’s cost.

Cloth armor is limited to Metal Material
Enhancements. For instance, although one
could wear a Mithril Helm or Golden Plate, it
would be difficult to make Dragonhide
Chainmail, and Silk Gauntlets don’t make much
sense. As with all Material characteristics,
adherence to these restrictions is up to the
individual Game Group, and not a strict rule.
This characteristic does not affect the base
armor’s cost.

Combative
This armor is specially designed to make fighting
easier when worn. Wearing Combative armor
provides a +5 bonus to ATT. This characteristic
adds 50 to the base armor’s cost.

Hand/ Arm
This piece of armor is worn on one or both
hands and/or arms. A character may only benefit
from one piece of armor with this characteristic
at a time. If the character is wearing mismatched
Hand/Arm armor, only the piece with the highest
DEF provides any benefits. The other piece is
ignored. Characters can choose to wear a
complete set (i.e. both arms/hands) or half of
one; for game purposes there is no difference in
effect. This characteristic does not affect the
base armor’s cost. Although shields are worn on
the arm, a shield cannot have this characteristic.

Shield
This piece of armor uses the Shield skill rather
than the Armor skill for effective use. Although a
character may gain benefits from two shields,
doing so precludes equipping a weapon (unless
you’re using the optional Shields as Weapons
rules; see page ###). This characteristic does
not affect the base armor’s cost.

Skin
Skin armor is limited to Skin Material
Enhancements. For instance, although one
could wear a Dragonhide Leather or Elven
Leather Bracers, it would be difficult to make
Wool Hide Armor. As with all Material
characteristics, adherence to these restrictions
is up to the individual Game Group, and not a
strict rule. This characteristic does not affect the
base armor’s cost.

Head
This piece of armor is worn on the head. A
character may only benefit from one piece of
armor with this characteristic at a time. This
characteristic does not affect the base armor’s
cost.

Heavy
This piece of armor is cumbersome, reducing
the character’s speed. A character wearing
armor with this characteristic takes a -1 penalty
to his or her MOVE Stat. This characteristic
reduces the base armor cost by 5.

Slow
Wearers of armor with this characteristic suffer a
-5 penalty to Initiative Checks. This
characteristic reduces the Base Cost of the
armor by 5.

Light
This piece of armor is basically clothing, and
light clothing at that. It does not restrict the
character’s movement in any way, and can be
worn to sleep without penalty (see Chapter,
page ###). In addition, Fighters can wear armor
with this characteristic without losing their class
abilities. This characteristic increases the base
armor cost by 5.

Tower
This characteristic may only be applied to armor
that has the Shield characteristic, but does not
have the Buckler characteristic. Characters that
have a Tower shield lose all benefits of shields
with this characteristic in any round that they
move (or are forced to move). The loss of
benefit begins when the character moves (or is
forced to move). The benefits return at the start
of the character’s next turn. This characteristic
reduces the base cost of the shield by 10.
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Accessories
Characters can wear up to two Accessories at a time (the character can actually wear as many
as will fit on his or her body, but only the last two he or she put on provide any benefit). Unlike
Armor or Weapons, Accessories cannot benefit from enhancements (like Material, Quality,
Enchantment, or Sockets) and only provide their listed abilities. Accessories do not require an
Armor skill to gain the listed benefits. Accessories typically provide permanent protection from
Status Effects or bonuses to Stats, but they can also provide special effects that are hard or
impossible to come by otherwise.
Eleven accessories are listed below; they can be used as inspiration for creating others. Unlike
Weapons and Armor, there is no hard and fast formula for finding the cost of an Accessory.
Compare the desired effect to the others listed here and make a guess. Most Accessories are
found items, not things bought in shops, so the Cost is more an indicator of how much
characters can get for the item if they choose to sell it (see page ###).
Accessory
Amulet
Belt of Fiery
Healing
Copper
Armband
Fur Cloak
Goggles
Jade Hairpin
Quickstep
Boots
Quickstrike
Ring
Ring of
Invisibility
Sun Fetish
Ring of
Regeneration

Benefit
Provides the wearer with a +10 bonus to MDEF
Provides the wearer with FIRE +10a, and the wearer is protected
from the Burning Status Effect.

Cost
100
1,800

Provides the wearer with a +10 bonus to DEF.

100

Provides the wearer with ICE +10p
Protects the wearer from the Blindness Status Effect
Protects the wearer from the Stone Status Effect

50
400
800

Provides the wearer with +1 MOVE and a +5 bonus to Initiative
The wearer can take two Attack actions in a round instead of one
Attack and one Movement.
The wearer can become Invisible. Using this Accessory requires an
Attack action. The invisibility lasts until the end of the Conflict, or until
the wearer makes an Attack action. This Accessory may be used at
will.
Protects the wearer from the Sleep Status Effect. The wearer must
still sleep normally, but cannot be forced to do so.
During any Conflict, at the start of his or her turn, the wearer regains
lost HP equal to ½ his or her level (round up).
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1,250
1,500
5,000
100
2,500

Miscellaneous Equipment
A lot of things can be assumed to be on a character’s person. For instance, it’s pretty unlikely
that adventurers would head out on a quest without a few torches, a tinderbox (for lighting fires),
some rope, and so on. These basic, non-magical supplies can be assumed to be on the person
of one or more people in the party, and are not counted as taking up pack spaces (see below)18.
All characters begin with (at no cost) a Basic Pack that will hold 15 items. In this context, “item”
means anything from a potion to plate body armor or a sword. Items can be pulled from the
character’s Basic Pack (or the expanded ones outlined below) at the cost of 2 MOVE. Weapons
can be pulled and readied with 2 MOVE. Stowing items in these packs requires no MOVE cost,
but can only be done on a character’s turn. The appearance of this initial pack is up to the
Player – and yes, they’re magical. A pack cannot be placed inside another pack.
Some identical items can be “stacked” in the basic pack. For instance, if a character has
multiple Potions of Healing, they can be stacked. Similar but different items can’t stack (so you
can’t include a major healing potion in a healing potion stack). Only Potions, Poultices, and
Camping Gear other than Sleeping Bags cab be stacked. Each “stack” can have up to 5
identical items and still count as a single item in reference to pack capacity.
Replacing a basic pack has a cost of 100. Packs with room for additional items cost 100x 10 for
each additional item the pack can hold. Smaller packs can be purchased at a cost of 100-10 per
fewer item the smaller pack can hold (so a pack that could hold only 3 items would cost 100 –
70 = 30).
Please note: the “basic pack” actually refers to a pouch or pack, plus sheaths, space for
concealed weapons, and so on. In other words, without getting a better “pack”, characters can
carry on their person up to 15 items, including equipped armor, weapons, and accessories, but
not including the assumed items described above.
At the Game Group’s option, an adventuring party can also begin with a single Pack of Infinite
Contents. Such a pack can hold any number of items, but it takes 5 minutes per item to pull
anything out of it, making it useless while in combat, a rush, or any other dire situation.
Replacing such a pack would cost 10,000, so adventuring groups blessed with one would be
wise to keep a close eye on it.
Other miscellaneous equipment will eventually be added here; anything that makes it to this list
cannot be “assumed” to be on anyone’s person as described above. Basically, to make it to this
list, the item must do something special, outside the context of things like torches, lock picks,
and ropes.

18

If you’re into it, you can count these things as separate expenses and as taking up pack space. There
are many, many other games out there that happily delineate such minutia down to the cost of quills, ink,
spices, and even salt. You can use those books as cost references, or come up with something on your
own. If you do so, it is suggested that you increase the capacity of the Basic Pack described here from 15
items to 20 or even 30, allowing for these other items.
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Magical and Enhanced Equipment
The most basic of magical/enhanced equipment is outlined here for now, just to get the rules in
place for playtest. This is placeholder text.

Potions and Poultices
The following list contains a few basic potions and poultices. They are included in this playtest
copy for two reasons:
1. The Alchemy and Herbalism skills are more or less useless without them
2. These items are basic adventuring equipment in a 8/16 Bit game
In the table below, you will find the basic Potions and Poultices, their costs, and a description of
their effects. Using a Potion or Poultice requires the Use Item Attack Action.
Name
Flashbang Bomb
Greater Healing
Pastille
Healing Pastille
Healing Potion
Lesser Healing
Pastille
Major Healing Potion
Minor Healing Potion
Potion of Agility
Potion of Intellect
Potion of Luck
Potion of Strength
Potion of Vision
Potion of Vitality
Potion of Will
Quicksilver Solution
Soft Potion

Potion/Poultice
Potion

Description
Inflicts a Difficulty 25 Blind Status Effect to
all creatures in a 3 square Splash. Range: 5
squares

Cost
900

Potion

Restores 100 HP to all allies

4,000

Potion
Potion

Restores 50 HP to all allies
Restores 50 HP

1,000
100

Potion

Restores 25 HP to all allies

160

Potion
Potion
Potion
Potion
Potion
Potion
Potion
Potion
Potion
Potion
Potion

Restores 100 HP
Restores 25 HP
Grants +5 AG until the end of the Conflict
Grants +5 IN until the end of the Conflict
Grants +5 LU until the end of the Conflict
Grants +5 ST until the end of the Conflict
Removes the Blindness Status Effect
Grants +5 VI until the end of the Conflict
Grants +5 WI until the end of the Conflict
Removes the Slow Status Effect
Removes the Stone Status Effect
Inflicts a Difficulty 25 Stun Status Effect to a
single target. Range: 5 squares
Deals 25 ELEC to a single target. Range: 5
squares
Removes the Poison Status Effect
Deals 5d10 FIRE to a single target. Range:
5 squares
Restores 20d10 (or 5d10 x4) HP
Restores 10d10 (or 5d10 x2) HP
Removes the Paralysis Status Effect
Removes the Sickened Status Effect
Restores 5d10 HP
Removes the Darkness Status Effect
Grants a 1d10 DEF bonus until the end of
the Conflict

400
16
25
25
25
25
100
25
25
100
200

Stun Potion

Potion

Thunder Potion

Potion

Antivenom Herb

Poultice

Fireburst Pods

Poultice

Greater Healing Herbs
Healing Herbs
Heartweed Extract
Lemongrass Extract
Lesser Healing Herb
Moonlight Poultice

Poultice
Poultice
Poultice
Poultice
Poultice
Poultice

Oakwood Distillate

Poultice
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175
82
50
82
400
100
200
100
16
50
25

Poison Spores

Poultice

Sunrise Herb

Poultice

Tanglevine

Poultice

Willowbark Tea

Poultice

Life Herb

Poultice

Inflicts a Difficulty 5d10 Poison Status Effect
to all creatures in a 3 square Splash.
Range: 5 squares
Removes the Sleep Status Effect
Inflicts a Difficulty 5d10 Slow Status Effect
to a single target. Range: 5 squares
Restores 2d10 MP
Restores 5d10 HP to a single target with 0
or fewer HP.

425
50
300
400
80

Potion and Poultice costs are calculated thusly:
















Restores HP: To figure the cost of a healing Potion or Poultice, figure the amount the Potion
heals, or the average amount the Poultice heals (5 per d10). Divide that number by 5, and then
multiply the number by itself (“square” it, for the mathematically inclined). If the potion or poultice
can restore HP to a “dead” character (one with 0 or fewer HP), multiply the final cost by 5.
Restores MP: To figure the cost of a MP restoring Potion or Poultice, figure the amount the
Potion restores, or the average amount the Poultice restores (5 per d10), double that number,
and then multiply the number by itself (“square” it, for the mathematically inclined).
Boosts an Ability: To figure the cost of an ability boost Potion or Poultice, figure the amount the
Potion boosts, or the average amount the Poultice boosts (5 per d10) and then multiply the
number by itself (“square” it, for the mathematically inclined).
Boosts a Stat: To figure the cost of a stat boost Potion or Poultice, figure the amount the Potion
boosts, or the average amount the Poultice boosts (5 per d10); then multiply the number by itself
(“square” it, for the mathematically inclined). MOVE and CM cannot be boosted in this manner.
Removes a Status Effect: The cost is 50 for a Tier 1 Status Effect, 100 for a Tier 2 Status Effect,
or 200 for a Tier 3 Status Effect.
Inflicts a Status Effect: The cost for a potion is equal to the Strength x the Tier of the Status
Effect x 5. The cost for a Poultice is equal to 5 per d10 (maximum 10d10) of Strength x the Tier of
the Status Effect x 5.
Inflicts Elemental Damage: Figure the cost as though for restoring HP, then double it. (Yes, the
final version will describe this in a more elegant way)
Can Be Used at Range: Add 10 to the final cost (after all multipliers) per square of range.
Affects All Allies: Multiply the final cost by 10.
Affects a Splash Zone: Multiply the final cost by the Zone of the Splash (for instance, a potion
that affects a 3 square Splash would have its cost multiplied by 3. I realize that, technically, the
Zone of a 3 square Splash is 9 squares, but I’ll have to find a way to clarify this later).

Unlike Potions, Poultices deal or restore random amounts of damage and have random Status
Effect difficulties. For numbers of dice above 5, you can use multiplication tricks if you prefer –
for instance, 10d10 is roughly equivalent to 5d10 x2, 25d10 is roughly equivalent to 5d10 x5,
and 17d10 is roughly equivalent to 5d10 x3 + 2d10.19

19

You can use this to save yourself from rolling and adding massive numbers of dice. Although the bell
curve of the results isn’t quite the same, it’s close enough. Characters can choose this option whenever
they want, or a Game group can decide on it as a permanent house rule – however each group wants to
handle it. The point is that statistically, it doesn’t make a big difference, but time wise, adding and then
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Weapon and Armor Enhancement
Weapon and armor enhancements are applied to the base Weapons and Armors (see pages 79
and 80, respectively), creating more powerful versions of those weapons. Typically, weapons
and armor come with these enhancements already attached to them. Such weapons may be
purchased at stores, found in dungeons, and so on. You can’t take a basic dagger and make it
into one with the Fine Quality enhancement, nor can you take an Iron Dagger and make it into a
Steel one. In order to benefit from any enhancements, the character wearing the armor or
wielding the weapon must have the appropriate Weapon Skill Group, Armor Skill Tier, or the
Shield skill.
There are three basic types of enhancement: Quality (an indicator of the item being of
exceptionally fine make or having special qualities), Material (the weapon or armor is made from
a special material, such as Silver or Steel), and Enchantment (the weapon or armor has a
magical property). A fourth special type – Sockets – allows the individual character to customize
their weapon by adding special abilities using mystical gems.
Each of the four types is described in more detail below. Only the most elementary
enhancements are discussed for this playtest document. You are encouraged to make up your
own, following the patterns below.

Quality Enhancement
Quality Enhancements indicate how well made an item is, or any other special properties that
were inherent in the manufacture of the weapon or armor. An individual piece of protective gear
or weapon can only have one Quality enhancement.
Quality
Enhancement

1,000 Fold

100 Fold

Accurate
Fine

Description and Benefit

Restrictions

The weapon is of extraordinary
quality, using ancient techniques
making a quicker, lighter, more
effective weapon of legendary
make. ATTx4. If the weapon
deals damage, add 20 to the
damage the weapon deals.
The weapons has been made
using ancient techniques to give
it better balance, greater
sharpness (if it’s bladed), and
greater flexibility. If the weapon
deals damage, add 10 to the
damage the weapon deals.
The weapon is accurate to a
longer distance than is usual.
The range of the weapon is
increased by 2 squares.
The weapon, armor, or shield is
of high quality. X2 ATT or DEF

Cost Modifier

May only be applied to weapons.

X50

May only be applied to weapons.

X5

May only be applied to weapons
that have a Range.

X20
X10

multiplying five dice is a lot quicker than adding 25 dice. I’ll discuss this in greater detail in the Introduction
of a later (non-alpha) edition of the game.
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Light

Master Craft

Reinforced

Sharp

Spiked

Weighted

(as appropriate)
The weapon, armor, or shield is
exceptionally light. The item does
not take up a Pack slot when it is
equipped.
The weapon, armor, or shield is
extraordinary in its quality. It’s
probably pretty to look at, too.
ATTx3 or DEF x3, as
appropriate.
The armor is heavy, but much
more effective. DEFx2 and
MDEFx2 (or +10 if the armor has
no MDEF of its own). The
wearer’s MOVE is reduced by 1.
The weapon is extra sharp. If the
weapon deals damage, add 5 to
the damage the weapon deals.
The weapon, armor, or shield
has spikes, making it especially
vicious when critical hits are
made.
 Weapons: ATTx2 , and if
an attack made with the
weapon gets a critical hit,
multiply the damage the
weapon deals by 1.5 (the
weapon does half again
as much damage).
 Armor or Shield: DEFx2
and if the wearer is
struck by a critical hit, the
attacker takes damage
equal to ½ the DEF of
the armor.
The weapon is weighted to pack
more of a punch. ATTx2 and any
critical hit moves the target 2
squares.

X10

X20

May only be applied to armor.

X15

May only be applied to weapons
that have an edge – swords,
daggers, axes, and so on.

X2

X30

May only be applied to weapons
in the Axe Weapon Group.

X25

Material Enhancements
Material Enhancements indicate what the item is made of, reinforced with, or what have you. An
individual piece of protective gear or weapon can only have one Material enhancement.
In case you’re wondering: base weapons without a Material Enhancement are made from wood,
cheap steel, cheap iron, cheap copper, and/or cheap bronze. Yes, all those materials appear
below; the Material Enhancement indicates that it is made of high quality/extra pure/mystically
endowed versions of the materials.
Material
Enhancement
Bronze

Description and Benefit

Restrictions

High quality bronze can make a
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Cost Modifier
X10

Dragon Hide

Electrum

Gold

Iron

Mithril

Silver

Star Metal

weapons and armor better than
other materials of low quality.
Weapons get ATT x2 and Amor
or Shields get DEFx2.
Armor made from dragon’s
scales is heat and magic
resistant. DEF x2, +10 MDEF,
and FIRE 10r
This material is composed of a
blend of Silver and Gold,
retaining the properties of both.
Electrum counts as Silver when
dealing with were creatures, and
retains the weapon and armor
properties of gold (see below for
both).
Although completely unrealistic,
Gold weapons and armor in 8/16
Bit RPGs were often very
powerful, so the Gold Material
grants weapons ATTx4 and
grants Armor DEF x4 and +20
MDEF.
The weapon is made of cold iron,
making it more effective against
Faerie creatures. ATTx1 for
weapons or DEFx1, and +10
MDEF for armor or shields.
Mithril, a special mystical sort of
silver, makes weapons and
armor lighter and more effective,
and is magic resistant. Mithril
operates as Silver when dealing
with were-creatures. ATT or DEF
x3 as appropriate; armor and
shields also gain MDEF +20.
The weapon is made of silver.
This has no effect other than to
make it effective against were
creatures and to increase the
cost of the item substantially. It’s
also pretty. When applied to
Armor and Shields, Silver
operates like the Spiked Quality
Enhancement when fighting were
creatures.
Also called Adamantine, Fell
Iron, or Meteoric Iron, Star Metal
is incredibly rare, and has
impressive magic resistance.
Star Metal counts as Iron when
dealing with faeries. ATT or DEF
x4 as appropriate, and +30
MDEF for both weapons and
armor.
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Armor only

X50

x110

X60

X15

X70

X50

X120

Steel

The weapon, armor, or shield is
made of high quality steel,
making it stronger. ATT or DEF
x3, as appropriate.

X20

Enchantment Enhancements
Enchantment Enhancements are magical properties applied to weapons and armor. These can
be very powerful, and can cause the weapons or armor to do some very impressive things, like
inflicting Status Effects on a critical hit, granting the wearer of armor Elemental Affinity
absorption, and other such amazing things.
Enchantment
Enhancement
ATT or DEF
Bonus

Elemental
Weapon

Elemental
Resistance

Elemental
Absorption

Inflict [Status
Effect]

Prevent [Status
Effect]

Description and Benefit

Restrictions

The weapon, armor, shield, or
Accessory has been enhanced to
make the user more combatively
effective, either by granting an
ATT bonus or a DEF bonus.
An Elemental Weapon is
suffused with a particular
Elemental Affinity. The weapon
deals damage of the appropriate
type instead of normal weapon
damage (so an ACID weapon
deals ACID damage, and so on).
An Elemental Resistance Armor,
Shield, or Accessory provides
Elemental Affinity r of a particular
type (so ICE Resistance 10
Armor provides ICE 10r).
An Elemental Absorption Armor,
Shield, or Accessory provides
Elemental Affinity a of a
particular type (so PROF
Absorption 10 Armor provides
PROF 10a).
On a critical hit, the weapon
inflicts the indicated status effect
on the target. The Status Effect
has a Strength equal to the
damage the critical hit did to the
target.
The wearer of the armor, shield,
or accessory is immune to the
indicated Status Effect.

Cost Modifier

x(The ATT or DEF
bonus squared)

Weapons only

X20

Armor, Shields, and
Accessories only.

x(the amount of
resistance provided)

Armor, Shields, and
Accessories only.

x(double the amount of
absorption provided)

Weapons only

Tier 1: x50
Tier 2: x100
Tier 3: x150

Armor, Shields, and
Accessories only

Tier 1: x100
Tier 2: x200
Tier 3: x300

Sockets
Sockets are essentially how players enchant weapons and armor themselves. Sockets add 100
to the Cost of the weapon or armor for the first socket, 200 for the second, 400 for the third, 800
for the fifth, and 1600 for each additional socket to a maximum of 10.
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Sockets work by placing gems or mystical materials in them; each gem or material has a
specific effect, and is rated for quality (ruined emerald, cracked emerald, chipped emerald, fine
emerald, flawless emerald… you get the idea). Gems and other materials, once placed in a
socket, fuse with the weapon or armor, permanently modifying the item and taking up the
socket. Placing something in a socket in combat is a Full Turn action.
Sockets are a coming feature – they are listed here to let players know what their full options will
be. The full description of how sockets work, along with an extensive gem list, will appear in the
beta version of 16 Bit Heroes. In the meantime, if your game group has ideas as to how to
implement sockets, or wants to come up with its own gem list, please do – and share it with us,
if you like.

Bringing it together: Figuring Costs and Bonuses
Figuring the final cost is fairly simple, although it may require a calculator. It works like this:
1. Add together all flat cost increases (things like Sockets, for instance).
2. Add that total to the Base Weapon (armor, accessory) cost.
3. Add together all the multipliers (for instance, if you had a x20 multiplier and a x25
multiplier, your total would be 20 + 25 = x45.
4. Multiply the cost total from step 2 by the final cost multiplier determined in step 3.
Bonuses work the same way: flat bonuses, then multipliers.

Magical Implements
Magical Implements are special weapons in the Staff Group. These weapons aren’t much of a
much in and of themselves – whacking someone with, say, a Tome probably won’t be as
effective as a sword. The Implements, however, can be invested with an ability like a spell that
triggers automatically when the wielder hits a target with it, or a spell that the wielder can use
the implement to cast at will. Magical Implements can also offer IN or WI stat boosts, and a
variety of other effects.
Magical Implements are similar to weapons in their description, except all Magical Implements
have a base ATT of 1, and Implements are also associated with a particular type of magic; the
wielder of the Implement must also have a minimum of 3 Tiers in the appropriate type of magic
to use its special ability, whatever that may be. Implements with a range can “cast” their effect
on a target that number of squares away, but cannot be used for regular attacks at that distance
(they’re all melee weapons, folks). The Enhancements that can be applied to weapons can also
be applied to Magical Implements.
The following table describes the base Magical Implements. After the table, the Characteristics
are defined.
Base Implement
Broom
Chalice
Collar

Associated
Magic Type
Utility
Any
Summon

Range Characteristics

5

IN Boost, Two-Handed
AG Boost
Disconnected
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Cost
45
75
100

Orb
Rod
Staff
Tome
Wand

Oracle
Any
Defensive
Any
Offensive

5

5

WI Boost
St Boost
WI Boost, Two-Handed
VI Boost, Two-Handed
IN Boost

75
50
45
45
75

Implement Characteristics
Ability Boost

to them like a normal summoned creature. If the
creature is killed, the Summoner is not Stunned
and does not lose any HP or MP. You can bind
creatures to Implements that do not have this
characteristic, but the Summoner is affected
normally by such a creature’s death.

As long as the Implement is equipped, it
provides a +5 bonus to the indicated Ability (so
an IN Boost implement provides a +5 bonus to
IN as long as it’s equipped). The character can
only benefit from one such boost at a time (so
equipping a wand and an orb won’t give the
character +5 each to WI and IN.

Two-Handed
See the “Two-Handed” weapon
characteristic on page 80.

Disconnected
A creature bound to a Summon Collar is
controlled by the Summoner, but not connected

Bound Spells and Implements
Most Implements have a Spell (or, in the case of the Collar, a summoned creature) bound to it.
In other words, a Mage typically won’t buy just a Tome; he’ll buy a Telekinesis Tome that has an
object-moving spell bound to it. You can think of the bound spells as being like weapon
enhancements that are specific to magical implements.
Such bound spells are created using the rules that begin on page 96, with a few changes. The
type of magic must be of the type associated with that implement (for instance, an Oracle spell
could be bound only to a Chalice, Orb, Rod, or Tome). The spell’s Strength is also indicated as
a flat number, instead of being based on the caster’s abilities. This number is added to the MP
cost the spell would have had, which is added to the Base Cost of the Implement. This value is
then multiplied by the ID of the spell to determine the final Cost of the implement.
You can bind up to five spells to an implement. To do so, add all the Strength/MP costs to the
Base Cost of the implement first. The multiplier is equal to the highest ID of the spells, +10 for
each spell after the first.
Bound summons work differently. The Strength of the summon spell is determined normally
(according to the Summoner’s IN and WI); the multiplier for the Base Cost is equal to 5x the
creature’s level. If a bound creature is killed, it cannot be summoned again until the party has
had a full rest. Only one creature can be bound to an implement. Bound Summons can only be
Cast for Battle, and cannot be Cast for Effect (see page 101).

Camping Gear
Because the kind of rest you get makes a big difference in 16 Bit Heroes, things like tents and
sleeping bags are important. Characters with the proper skills in the party can manufacture
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these items20 using the skills indicated in the table below; the method of manufacture is as
described in the Alchemy skill (page 70).
Camping Gear

Sleeping Bag

Arcane Tent

Arcane House

Arcane Portal

Circle of
Tranquil Rest

Description/Effect
A simple bedroll consisting of a pillow,
blanket, and a sleeping mat. When camping
for the night (for at least 8 hours), provides
the HP restoration of a Full Rest for one
character. Does not provide the other
benefits of a Full Rest, nor does it protect
from attack in the night. If used within a Circle
of Tranquil Rest, allows a Full Rest in 8
hours.
Acts as a Sleeping Bag, except for the entire
party (up to 8 people) over the course of 8
hours. Once used, the Arcane Tent vanishes.
Does not protect from attacks in the night. If
used in a Circle of Tranquil Rest, provides all
benefits of a Full Rest in 8 hours.
Provides the benefits of a Full Rest for an
entire party (up to 10 people) over the course
of 8 hours (4 hours in a Circle of Tranquil
Rest). Once used, the Arcane House
vanishes.
Creates a portal to the nearest village that
has an inn. The portal will remain for up to 12
hours. Only individuals specified by the user
(up to 10 people) can use the Portal, and
they can only use it for a single trip to town
and back. All individuals to use the portal
must enter it within 15 minutes of each other
for both the to-town and return trip. Anyone
who doesn’t is locked out of the Portal. Once
used for the there-and-back-again trip, the
Portal vanishes.
Creates a permanent Circle of Tranquil Rest.
While within the Circle, all characters (up to
12 people) are protected from attack in the
night, and Sleeping Bags and Arcane Tents
and Houses are more effective. For those
familiar with the genre, this essentially
creates a “save point”. The circle created is
permanent, but cannot be moved once it is
placed.

20

Manufactured With

Cost

Vital or Tough

25

Alchemy

100

Heroic Alchemy and
Heroic Herbalism

500

Heroic Utility Magic
and Alchemy

500

Heroic Defensive
Magic and Heroic
Herbalism

5,000

The manufacture item rules presented here are very much on trial. The idea is to prevent parties from
not being able to rest just because they ran out of money. If, however, this rule seems to make the
question of whether or not a party has appropriate camping gear trivial, it will probably be dropped.
Camping Gear is something that appears in many, if not most 8/16 bit games, which is why it’s provided
here. An alternate system might be to allow full rests only in town, while all other rests are considered
partial rests. Feel free to try this second method out if you hate tracking camping gear. If you do, please
provide feedback!
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Camping Gear

Portable Inn

Description/Effect
An Inn you keep in your pocket, complete
with an invisible innkeeper, hot baths,
lavatories, beds, fantastic food, and even a
full bar with a ghostly bartender who will
provide small talk. Provides the benefits of a
Full Rest for up to 20 people over the course
of 4 hours. The Portable Inn can be used as
often as you like, and protects from attacks in
the night. When carried, the Portable Inn
counts as 5 Items in a Pack, and using the
Portable Inn will cost 5 gp for each individual
using it (yes, the Invisible Innkeeper charges
you for the service – but, hey, it’s got an
Open Bar and Free Food!).
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Manufactured With

Heroic Utility Magic,
Heroic Alchemy,
Heroic Herbalism,
and Heroic Magic

Cost

250,000

Chapter 7: Spells and Techniques
This chapter is in place to make the game playable for playtest. There is a separate section for
each form of magic. Follow the listed steps to generate a spell. Examples are given in each
section, but this system is intended to allow playtest groups to make additional spells that are
consistent21.
Each step of the way in each section, every choice modifies the ID and Cost of the Spell or
Technique. Apply the changes in the order they appear. In other words, if a step calls for the
multiplication of the current ID by 2, multiply the ID by two before proceeding to the next step of
development.
It is important to note that when you get to the “What does the Spell do?” portion of spell
creation for Defensive, Offensive, Oracle, and Utility Magic, you can stack effects. So an
Offensive spell could deal FIRE damage and inflict the target with the Burning Status Effect at
the same time.
It is possible to create a spell that covers more than one type of magic – for instance, a spell
that restores HP to all allies (even “dead” ones) while dealing FIRE damage to all Opponents
within 3 squares of the caster. To create such a spell, create the appropriate spells of each type
of magic, and then add their ID and Cost together. To learn such a spell, the Improvement
Check is made against the participating type of magic the character has the lowest Tier of (so, if
a spell was made using Offensive and Utility magic, and a Wizard wanted to learn it, it would
count as a Utility spell for the Wizard; if a Mage wanted to learn the same spell, it would count
as an Offensive spell to him or her).
This system is not perfect. It’s merely meant to be functional. Feedback is required to make it
better

21

Playtest groups should be able to provide a list of spells generated using these systems, and how this
spell system worked overall during play. Changes to the system – or its replacement – will be made
based on feedback. Please be as honest as you can – brutally so. The biggest fear is that the system is
so overpowered that magic-lite classes (or magic-none classes, like the Barbarian) feel useless or
completely underpowered.
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Defensive Magic

Affinity (r type) is equal to the Power of
the spell.
2.6. Provides an Elemental Affinity (a
type): Cost: +6, or +5 per Elemental
Affinity if more than one is affected.
Bonus to the Elemental Affinity is equal
to ½ the Power of the spell.
2.7. Inflicts an Elemental Affinity (v type):
Cost: +6 per Affinity affected. The v
Affinity applied is equal to the Power of
the spell.
2.8. Deals SACRED damage: Cost: +10.
The damage dealt is equal to 2x the
Power of the spell.
3. Determine Spell Power: The default power
for a Defensive Spell is equal to the caster’s
WI. An individual spell can provide a bonus :
3.1. Increase ID for more Power: x2 ID for
x2 Power, x3 ID for x3 Power, and so
on. Any such increase also increases
the Cost of the spell by an amount
equal to the multiplier squared (so if the
spell has x4 ID for x4 Power, the Cost
increases by 4x4= 16)
3.2. Increase Cost for more Power: You
can increase Power by increasing MP
Cost at a 1 for 1 rate, up to a maximum
of +20 Power (for +20 MP). High level
characters with the Heroic Defensive
Magic skill can ignore this limitation.
Any multipliers on the Power are
always applied after the Cost Increase
– so of a spell has a power of WIx2,
and the Cost is increased by 5, it
becomes (WI+5)x2 power.
3.2.1.If a Game Group decides it’s okay,
this can also do this when casting
the spell (instead of when creating
it) at a rate of 2 MP per +1 Power,
allowing you to push out more
powerful spells when needed. This
is a flat bonus, applied after the
multiplier (so a spell that has
Power (WI+5)x2 power that 4 extra
MP was spent on would then have
(WI+5)x2 +2 Power). If this rule is
allowed, characters can spend up
to their Level in extra MP, or up to

1. Who does the Spell Target? Select from
the following:
1.1. Caster: If the spell can only affect the
caster, ID 5
1.2. Adjacent Ally: If the spell can target
the caster or any single ally in an
adjacent square, ID 10
1.3. Short Range Ally: If the spell can
target the caster or any one ally within
3 squares of the caster, ID 15
1.4. Battlefield Ally: If the spell can target
any ally on the battlefield, ID 20
1.5. All Allies: If the spell can target all
allies on the same battlefield, ID 30
1.6. Adjacent Opponent: If the spell can
target any adjacent opponent, ID 15.
1.7. Short Range Opponent: If the spell
can target any opponent within 3
squares of the caster, ID 20
1.8. Battlefield Opponent: if he spell
targets a single opponent on the
battlefield. ID 25
1.9. All Opponents: The spell targets every
opponent on the battlefield. ID 40
2. What does the spell do? Select from the
following:
2.1. Restores HP: HP restored is equal to
the Power of the Spell; +2 Cost.
2.2. Weakens Negative Status Effect:
Cost +5x Tier of the Status Effect to be
weakened; cost +40 to weaken all
Negative Status Effects. Reduces the
Strength of the Status Effect affected
by an amount equal to the Power of the
spell.
2.3. Bestows Positive Status Effect: Cost
+5x Tier of the Status Effect. Strength
of the Status Effect is equal to the
Power of the spell.
2.4. Boosts DEF or MDEF: Cost +5 or +15
if the spell affects both DEF and MDEF,
Bonus to DEF and/or MDEF is equal to
the Power of the spell.
2.5. Provides an Elemental Affinity (r
type): Cost +3, or +2 per Elemental
Affinity type if more than one is
affected. Bonus to the Elemental
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2x their level if they have the
Heroic Defensive Magic skill.
3.3. Add Movement Cost: If the spell takes
longer to cast – i.e. costs Squares of
Movement in addition to the normal
Attack Action – you may increase the
Power by 3 per Square of Movement,
to a maximum of +15 (5 squares of
Movement).
4. Determine Spell ID and Cost: Determine
the final MP Cost of the spell following all of
the above guidelines. Then determine the ID
of the spell, and add the MP cost of the spell
to that value to determine the final ID.

Greater Regeneration
ID
79

Offensive Magic
1. Who does the Spell Target? Select from
the following:
1.1. Adjacent Target: If the spell can affect
an adjacent target, ID 10
1.2. Short Range Opponent: If the spell
can target any one opponent within 3
squares of the caster, ID 15
1.3. Battlefield Opponent: If the spell can
target any single Opponent on the
battlefield, ID 20
1.4. Splash Effect: If the spell affects
everyone but the caster in a given x by
x area centered on the caster, ID is
equal to the total number of squares
affected (including the Caster’s square)
+10 (so if it affected a 3x3 area, the ID
would be 3x3= 9 + 10, or 19. If the
effect can be centered anywhere on the
battlefield, +10 ID.
1.5. Line Effect: If the spell affects all
opponents in a straight line (no
diagonals, but the line can begin in any
square adjacent to the caster), ID is
equal to the number of squares
affected +10.
2. What does the spell do? Select from the
following:
2.1. Deals Elemental Damage: Damage
dealt is equal to the Power of the Spell.
A single Element (FIRE, ACID, etc.)
must be selected. SACRED is off the
table. Cost 5.
2.2. Inflicts Negative Status Effect: Cost
+5x Tier of the Status Effect to be
inflicted. Strength of the Status Effect is
equal to the Power of the spell.
2.3. Boosts ATT: Cost +15. Bonus to ATT
is equal to the Power of the spell.
2.4. Drains MP: Cost +15. MP drained is
equal to ½ the Power of the spell.
2.5. Drains Elemental Affinity (r , a, or v
type): +5 Cost. The affected Affinity is
reduced by an amount equal to the

Sample Defensive Spells
Heal 1
Target
Effect
Power
Cost
ID

Short Range Ally (ID 15)
Restores HP (Cost +2)
WI (no change to Cost or ID)
2 MP
17

Heal 2
Target
Effect
Power
Cost
ID

Short Range Ally (ID 15)
Restores HP (Cost +2)
WI x2 (2x ID, +4 Cost)
6 MP
36

Antivenom 1
Target
Adjacent Ally (ID 10)
Effect
Weaken Poison Status Effect
(Cost 5)
Power
WI (no change to Cost or ID)
Cost
5 MP
ID
15
Greater Regeneration
Target
Battlefield Ally (ID 20)
Effect
Bestow Regeneration Status
Effect (Cost 10)
Power
WIx3 (x3 ID, +9 Cost)
Cost
19 MP
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Power of the Spell. Affect lasts until the
end of the Conflict. A single Affinity and
Aspect must be selected when the spell
is made.
2.6. Drains DEF: +20 Cost. The target’s
DEF is reduced by an amount equal to
½ the spell’s Power; this is treated as a
Negative Status Effect with a Strength
equal to the Power of the spell.
2.7. Drains MDEF: +25 Cost. The target’s
DEF is reduced by an amount equal to
½ the spell’s Power; this is treated as a
Negative Status Effect with a Strength
equal to the Power of the spell.
3. Determine Spell Power: The default power
for an Offensive Spell is equal to the
Caster’s IN. An individual spell can provide a
bonus:
3.1. Increase ID for more Power: x2 ID for
x2 Power, x3 ID for x3 Power, and so
on. Any such increase also increases
the Cost of the spell by an amount
equal to the multiplier squared (so if the
spell has x4 ID for x4 Power, the Cost
increases by 4x4= 16)
3.2. Increase Cost for more Power: You
can increase Power by increasing MP
Cost at a 1 for 1 rate, up to a maximum
of +20 Power (for +20 MP). High level
characters with the Heroic Offensive
Magic skill can ignore this limitation.
Any multipliers on the Power are
always applied after the Cost Increase
– so of a spell has a power of INx2, and
the Cost is increased by 5, it becomes
(IN+5)x2 power.
3.2.1.If a Game Group decides it’s okay,
this can also do this when casting
the spell (instead of when creating
it) at a rate of 2 MP per +1 Power,
allowing you to push out more
powerful spells when needed. This
is a flat bonus, applied after the
multiplier (so a spell that has
Power (IN+5)x2 power that 4 extra
MP was spent on would then have
(IN+5)x2 +2 Power). If this rule is
allowed, characters can spend up
to their Level in extra MP, or up to

2x their level if they have the
Heroic Offensive Magic skill.
3.3. Add Movement Cost: If the spell takes
longer to cast – i.e. costs Squares of
Movement in addition to the normal
Attack Action – you may increase the
Power by 3 per Square of Movement,
to a maximum of +15 (5 squares of
Movement).
4. Determine Spell ID and Cost: Determine
the final MP Cost of the spell following all of
the above guidelines. Then determine the ID
of the spell, and add the MP cost of the spell
to that value to determine the final ID.

Sample Offensive Spells
Fiery Touch
Target
Effect
Power
Cost
ID
Blizzard 1
Target
Effect
Power
Cost
ID
Fire Blast
Target
Effect
Power
Cost
ID
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Adjacent Opponent
(ID 10)
Deals FIRE damage
(Cost 5)
IN
5
15

Short Range
Opponent (ID 15)
Deals ICE damage
(Cost 5)
IN +3
5, 1 square of
movement
20

Splash Effect (3x3
area) anywhere on
the battlefield (ID 29)
Deals Fire damage
(Cost 5)
IN
5
34

Poison 3
Target
Effect
Power
Cost
ID

Jinx
Target
Effect
Power
Cost
ID

Battlefield Opponent
(ID 20)
Inflicts Poison Status
Effect (Cost 5)
INx3 (x3 ID)
14
74 (yes, I know
that’s high for the
effect. I’m working
on it…)

2.2.

2.3.

2.4.

Short Range
Opponent (ID 15)
Drains MP(Cost 15)
Inx2 (x2 ID)
19
34
2.5.

Weaken
Target
Effect
Power
Cost
ID

Adjacent Opponent
(ID 10)
Drain DEF (Cost 20)
IN +5 (Cost +5)
25
35

Oracle Magic

2.6.

1. Who does the Spell Target? Select from
the following:
1.1. Caster: If the spell can only affect the
caster, ID 5
1.2. Adjacent Opponent or Ally: If the
spell can target any single opponent or
ally in an adjacent square, ID 10
1.3. Battlefield Opponent or Ally: If the
spell can target any single Opponent on
the battlefield, ID 15
2. What does the spell do? Select from the
following:
2.1. Deals Damage: Damage dealt is equal
to ½ the Power of the Spell; +5 Cost
Oracle Magic damage is treated like

2.7.

2.8.
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weapon damage, except it bypasses
DEF and MDEF.
Inflicts Neutral Status Effect: Cost
+5x Tier of the Status Effect to be
inflicted. Strength of the Status Effect is
equal to the Power of the spell.
Boosts or Reduces Initiative: Cost
+10. Bonus/Penalty to Initiative is equal
to the Power of the spell. The target’s
position in the combat order changes
immediately, even if that means the
target gets an additional turn in that
round.
Boosts or Reduces MOVE: Cost: +10.
Target receives +1 MOVE or -1 MOVE
per 10 points of Power. Cannot reduce
MOVE below 1. Move reduction is
treated as a Negative Status Effect with
a Strength equal to the Power of the
spell. Move Boost lasts until the end of
the Conflict.
Provides Additional Attack Action:
Cost: +20 The target gains an
additional Attack Action that must be
taken at once (immediately after the
spell is cast, even if that means before
the end of the Caster’s turn). On the
target’s next turn, he or she gains 1
additional Attack Action for every 20 full
Power of the spell (so a spell with a
Power of 41 would provide 2 additional
Attack Actions).
Provides an Additional Movement
Action: Cost +15. The target gains an
additional Movement Action that must
be taken at once (immediately after the
spell is cast, even if that means before
the end of the Caster’s turn). On the
target’s next turn, he or she gains 1
additional Movement Action for every
20 Power of the Spell (so a spell with a
Power of 41 would provide 2 additional
Movement Actions).
Restores MP: Cost +15. MP restored
is equal to ¼ the Power of the spell.
Cannot target Caster.
Control Target: Cost +15, ID +5.
Casting a spell with this affect
immediately ends the Caster’s turn. If

the Power of the Spell is greater than
the MDEF of the target, the caster
controls the target during his or her
turn, but may only take an Attack or
Movement action with the target (not
both). As long as the Caster spends the
Cost of the spell during his or her turn
and only takes a Movement Action, the
Control is maintained. Control Target
spells can only affect a single
OPPONENT at a time (no fair trying to
cast it on allies!).
3. Determine Spell Power: The default power
for an Oracle Spell is equal to the Caster’s
WI. An individual spell can provide a bonus:
3.1. Increase ID for more Power: x2 ID for
x2 Power, x3 ID for x3 Power, and so
on. Any such increase also increases
the Cost of the spell by an amount
equal to the multiplier squared (so if the
spell has x4 ID for x4 Power, the Cost
increases by 4x4= 16)
3.2. Increase Cost for more Power: You
can increase Power by increasing MP
Cost at a 1 for 1 rate, up to a maximum
of +20 Power (for +20 MP). High level
characters with the Heroic Offensive
Magic skill can ignore this limitation.
Any multipliers on the Power are
always applied after the Cost Increase
– so of a spell has a power of INx2, and
the Cost is increased by 5, it becomes
(WI+5)x2 power.
3.2.1.If a Game Group decides it’s okay,
this can also do this when casting
the spell (instead of when creating
it) at a rate of 2 MP per +1 Power,
allowing you to push out more
powerful spells when needed. This
is a flat bonus, applied after the
multiplier (so a spell that has
Power (WI+5)x2 power that 4 extra
MP was spent on would then have
(WI+5)x2 +2 Power). If this rule is
allowed, characters can spend up
to their Level in extra MP, or up to
2x their level if they have the
Heroic Offensive Magic skill.

3.3. Add Movement Cost: If the spell takes
longer to cast – i.e. costs Squares of
Movement in addition to the normal
Attack Action – you may increase the
Power by 3 per Square of Movement,
to a maximum of +15 (5 squares of
Movement).
4. Determine Spell ID and Cost: Determine
the final MP Cost of the spell following all of
the above guidelines. Then determine the ID
of the spell, and add the MP cost of the spell
to that value to determine the final ID.

Sample Oracle Spells
Mind Spike
Target
Effect
Power
Cost
ID
Berserk
Target
Effect
Power
Cost
ID
Augment Time
Target
Effect
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Battlefield Opponent
(ID 15)
Deals Damage (Cost
5)
WIx2 +4 (2x ID, +4
Cost)
13 MP
43

Adjacent Opponent
or Ally (ID 10)
Inflicts Berserk
Status (10 MP)
WI
10 MP
20

Power
Cost
ID

Caster (ID 5)
Boost Move, Provide
Additional Move
(Cost 10 + Cost 15)
WIx2 (x2 ID)
29 MP
34

Catalyst
Target
Effect

Adjacent Ally (ID 10)
Restores MP (Cost

battlefield. The creature is treated as being
identical to an unharmed version of its
normal type, except any Status Effects
inflicted or bestowed by the creature have a
Strength equal to the Power of the spell.
2. Cast to Battle: The summoner calls the
creature into a square adjacent to him or
her. The creature can then act in the
Caster’s stead: the summoner can choose
to give the creature his or her Attack Action,
Movement Action, or both in a round. The
creature is identical to a normal creature of
its type in every way, except that its HP is
equal to 2x the power of the spell, and MP is
equal to the Power of the spell. The Strength
of any Status Effect inflicted/bestowed by
the creature is also equal to the Power of
the spell.

Catalyst
Power
Cost
ID
Charm 2
Target
Effect
Power
Cost
ID

15)
WI
15 MP
25

Battlefield Opponent
(ID 15)
Control Target (Cost
15, ID +5)
WIx2 (ID x2)
19 MP
59

Note in Charm 2 how the ID +5 for Control
Target is applied before the x2 for Power
Increase. This is how it works; keep it in mind
during both spell creation and playtest.

The caster has access to all of the
creature’s abilities. If the creature is slain,
the summoner loses HP equal to ½ his or
her current total and gains the Stunned
Status Effect (Strength equal to the Power of
the summon spell) assuming he or she
survives the HP loss. The summoner can
dispel the creature as a Movement Action
during his or her turn.

Summon Magic
Relative to other types of Magic, Summon Magic
is pretty simple. The Summoning caster learns
creatures rather than spells.
The ID of the Creature is equal to its Level +25;
at the GM’s discretion, the ID can be reduced to
0 if the summoner has faced the creature in
combat and lived to tell the tale. When selecting
first level Summon spells (the ones that come
free from having the Summon skill as a Class
skill), the ID is equal to the creature’s level +10.
Some creatures may be Unsummonable – such
creatures cannot be learned as Summon spells.

HP or MP loss to a creature Summoned to
Battle is retained throughout a Conflict and
beyond, although any spells or effects that
restore HP and MP affect such a creature
normally. Creatures can be dispelled and resummoned, but their HP/MP loss is retained.
If the creature is dispelled and the Cast for
Effect, the spell’s Power is equal to ½ the
creature’s current HP, so summoning a
creature, dispelling it, and then Summoning
for Effect can result in a much less effective
spell. All of a summoned creature’s HP and
MP are restored during a Complete Rest;
none are restored during an Incomplete
Rest, although the creature can be
summoned during an Incomplete Rest and
restorative effects can be applied.
3. Empower Summoning: A summoner can
spend extra MP or take extra time
summoning the creature to increase the

For each creature, the summoner can choose to
Cast For Effect, or Cast to Battle; either way, the
Cost is 2x the creature’s level, and the Power of
the summoning spell is equal to the caster’s WI
ability + his or her IN ability.
1. Cast for Effect: The summoner calls the
creature to any square on the Battlefield,
and then uses one of the creature’s Attack
Actions (either just an Attack or a Power caster’s choice). The creature takes its
action, and then vanishes from the
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Power of the spell when it is cast. The
Power can be increased by 1 for each 1
extra MP spent casting the spell to a
maximum of the summoner’s level, or the
summoner’s level x2 if he or she has the
Heroic Summoning Skill.
The caster can also spend extra time on the
summons to increase its power. If the caster
spends a Full Action casting the Summons,
he or she can add ½ his or her level to the
Power of the spell.

they are hit and how badly they would be hit
before deciding to apply the effect. Once the
effect is used, the item is discharged and no
longer has a sorcerous effect on it.
The sorcery lasts until it is used, or until the end
of the Conflict.
Power: The power of the Sorcery effect is
determined using the Sorcerer’s VI, regardless
of whether the spell is Defensive or Offensive.
So if the spell normally has a power of WIx2, the
Sorcery has a Power of VIx2 instead.

Sorcery
A sorcerer can take any Defensive or Offensive
spell he or she knows and apply it to an ally’s
equipment. Offensive spells are applied to
Weapons, while Defensive spells are applied to
Armor or Shields.

Cost: The cost of the Spell applied through
sorcery is determined normally. So, an Offensive
spell with a cost of 5 cast as a Sorcery has a
cost of 5. If the spell being cast has a movement
cost as well, the Sorcerer must also pay that
movement cost.

Target: The target of the Sorcery for Defensive
spells is determined normally (i.e. if the
Defensive spell would normally affect all Allies,
then the Sorcery does as well). An Offensive
target can be any Ally that would normally be
affect by the spell if it were cast by the Sorcerer
as a normal spell. For instance, if the spell
normally affects a Splash, all allies in a normal
Splash range could be affected. If it would affect
an adjacent opponent, it affects an adjacent ally
instead.

Special: Although multiple boosts to the same
Stat or Ability from two different spells do not
Stack (are not added together – only the highest
applies), this limitation does not apply to
Sorceries. A character already affected by a
MDEF boosting spell, for instance, could use a
Sorcery to increase the benefits further.

Techniques

Any given character can only have a single
Sorcery effect held at a time. Later Sorcery
effects applied to the same character replace
existing ones. The only exception is the Sorcerer
him or herself or any other Sorcerer. Sorcerers
can have one effect applied to each piece of
armor, each shield, and each weapon equipped.

1. Who does the Technique Target? Select
from the following:
1.1. User: If the technique can only affects
the user, ID 15
1.2. Weapon Range Opponent: If the spell
can target any opponent within the
usual attack range of the weapon
(including extra opponents that can be
targeted by Boomerang or Whip
weapon group special effects), ID 20
1.3. All Adjacent Opponents: If the
technique affects all adjacent
opponents, ID 20.
1.4. Adjacent Ally: If the Technique can
affect an adjacent ally, ID 15
1.5. All Adjacent Allies: If the Technique
affects all adjacent allies, ID 20

Effect: The targeted piece of equipment gains a
one-time use ability that is identical to the spell
effect, except that the target of the effect is
either the wearer (for armor or shields) or the
target(s) of the attack (for weapons). Using the
ability is not an action, and can be applied
instantly. For instance, if a spell normally applied
a DEF bonus, the ability could be used after an
attack is made against the character with the
sorcery effect – the character can wait to see if
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1.6. Battlefield Allies: If the Technique
affects all Allies on the battlefield, ID 30
2. What does the Technique do? Select from
the following:
2.1. Deals Elemental Damage: +5 ID.
Damage dealt is equal to the Power of
the Technique. This Elemental damage
replaces the normal weapon damage of
the attack, but is still applied to DEF
rather than MDEF.
2.2. Deals Normal Weapon Damage: +5
ID If the Technique deals damage to a
target that is normal for the hit roll.
2.3. Deals Extra Damage: The attack deals
damage over and above the weapon’s
usual damage. This extra damage is
applied only if the initial attack exceeds
the target’s DEF (i.e. “scores a hit”). A
multiplier is applied to whatever is in
excess of the target’s DEF. It is IDx2 for
x2 damage or ID x3 for x3 damage. If
the character has the Heroic Technique
skill, the Technique can also have ID x4
for x4 damage and ID x5 for x5
damage.
2.4. Inflicts Negative Status Effect: ID +5x
the Tier of the Status Effect. The
specific Status Effect must be specified
when the technique is made.
2.5. Weaken Negative Status Effect: ID
+5x the Tier of the Status Effect. Can
only be used with the User Only target
described above. Reduces the Strength
of the Status Effect by an amount equal
to the Power of the Technique. The
Status Effect affected must be specified
when the Technique is created.
2.6. Grants Positive Status Effect: Can
only be used with the User Only target
described above. ID + 5x the Tier of the
Status Effect.
2.7. Deals MP Damage instead of HP: ID
+20. The attack roll is against MDEF
instead of DEF.
2.8. Movement: ID +5, +5 per square of
movement (so a technique that allowed
a character to move 4 squares would
have an ID of +5 +(4x5) 20, or +25
total).

2.9. Drains DEF: ID +25. The target’s DEF
is reduced by an amount equal to ½ the
technique’s Power; this is treated as a
Negative Status Effect with a Strength
equal to the Power of the technique.
2.10.
Drains MDEF: ID +30. The
target’s MDEF is reduced by an amount
equal to the technique’s Power; this is
treated as a Negative Status Effect with
a Strength equal to the Power of the
spell.
2.11.
Forced Movement: ID +10 +5
per square of forced movement (so a
Technique that forces the “hit”
opponent to move 5 squares would
have an ID increase of 10 + (5x5), of ID
+35)
3. Determine Technique Power: When the
Technique is created, you have to determine
what Ability determines the base Power of
the Technique according to the following
rules:
3.1. If the Technique uses a Melee
Weapon: The base Power of the
Technique is equal to ST.
3.2. If the Technique uses a Ranged
Weapon: The base Power of the is
equal to AG
3.3. If the Technique uses a Melee
weapon and requires the Agile
Attack Skill: The base Power of the
Technique is equal to AG.
3.4. If the Technique uses Natural
Weapons: The Technique can have
base Power equal to ST, AG, or VI.
3.5. If the Technique provides Movement:
The Technique can have Power equal
to AG or VI; if it uses a Melee Weapon,
it can also have Power equal to ST.
3.6. If the Technique deals MP damage,
Drains DEF or MDEF, or
grants/inflicts/weakens a Status
Effect: The Technique is based on IN,
WI, or LU instead of any of the above.
Once the base Power has been determined,
you can increase the Power: 2x the Base
Power for 2x ID, 3x the base Power for 3x
ID, and so on.
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4. Determine Technique final ID/Cost: the
default Cost of a Technique is 1 Attack
Action. You can modify that as follows:
4.1. Add MOVE Cost: For every square of
Movement the technique costs in
addition to an Attack Action, reduce the
ID by 2. If the user cannot pay the
Movement cost, he or she cannot use
the Technique.
4.2. Use a Movement Action instead of
an Attack Action: ID x1.5 (so if the ID
was 30, then it becomes 30 + (.5x30),
or 30 + 15, or 45 total
4.3. Use a Full Action instead of an
Attack Action: The ID is reduced by ½.
4.4. The Technique costs MP: Reduce the
ID by 1 per 2 MP it costs. If the user
does not have enough MP, he or she
cannot use the Technique. If this is
coupled with the Full Action modifier
(above), apply this modifier after the ID
is reduced by ½.
4.5. The Technique costs HP: Reduce the
ID by 2 per HP it costs. If the user does
not have enough HP, he or she can still
use the Technique, but he or she is
“dead” as soon as his or her turn ends.
If this is coupled with the Full Action
modifier (above), apply this modifier
after the ID is reduced by ½..
4.6. The technique can only be used
once per “day”: The ID is reduced by
½ of its normal value, rounded down
(so if the ID was 35, it would be
reduced by (35/2) = 8.75, so 8. The
Technique must be recharged with a
Complete Rest (no matter how long
that rest is, or how much time passes
between Complete Rests). If this is
coupled with the Full Action modifier,
apply this modifier after the ID is
reduced by ½.

Razor Whirlwind
Target
Effect
Requirements

Power
Cost
ID
Dash-And-Slash
Target
Effect

Requirements
Power
Cost
ID
Burning Ki Strike
Target
Effect
Requirements
Power
Cost
ID
Anklebiter Arrow
Target

The final Cost is equal to 1 Attack (unless
modified above).

Effect

Sample Techniques
Razor Whirlwind
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All adjacent
opponents (ID 20)
Deals Weapon
Damage (+5 ID)
Dual Weapon skill,
Sword Weapon
Group, at least 1
sword equipped
ST
1 Attack
25

Weapon Range
Opponent (ID 20)
Move 3 squares
(+20 ID); Deals
Weapon damage to
one target at any
point in the
movement (+5 ID)
Melee Weapon
ST
1 Attack
45

Weapon Range
Opponent (ID 20)
Deals FIRE damage
(ID +5)
Natural Weapon
VI
1 Attack
25

Weapon Range
Opponent (ID 20)
Deals Weapon
Damage (5 ID),
Inflicts the Slow
Status (10 ID),
Drains DEF (25 ID)

Anklebiter Arrow
Requirements
Power
Cost
ID

centered on the caster, ID is equal to
the total number of squares affected
(including the Caster’s square) +10 (so
if it affected a 3x3 area, the ID would be
3x3= 9 + 10, or 19. If the effect can be
centered anywhere on the battlefield,
double the ID.
1.5. Line Effect: If the spell affects all
targets in a straight line (no diagonals,
but the line can begin in any square
adjacent to the caster), ID is equal to
the number of squares affected +10.
2. What does the spell do? Select from the
following; the effect on Objects (rather than
Opponents or Allies) is up to GM discretion:
2.1. Reinforce: The target is reinforced and
made more resistant to physical
damage. This means an increase in
DEF equal to the spell’s Power. Cost
+5.
2.2. Resistant: The target is made resistant
to magic. This means an increase to
MDEF. Cost +5.
2.3. Enhance Affinity: Already extant
Elemental Affinities are increased by an
amount equal to the Power of the spell.
All active Elemental Affinities are
affected. Cost +5.
2.4. Reduce Affinity: Already extant
Affinities are reduced by an amount
equal to ½ the Power of the spell. All
active Elemental Affinities are affected.
Cost +5.
2.5. Resist Status Effect: The target gains
a bonus to DEF and MDEF against
spells, affects, or other attacks that
inflict a particular Status Condition
(determined when the spell is made)
equal to the Power of the spell. This
effect can also be used to weaken
future positive or neutral Status Effects
on a target (for instance, making it so
that annoying Regeneration spell the
enemy keeps using is much less
useful). This effect lasts until the end of
the conflict. Any Status Effect of the
specified type already in effect has its
Strength decreased by an amount

Bow Weapon Group
AG
1 Attack, 2 Squares
of Movement (-2 ID)
58

Out of my Way
Target

All adjacent
opponents (20 ID)
Effect
Deals weapon
damage x2 (x2 ID),
Shoves 2 squares
(20 ID), then Move 4
squares (25 ID)
Requirements
Melee Weapon or
Natural Weapon
Power
VI
Cost
1 Full Action
ID
65
Note that the Multiplier for the extra damage
effect is applied before the division from it
being a Full Action, but after all other
factors. Again, as of Playtest, this is how it
should be done.
You may have noticed that Techniques can
have multiple effects; so can Spells, there
just haven’t been any examples of it until
now.

Utility Magic
1. Who does the Spell Target? Select from
the following:
1.1. Adjacent Target or Caster: If the spell
can affect an adjacent target, ID 10
1.2. Short Range Target: If the spell can
target anyone within 3 squares of the
caster, ID 15
1.3. Battlefield Target: If the spell can
target any single Target on the
battlefield, ID 30
1.4. Splash Effect: If the spell affects
everyone in a given x by x area
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equal to ½ the Power of the spell. Cost:
+3x the Tier of the Status Effect.
2.6. Inflict/Bestow Positive, Neutral, or
Negative Status Effect: Cost +5x Tier
of the Status Effect to be inflicted.
2.7. Empower Ability: The target gains a
bonus to an Ability equal to ½ the
Power of the spell. The Ability affected
must be specified when the spell is
made. Cost: +10.
2.8. Drains Ability: The target loses an
amount from an Ability equal to ½ the
Power of the spell (to a minimum of 1).
The ability affected must be specified
when the spell is made. This acts as a
Status Effect with a Strength equal to
the Power of the spell. +15 Cost.
2.9. Drains/Boosts CM: The target’s CM is
reduced or increased by 2, to a
minimum of 0 or maximum of 10 (or no
maximum if the caster has the Heroic
Utility Magic skill). Whether the spell
drains or boosts the target’s CM must
be determined when the spell is made.
This acts as a Status Effect with a
Strength equal to the spell’s Power.
Cost +20.
22
2.10.
Moves the Target : The target
is moved by up to a number of squares
equal to ¼ the Power of the spell. If the
Power of the spell does not exceed the
MDEF of an opponent, there is no
effect. If the spell is used on an ally, the
ally can choose not to be moved, or
can choose to stop the movement part
way through the effect. If used on an
object, this can be used to make an
attack with the object at the GM’s
discretion (and with the effects
determined by the GM – generally, it
should be treated as a weapon attack
with an ATT equal to the caster’s IN +

½ the Power of the spell; anyone within
the movement of the object may be
targeted). For allies and opponents,
weight is irrelevant; if the spell targets
an object, the object must weigh less
than 20x the Power of the spell in
pounds (or 10x the Power of the spell in
23
kilos) . Whether the spell targets an
Opponent, Ally, or Object must be
determined when the spell is made.
Only a single target may be affected by
a spell with this effect. Cost +10. Unlike
the Oracle Magic Provides Additional
Movement effect, the caster of the spell
controls all movement granted by this
spell. Discussion between the Player of
the target and the caster’s Player
should not be allowed once the spell
has been cast, although the target of
the spell can still opt to stop at any
time.
2.11.
Remove from Zone: The spell
removes the target from a dungeon,
wilderness area, and so on as
appropriate. The spell targets the
Caster only, it moves the Caster to a
nearby area outside of the conflict, far
enough away that the caster cannot
easily rejoin the battle. If it affects the
caster and his or allies together, the
effect either acts as described for
caster only, or it moves the caster and
his or her party entirely outside the
dungeon/forest/castle/etc. generically
referred to as “the dungeon” – the
effect is established at the creation of
23

The 16 Bit Heroes system is written using the
Imperial system rather than Metric. Most of the
time, however, measurements are handled in
“squares” rather than any real measurement
system. All conversions are very rough – 2
pounds in 16 Bit Heroes is equal to 1 Kg, and 1
yard = 1 meter. If it ever becomes big anywhere
but the U.S., I will happily create an International
version where the conversions are done for you.
I like metric better anyway. But translations will
have to be done by someone else. I only speak
English and Bad English, like most U.S.
citizens…

22

It may make logical sense to you to move this
effect to Oracle Magic; if you do so, trade it with
the Provides Additional Movement effect in
Oracle Magic. I am seriously considering doing
that to begin with, especially with the “attacking
people with objects” potential. Let me know what
you think.
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the spell. This effect cannot target
opponents. Cost +20.
3. Determine Spell Power: The default power
for a Utility Spell is equal to the Caster’s IN.
An individual spell can provide a bonus:
3.1. Increase ID for more Power: x2 ID for
x2 Power, x3 ID for x3 Power, and so
on. Any such increase also increases
the Cost of the spell by an amount
equal to the multiplier squared (so if the
spell has x4 ID for x4 Power, the Cost
increases by 4x4= 16).
3.2. Increase Cost for more Power: You
can increase Power by increasing MP
Cost at a 1 for 1 rate, up to a maximum
of +20 Power (for +20 MP). High level
characters with the Heroic Offensive
Magic skill can ignore this limitation.
Any multipliers on the Power are
always applied after the Cost Increase
– so of a spell has a power of INx2, and
the Cost is increased by 5, it becomes
(IN+5)x2 power.
3.2.1.If a Game Group decides it’s okay,
this can also do this when casting
the spell (instead of when creating
it) at a rate of 2 MP per +1 Power,
allowing you to push out more
powerful spells when needed. This
is a flat bonus, applied after the
multiplier (so a spell that has
Power (IN+5)x2 power that 4 extra
MP was spent on would then have
(IN+5)x2 +2 Power). If this rule is
allowed, characters can spend up
to their Level in extra MP, or up to
2x their level if they have the
Heroic Offensive Magic skill.
3.3. Add Movement Cost: If the spell takes
longer to cast – i.e. costs Squares of
Movement in addition to the normal
Attack Action – you may increase the
Power by 3 per Square of Movement,
to a maximum of +15 (5 squares of
Movement).
4. Determine Spell ID and Cost: Determine
the final MP Cost of the spell following all of
the above guidelines. Then determine the ID

of the spell, and add the MP cost of the spell
to that value to determine the final ID.

Sample Utility Spells
Restorative Extraction
Target
Adjacent Target (ID
10)
Effect
Bestow
Regeneration (Cost
10), Move target
(Cost 10)
Power
IN
Cost
20 MP
ID
30
Egress
Target
Effect
Power
Cost
ID

Splash 3x3 centered
on Caster (ID 19)
Remove from Zone
(exit The Dungeon)
(Cost 20)
IN
20 MP
39

Cowardice (Or Self Preservation, if you
prefer)
Target
Caster (ID 10)
Effect
Remove from Zone
(outside combat
area) (Cost 20)
Power
IN
Cost
20 MP
ID
30
Greater Telekinesis
Target
Effect
Power
Cost
ID
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Battlefield Target (ID
30)
Move Target (Cost
10)
IN x2 (x2 ID)
70
60

Brute Strength
Target
Effect
Power
Cost
ID

Short Range target
(ID 15)
Empower ST (Cost
10), Empower VI
(Cost 10)
Inx3 (ID x3)
29
74

.
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Chapter 8: Conflict
In most games, it occasionally becomes important to track who does what when, even if only to
avoid the devolution of an event into chaos. For instance, in Monopoly, a player:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Rolls the dice
Moves his or her piece
Determines whether or not the property he or she landed on is available for purchase
Either decides to purchase the property or to put it up for auction
Ends his or her turn

In most games, in fact, the whole of the game itself is defined in these ordered processes. In
tabletop role playing games, however, there are often long periods of time where such precise
order is impractical and, indeed, antithetical to the game itself. During these periods, a variety of
things occur: characters talk to other characters at an inn, the GM distributes important
information concerning the world around the characters, a boss creature has a diatribe on how
pathetic society is, and so on. It is almost inevitable, however, something will eventually happen
where a turn order must be established, or everything goes to the zoo. These times in 16 Bit
Heroes are called Conflicts.
A Conflict can be defined as an event in Role Playing where there is (at a minimum24) a
desirable and an undesirable outcome for the players, where the order in which things occur
matters, and where the outcome is in question. If the characters are beset by a dozen goblins,
or they have to steal a crystal from the throne room, you have a Conflict. If the characters are
surrounded by impassive chickens, or they have to pick a crystal up off the side of the road, you
probably don’t.
16 Bit Heroes divides Conflicts into two similar but different categories that both follow very
similar processes. The first discussed here is Combat, or a primarily physical altercation
between opposing forces that ends with the death, surrender, capture, or escape of one side or
the other. The second is called an Event, which is essentially any Conflict that isn’t a Combat.
Both Combats and Events have similar processes. The structure of Combat is more rigid,
however, while the structure of an Event is much more free-form and leaves significantly more
room for both player and GM fiat and discretion. Both are outlined below.

Combat
Combat is a possibility in most role-playing games, but it is more or less guaranteed to occur in
a 16 Bit Heroes game. 8 and 16 Bit video role playing games of the sort that inspired 16 Bit
24

There can be multiple desirable outcomes with differing levels of desirability (we steal the crystal
without anyone knowing; we steal the crystal, but someone knows, we steal the crystal, but we have to kill
a guard in the process); there can also be different levels of undesirability (the goblins kill us, the goblins
take us captive, the goblins steal our stuff). It’s possible that there could be neutral outcomes as well,
although none occur to me just now. The point is that there is something that you want to accomplish
(steal the crystal, stay alive and free), and there is no guarantee that the characters can do it
successfully.
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Heroes are rife with Combat, often to excess. Indeed, the near constant attacks of random
wandering monsters have lead more than a few players to throw down their controllers crying
“this game sucks! I can’t go three steps without being attacked!”. In these games, combat is
typically the only means of gaining experience, and the primary means of gaining wealth. This
tradition has even been adopted by other genre of RPG – MMORPGs (Massively Multiplayer
Online Role Playing Games) frequently have the player in a near constant state of battle
whenever he or she has a character away from home base (town, lair, what have you).
Naturally, this level of combat intensiveness is not necessary for a 16 Bit Heroes game. Combat
is important to the system, however. The following process is used for Combat in 16 Bit Heroes.
1. Roll Initiative: GM’s side has a set Initiative; by default, players roll 5d10 + AG. (If the GM is
using NPCs generated using the standard player rules, those characters have an Initiative
equal to their AG + 25).
1.1. In the first round, if all PCs have an Initiative above their Opponent’s, they receive a
Surprise round. If none of the PCs have an Initiative above their Opponent’s, the
Opponents receive a surprise round.
1.2. During a Surprise Round, either the PCs or the Opponents act. Either way, each PC or
NPC in turn can take either an Attack or a Movement.
1.3. Once each PC or NPC on the side that has the Surprise Round has taken an Attack or
Movement each, proper combat rounds begin.
2. Take Action: Beginning with the highest Initiative result, each character receives a Turn.
Each Turn consists of Attack, Movement, and Ending phases. The Attack and Movement
phases can be taken in any order the Player (or GM) wishes, and may even be combined to
take a Full Action; the Ending Phase always occurs at the end of the character’s Turn.
2.1. Attack Phase: During the Attack Phase, a Character can perform any of the following
actions:
2.1.1. Attack: Using a weapon (including a Natural Weapon), the character may make
an attack against a target that is within range of that weapon. The player or GM
rolls 5d10 and adds the character’s ATT stat. Any total result in excess of the
target’s DEF stat is subtracted from the target’s HP as damage taken (so if a
character’s attack roll total is 34, and the opponent’s DEF is 20, the opponent
would take (34-20) 14 damage, and lose 14 HP).
2.1.2. Use an Item: The character uses an item that is in his or her pack – the
character quaffs a potion, activates a magic wand, applies a healing herb, and so
on. You can also use Potions and other items on another character using this
option. Typically, for Potions and Poultices, the target must be adjacent; for other
Item effects, the same holds true unless a range in given, in which case use that
range.
2.1.3. Cast a Spell/Use a Technique: Using a Spell or Technique is considered an
Attack Action. The character can use any Spell or Technique he or she knows; as
indicated in Chapter 7, the cost of using spells and techniques can sometimes be
more than just an Attack. Spells do not require Attack Rolls – their Strength is
compared to the MDEF of the target. If the Strength of the spell is greater than the
target’s MDEF, the target is affected as per the spell’s description.
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2.1.4. Guard: The character can choose to guard an adjacent character, in which case
the guarded character gains a bonus to DEF equal to ½ your DEF as long as he or
she remains adjacent to your character or until the start of your next turn.
2.1.5. Defend: The character can focus on defense, in which case he or she gains a
bonus to DEF equal to ½ his or her DEF stat, and a bonus to MDEF equal to ½ his
or her MDEF stat. After these bonuses are figured, the full DEF and MDEF value of
an equipped Buckler is added in as well.
2.1.6. Move: The character can choose to forfeit his or her Attack Phase in exchange
for a second Movement Phase. The first Movement Phase taken in a given turn is
always considered the actual Movement Phase; so, even if you were intending to
use your Attack Phase as a Movement Phase, said so, used a Movement Phase,
and then changed your mind, you’re okay: you haven’t used your Attack Phase until
you take a second Movement phase in the round.
2.2. Movement Phase: During a Movement Phase, you can do any of the following things:
2.2.1. Move: Move your character a number of squares equal to your MOVE stat. This
movement may be running, sauntering, leaping – whatever. If it’s not climbing or
sprinting, this is how the movement works.
2.2.2. Climb: You can climb up a surface. Each square up counts as 3 squares of
Movement. Depending on your character’s Class, Race, and Background, you may
be able to reduce this to 2 per 1 square up with an AG check.
2.2.3. Sprint: Move a number of squares up to your MOVE Stat x1.5 (so if your MOVE
was 6, you could sprint 9 squares). If the character sprints, his or her DEF and
MDEF are reduced by ½ until the start of his or her next turn. A Sprint can include
(or be) a jump/leap.
2.2.4. Perform a Partial Movement Action: You can use one or more squares of
movement to perform a Partial Movement Action. You can perform Partial
Movement Actions as long as you have enough squares of movement left to do so;
a character has a number of squares of Movement equal to his or her MOVE stat.
The following are Partial Move Actions:
2.2.4.1.
Ready Weapons: You draw your equipped weapon, or take an equipped
weapon, put it away, and draw a new weapon. 1 Square of Movement.
2.2.4.2.
Change Posture: Stand up, sit down, lay down – 1 square of Movement.
2.2.5. Resist Status Effect: If you have a Negative Status Effect, or are resisting a
Neutral Status Effect, you can use a Movement to make a Resistance Roll (see
Status Effects, page ###).
2.3. End Phase: You declare the end of your turn. Effects that are terminated at the end of
your turn come to an end.
3. End of Round: After all characters have had a turn, All Status Effects have their Strength
reduced by 2, or 2x his or her CM, whichever is higher. The GM declares the round is over,
and a new round begins.
4. Lather, Rinse, Repeat: Go back to Step two, and repeat. Keep on going until one side or
the other wins, or both sides decide to quit. That’s it, really. In case it’s important, each
Combat round takes about 5 seconds; or 4 seconds. Or 6 seconds; More than 3 and less
than 10, anyway. It’s hard to tell how time is flying by when stuff is trying to kill you.
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Events
Events are very similar to combat. Initiative is established identically, except that IN can be
substituted for AG (quick thought = quick action, when you’re not at the end of a sword). On
each character’s turn, they can take two Actions – there is no real way to define them, however,
since Events are so broadly defined. Each round in an Event can also have a varied duration: a
minute, an hour, a day, 17.3 seconds… whatever is appropriate for the situation.
When planning an event, a GM has to establish what needs to be done – the Goal of the event,
which should probably be shared with the Players, and a laundry list of potential consequences,
which probably shouldn’t. After that, it’s mostly Ability Checks based on Class,
Race/Personality, and character background. It can also involve pure role playing, combat-style
maneuvering on a map, and so on.
Events can occur concurrent with a Combat. In such a case, characters will have a noncombative goal to accomplish while they are fighting. Such Events use Combat rules, except the
characters have something besides their opponents to worry about. For instance, perhaps a
party find themselves in a trap: a room closes itself off, and begins to fill with water. As it fills
with water, giant water snakes come in on the waves. The party must figure a way out of the
trap while fighting off the snakes. Such Combative Events have rounds the same length as
Combat Rounds, and Characters must use their Attack and Movement phases from Combat to
accomplish the task of the Event – characters don’t get extra actions for them.

Status Effects
Status Effects are a variety of positive, neutral, or negative effects that can befall a character
during combat, or that a character can bestow or inflict on allies and opponents. Status Effects
have a Strength that is reduced each round; when the Strength reaches 0, the Status Effect
ends. Status Effects can be brought to an end more quickly through resistance; see Combat,
above. There are also special Status Effects, such as Bad Luck and Stone, which end only
under special circumstances or through outside intervention.
The Status Effects are described below. Like some Skills, Status Effects are divided into 3 Tiers.
The higher the Tier, the more powerful the Status Effect and the more difficult the Status Effect
is to inflict, bestow, or remove. The table below lists the Status Effects by type (positive,
negative, neutral) and Tier.
Name
Clumsy

Type
Negative

Tier
1

Darkness

Negative

1

Effect
The character becomes clumsy. His or her AG is reduced
by 5, and any failure (especially a critical failure!) he or
she rolls should result in a humorous Chevy Chase-esque
pratfall, or some other Three Stooges moment. In other
words, this Status Effect might be better called
“Slapstick”. The Player should be encouraged to describe
the humiliations of his or her character, all in the spirit of
good fun.
The character is shrouded in darkness, making it difficult
to see. The character rolls 1 die less (4d10 rather than
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Name

Type

Tier

Poison

Negative

1

Sleep

Negative

1

Stun

Negative

1

Blindness

Negative

2

Confused

Negative

2

Paralyzed
Sickened

Negative
Negative

2
2

Slow

Negative

2

Weakened

Negative

2

Bad Luck

Negative

3

Burning

Negative

3

Diseased

Negative

3

Effect
5d10) whenever making attacks with weapons (melee,
ranged, or natural), or doing anything else that requires
vision.
The character is poisoned. He or she loses HP at the start
of his or her turn equal to his or her level (or ½ his or her
level if the character has the Poison Resistance Skill).
The character is asleep and cannot take any actions. If
the character takes any damage, or if an adjacent ally
spends a Partial Movement Action (3 Squares) to rouse
him or her, this Status Effect ends immediately,
regardless of its Strength.
The character is befuddled and out of sorts. He or she
can only use the Attack or Defend options for his or her
Attack phase. If the is targeted by a Melee Attack
(whether it hits or not), is affected by a spell, or if an
adjacent ally spends a Partial Movement Action (3
Squares) to rouse him or her, this Status Effect ends
immediately, regardless of its Strength.
The character cannot see. In addition to the obvious
consequences, he or she takes a -10 penalty to all rolls
that involve vision (including all attack rolls) and cannot
target anything that is not in an adjacent square.
The character cannot tell friend from foe. At the start of
his or her turn, the GM rolls 1d10. On a result of 1 through
5, the character acts normally. On a roll of 6 to 10, the
character instead uses his or her Attack and Movement
phases to move into position and attack the character’s
nearest ally with an equipped weapon.
The character cannot move or take any other action.
The character is too nauseated to act with full
effectiveness. His or her MOVE and CM are reduced by
½.
The character’s movements and actions are seriously
debilitated. He or she does not receive a Movement
Phase (but may still use his or her Attack Phase as a
Movement Phase), and cannot use Full Turn actions.
The character is severely weakened. The character’s ST,
and VI are reduced by ½. Unlike most effects that modify
VI, the character’s HP are unaffected.
See page 16. This Status Effect should not be used for
Spell or Technique effects.
The character is afflicted with a severe and continuing
injury. At the start of his or her turn, the character loses
HP equal to his or her level. All adjacent allies lose HP
equal to ½ the afflicted character’s level.
The character is suffering from a severe illness. The
following applies:
 The character’s MOVE is reduced by 3
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Name

Type

Tier

Drained

Negative

3

Insane

Negative

3

Plague

Negative

3

Stone

Negative

3

Unconscious

Negative

3

Virus

Negative

3

Cursed

Negative

1, 2,
or 3

Status Lock

Neutral

1

Effect
 At the start of his or her turn, roll 1d10. The
character loses HP and MP equal to the result.
 The character cannot use Spells or Techniques.
The character’s spirit is drained. His or Her MP is reduced
to 0; he or she cannot regain MP. When this Condition
ends, he or she does not regain the lost MP, and must
restore them in the normal way..
The character is insane, and thinks his or her friends are
trying to kill him or her. The GM takes control of the
character and, using all of the character’s abilities, does
his or her best to kill or incapacitate the character’s allies.
The character is affected as if by the Poison and
Sickened Status Effects, except the Poison Resistant Skill
has no impact on the damage or Strength of the effect.
Any character that begins his or her turn in a square
adjacent to the character gains the Plague Status Effect,
with a Strength equal to the original Strength of the
Plague the character caught.
The character has been turned to stone. The character
loses all Actions, and his or her MOVE is set to 0. On the
up side, he or she becomes immune to all damage. Only
outside influence (a potion or poultice, a Spell, and so on)
can change the Strength of this Status Effect. Any other
Status Effects on the character remain when the Stone
Status Effect is removed, and are not reduced at the end
of rounds. This Status Effect does not go away at the end
of a Conflict.
The character is knocked out, and at death’s door. The
character’s HP is reduced to 1, and he or she cannot take
any actions until this Status Effect is removed.
The character is afflicted with a painful virus that is made
worse when he or she moves. If the character does
anything at all during his or her Attack or Movement
phases, he or she loses 2d10 HP. At the end of his or her
turn, the character loses 1d10 HP.
The character is cursed, and takes a penalty to all rolls.
The character loses 1 die from all rolls for each Tier of the
curse (for instance, if the character has a Tier 2 Curse, he
or She would roll 3d10 instead of 5d10 for Attack rolls,
Ability Rolls, and so on). In addition, the character’s CM is
reduced by an amount equal to the Tier of the Curse; if
this would result n a negative CM, the character can no
longer have Critical Successes, although their margin for
critical failure does not change beyond having a CM of 0.
The Strength of a Curse can only be reduced by outside
influence. If the Curse is not removed by the end of a
Conflict, it remains in effect until the character has an
Incomplete Rest.
As long as this Status Effect is on the character, the
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Name

Type

Tier

Zombie

Neutral

1

Berserk

Neutral

2

Painful
Regrowth

Neutral

2

Invisible

Neutral

3

Reactive

Neutral

3

Barrier

Positive

1

Protection

Positive

1

Effect
Strength of other Status Effects on the character cannot
be changed. Any Status Effects on the character when
this Status Effect is bestowed continue to operate
normally, except nothing can be done to modify their
Strength, and they are not automatically reduced at the
end of a round. New Status Effects are likewise “locked”
as long as this Status Effect remains. Status Lock is
affected normally by the ends of rounds, spells, and other
effects.
All effects that would normally heal the character instead
cause the character an amount of damage equal to the
amount that would be healed (this includes Status Effects
like Regeneration). The character may choose to use HP
in place of MP for all Spells and Techniques, and he or
she gains PROF ∞a and ICE r equal to his or her level.
The character is treated as being Undead (even though
he or she really isn’t), and is affected by a Cleric’s class
ability and any similar Class or Race ability.
The character cannot use Spells or Techniques. The
character gains a bonus to ATT equal to his or her level.
Each round at the start of his or her turn, the character
loses 10 MP and heals 5 HP of damage. If the character’s
MP is reduced to 0, this Condition ends.
The character is invisible. Invisible characters cannot be
targeted except by adjacent foes, and those foes take a
-10 penalty to hit the character. If the character is within
the area of an area effect spell or similar effect (dragon’s
breath, for instance), the character takes double damage,
or inflicted Negative Status Effects have double their
normal Strength. All of the character’s Affinities are
removed as long as this Status Effect remains.
The character loses his or her Attack and Movement
phases on his or her turn. Whenever the character takes
damage from a melee, ranged, or natural weapon attack
(including Techniques) or a Spell, he or she may
immediately take an Attack or Movement phase (player’s
choice). There is no limit to the number of phases he or
she may take in a round, except that the character can
only take an Attack or Movement phase once each time
he or she takes damage from an attack as described
above. Status Effects that cause continuing damage
(such as Poison or Burning) do not grant the character an
Attack or Movement phase.
The character is guarded from magical attacks. His or her
MDEF increased by an amount equal to his or her level. If
the character takes any damage from a spell, this Status
effect ends, regardless of Strength.
The character is protected from physical attacks. His or
her DEF is increased by 5.
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Name
Regeneration

Type
Positive

Tier
1

Counterstrike Positive

2

Haste

Positive

2

Nullify
[Affinity]

Positive

2

Reflect

Positive

2

Empowered
[Ability]

Positive

3

Proactive

Positive

3

Re-Raise

Positive

3

Immune
[Status
Effect]

Positive

2 or 3

Effect
The character heals, albeit slowly. At the start of his or
her turn, the character regains 1d10 HP.
If the character is hit with a melee or natural weapon, he
or she can immediately Attack (as per the Attack Phase
option) whoever it was that dealt the damaging blow.
The character is much quicker than usual. The character
gains an additional Attack phase that occurs at the end of
the Initiative order. If multiple characters have Haste, they
act at the end of the Initiative order in the order they acted
during regular initiative.
The character gains ∞r to the Affinity described by the
Status Effect (for instance, if the Status Effect is Nullify
ELEC, the character gains ELEC ∞r).
Any spell that targets the character is instead reflected
back on the caster. This includes area effects, and spells
that target Battlefield Opponent, although the affected
character’s allies may still be affected normally.
The character has a particular ability significantly
increased. The Ability in question is doubled (so if the
Status Effect is Empowered ST, the character’s ST is
doubled). If the character rolls a critical failure with the
Ability in question, this Status Effect ends immediately.
The character can act swiftly to the changing battlefield.
The character no longer acts on his or her Initiative.
Instead, he or she can declare his or her Attack,
Movement, and End phases at will over the course of the
round. He or She also gains an additional Movement
Phase. The player must use all Phases available to him
or her each round (although he can use the phase and
decide to do nothing with it), and the character’s End
phase must be declared after his or her Attack and
Movement phases have been used. The character can
use his or her phases in response to something (he did
that, so I’ll do this), or to interrupt an action taken by an
Opponent or Ally (he is going to do that? Then I’ll do this
first). If When this Condition ends, the character returns to
his or her previous position in the Initiative order.
The character is protected by SACR energies that will not
let him or her die. If the character is reduced to 0 HP
(“dies”), he or she immediately is healed a number of HP
equal to the current Strength of this Status Effect. Once
the character has been “re-raised”, this Status Effect
ends.
The character is made immune to a 1st or 2nd Tier Status
Effect. The Tier of this Status Effect is 1 greater than the
Tier of the Status Effect it provides (or inflicts) protection
from. While this Status Effect remains, if the named
Status Effect is applied to the character, its Strength is
immediately reduced to 0, and the Effect ends before it
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Name

Type

Tier

Effect
can even begin. This Status Effect does not change
already extant Status Effects.
Blessed
Positive
1, 2,
The character is blessed, and gains a bonus to all rolls.
or 3
The character gains dice equal to the Tier of the blessing
-1 for all rolls (so if the character had a Tier 3 Blessing, he
or she would roll 7d10 instead of 5d10 for all his Ability
checks, and so on). In addition, the Blessing will remove 1
Status Effect of the character’s choosing of equal or
lesser Tier to the Blessing (the character can opt not to
remove any Status Effects). Finally, at the start of the
character’s turn, he or she gains lost HP or MP equal to
the tier of the blessing squared (Players choice as to
which; that’s 1 for Tier 1, 4 for Tier 2, and 9 for Tier 3, by
the way).
It is important to note that this is not a complete list of possible Status Effects, especially within
the context of this Alpha Playtest document. Suggestions are very welcome, and the list will
almost certainly be expanded before the final edition of 16 Bit Heroes. Additional Neutral Status
Effects are especially welcome.
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Chapter 9: Experience
16 Bit Heroes presents multiple methods of character advancement. Each method has its ups
and downs; it is up to the individual Game Group to decide what’s going to work best for them25.
Only one method should be employed in a given campaign; they do not provide identical
advancement, so one character using one method while another character uses a different one
can result in some serious character disparity.
All of the methods use a level-based system and an identical experience chart. As characters
and adventuring parties succeed in battle, complete objectives, and engage in rewarding role
play, they receive Experience Points (EP). Once they have enough EP, the characters gain new
levels, improving their Abilities and Stats, and gaining new Spells and Techniques (or access to
same; see the Improvement Tree method).

Common Experience Elements
There are several things that are common to all of the Experience methods. All of them use the
same Level of Experience table, for example, determining at what amount of EP a character
gains a new level.
In all of the methods below, the rules outlined apply to Classes on even levels, and to Races on
odd levels. For instance, if you’re using the Improvement Test method, you make Improvement
Tests for your character’s Class on levels 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and so on. Tests made for your Race or
Personality are made on levels 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, et cetera.
One important common element is the way tiers of Mystical/Technique skills purchased with
Skill Points are handled. Additional Tiers purchased with Skill Points apply to both Class and
Race improvement.
Example: Gary’s character has a Class that has Utility Magic Tier 2, and a Race that has no
Utility Magic skill at all. He decides over the course of his adventures to buy 1 Tier of Utility
Magic skill. Now, whenever he gains an Even level (Class Improvement), his Class is treated as
having Tier 3 Utility Magic, and when he gains an Odd level (Race Improvement), his Race is
treated as having Tier 1 Utility Magic. If Gary later bought another Tier in Utility Magic, it would
only benefit his Odd level improvement, since his Class is now treated as having Tier 3 Utility
Magic, and there’s no improvement after that until the Heroic Utility Magic Skill.
All of the Experience methods also follow the same Multiclassing rules, which will appear in the
Beta version of 16 Bit Heroes.

25

Deciding between different methods of advancement isn’t a playtest thing; it’s an intended feature of
the system. Although all of the methods listed here need to be playtested, it’s important to note that
although they may be tweaked or traded out with other methods, we have every intention of having
multiple methods of advancement as a part of 16 Bit Heroes. Ideally, it would be nice to get them all to be
roughly equivalent, so it can be a per-player choice (or, even better, a per-level choice) instead of a per
game group one; if you have any ideas as to how this could be possible, please let us know!
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The Experience Methods in Brief
This section outlines each of the methods of improving characters through experience in brief.
There are three methods outlined here. All of these are specifically “alpha”, which is to say that
none of them are tested in any way – at least not yet. Some, all, or none of these methods may
make it into the final system; it all depends on feedback.





Improvement Test Method: At each new level, the characters make an Improvement
Test to determine how much their characters improve. Typically, a single Test roll is
made, which is then compared to various Improvement Difficulties, each yielding a
differing amounts of improvement.
Static Improvement: At each new level, a character gains specific benefits. There are
no test rolls, and advancement can be easily predicted and tracked.
Point Based Improvement: At each level, characters receive a set number of
Improvement Points, which can be used by the players to improve their characters.

There are also three special variants that modify the way the above methods work slightly;
these are all optional. None of these has to be used at all, and one of them doesn’t even need
to be playtested:




Buy It Up: The characters gain in level using one of the methods above, but new Spells,
Techniques, and Skills must be purchased in game from trainers.
Party Experience: The characters do not track individual experience; instead, the Party
has an EP total, and there is a unified Party Level.
EP Free: The characters automatically gain a level after a set number of Conflicts, or
whenever the Game Group decides the time is right. This can be combined with Buy It
Up and Party Experience, above.

Each of the methods, and the three modifier methods are described in detail below. In the final
version, these will most likely appear in Alphabetical Order. Right now, they’re described in my
own order of personal preference. For right now, they’re described merely in mechanical terms;
the final version of the game will include pros and cons for each method; these will hopefully be
based on playtest. A Game Group should decide which they’re going to use before the game
begins.
Before we go any farther, however, the Level Up table should be included, since the EP
requirements for each level don’t change between the methods.

Experience Table
Level
1
2
3
4
5
6

EP Total
0
400
900
1,600
2,500
3,600

Notes

Level
7
8
9
10
11
12
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EP Total
4,900
6,400
8,100
10,000
12,100
14,400

Notes

Level
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

EP Total
16,900
19,600
22,500
25,600
28,900
32,400
36,100
40,000
44,100
48,400
52,900

Notes

Level
24
25

EP Total
57,600
62,500

26+

(New
levelx10)2

Notes
Heroic Levels Begin
There is technically
no “maximum level”.
Anything over 50
can be considered
“Epic”. Anything
over 100 can be
considered
“Godlike”.

Improvement Tests
What characters gain though leveling is determined randomly. There are two basic methods that
can be used – Single Roll and Roll Per Improvement, each described in a bit more detail below.
It is perfectly acceptable to switch between the two methods as you continue to play the same
character. You could choose, for instance, the Single Roll method for your level 4 advancement,
and then switch to Roll Per Improvement for level 6. There’s no real difference in the rate of
improvement, or in the statistics of the thing. The only real difference is that Single Roll
improvement is quick, and Roll Per Improvement takes significantly more time.
The Improvement Test method simulates those console RPGs that had seemingly random
improvement schemes that were influenced by character class, and probably the tide (the
Dragon Quest series is one excellent example; earlier Final Fantasy games also seemed to
have fairly random improvement schemes).

Single Roll Improvement Tests
The Single Roll method is quick, requiring only a few dice rolls. Follow the process described
below at each new level (applying the method to Character Class on even levels, and to Race
or Personality on odd levels).
1. If you have Mystical/Technique skills, select (or create) a Spell or Technique that you
would like your character to learn using the rules found in Chapter 7 (page 95).
2. Make an Improvement Check by rolling 5d10 and totaling the result. If the total is 15 or
below, you may make a re-roll, and take the higher of the two results.
3. Check your Class or Race/Personality’s Improvement table. If your check result is
greater than the listed Improvement Difficulty, that Ability or Stat is increased by an
amount equal to ½ the difference. Round all fractions up.
a. Example: Your character has an ID of 24 for her IN Ability, and you rolled a 32 on
your Improvement Check. The difference would be 32 – 24 = 8. ½ of 8 is 4, so
that Ability or Stat would improve by 4. If you had rolled 31 instead, the
character’s IN would still have improved by 4, because 7 / 2 = 3½, and all
fractions are rounded up.
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b. Some Skills allow for re-tests. For instance, the Agile skill allows you to make an
additional roll when improving your AG stat. If you have such a skill, make
another separate Improvement Check that applies to only that Ability. Use the
higher of the two checks for that Ability only.
c. Skill Points may be gained at this point. You may choose any Ability or Stat that
would have improved, and gain Skill Points equal to the improvement instead (to
continue the example above, you could choose for your character to gain 4 Skill
points instead of having his or her IN increase by 4. It’s all or nothing for Skill
Points – either you get the improvement, or you get the Skill points.
4. If you have Mystical/Technique skills, add your new level x your Tier in that skill to your
Improvement Check result. If the result is greater than or equal to the ID of the spell or
technique you selected/created in Step 1, your character gains that spell or technique.
5. Re-figure the character’s Stats based on any Ability changes.
a. Optional HP Rule 1: If your Game Group feels the HP totals are too low, or if
one character has far too few HP for their level, you may include an additional roll
of 1d10, adding the total to the character’s HP. Generally, if one character has a
HP total that is less than ½ the highest HP total in the group, this rule should be
employed at each level until he or she reaches ½ the highest total in the group.
b. Optional HP Rule 2: All characters receive +1d10 HP when they gain a level. If
your group finds this rule (or Optional rule 1, above) indispensable during
playtest, please notify Student 20 Productions.
6. When you have completed the above steps, share the results with the GM, or the entire
group.
That’s it, really.

Roll Per Improvement Tests
This method is essentially a more drawn-out version of the Single Roll method described above.
You follow the same steps, except a separate roll is made for each Ability or Stat that would
improve. Separate Improvement Checks are also made for each Mystical/Technique skill the
character has.
Using the Roll Per Improvement Tests, you do not get the re-roll described in Step 2 (above),
since a single low roll won’t ensure no advancement for the character at all. In the unlikely event
that you make Improvement Tests for everything, and do not gain a single Ability/Stat
improvement, and you also get not a single new Spell or Technique, you may start again at the
GM’s option, either re-rolling everything, or switching to the Single Roll Tests (GM’s option).

Static Improvement
Static Improvement allows for a linear rate of improvement, with predictable results. Although
it’s quick and easy, there are no pleasant surprises (like being able to learn an unusually
advanced Technique), or interesting challenges along the way. Use the following steps to
perform a Static Improvement:
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1. On even levels, divide the 1st level bonuses provided by the character’s Class by 2
(rounding up), and apply them to the appropriate Ability Scores. For abilities that have a
+0 bonus, add +1 on levels that are a multiple of 4 (levels 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, and so on).
2. On odd levels, add the 1st level bonuses to HP, MP, and Elemental Affinity r to the
appropriate Stats. All other listed Ability and Stat bonuses are divided by 2 (rounding up)
and applied to the appropriate stats.
3. Characters with the Technique skill use the following table to determine when they
receive a new technique, and what the maximum ID of the new technique is:
Level
Tier 1 Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 2 Tier 3 Tier 3 Class
Race
Class
Race
Class
Race
1
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
2
ID 32
ID 34
ID 36
3
ID 33
ID 36
ID 39
4
ID 38
ID 42
5
ID 40
ID 45
6
ID 36
ID 48
7
ID 37
ID 51
8
ID 46
ID 54
9
ID 48
ID 57
10
ID 40
ID 50
ID 60
11
ID 41
ID 52
ID 63
12
ID 66
13
ID 69
14
ID 44
ID 58
ID 72
15
ID 45
ID 60
ID 75
16
ID 62
ID 78
17
ID 64
ID 81
18
ID 48
ID 84
19
ID 49
ID 87
20
ID 70
ID 90
This progression continues at higher levels; the maximum ID of the new Spell or
Technique is equal to (30 x the Tier of the skill).
Using the Static Method, Skill Points are gained in more or less the same way as with the
Improvement Test technique. If you forego Ability improvement, or Stat improvement other than
HP, MP, or Elemental Affinity r, the character gains Skill Points equal to the improvement. If you
forego improvement for HP, MP, or Elemental Affinity r, you gain Skill Points equal to ½ the
amount the Stat would have improved.
You may apply the optional HP rules listed in Improvement Tests, if need be. If you don’t want
to roll dice for these, average the 1d10 roll to +5 HP.

Point Based Improvement
The point based improvement method is the most flexible. At each level up, players are given
Improvement Points with which to improve their characters. The amount of points received, and
the cost to improve different things on the character, is described below.
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Even Numbered Levels
Even numbered levels are Class Improvement levels. Players receive 50 Improvement Points
(IP) with which to improve their characters. These points can be used to improve Abilities and
buy Spells or Techniques if the character’s Class has Mystical/Technique skills. The IP can also
be converted to Skill Points. To determine the costs for improvements, see below.

Even Level Improvement Costs






Abilities: The cost to improve an Ability depends on the 1st level bonus the Class
provided as follows:
o +0 1st Level Bonus: The class is extremely weak in this area, making
improvement difficult; +1 to the Ability costs 10 IP.
o +1 1st Level Bonus: Like a +0 bonus, the Class has a weakness in this area; +1
to the Ability costs 9 IP.
o +2 1st Level Bonus: The Class has low to average talent in this Ability; +1 to the
Ability costs 7 IP.
o +3 1st Level Bonus: The Class has average talent in this Ability; +1 to the Ability
costs 6 IP.
o +4 1st Level Bonus: The class has high to average talent in this Ability; +1 to the
Ability costs 5 IP.
o +5 1st Level Bonus: This is one of the Classes strong points; +1 to the Ability
costs 4 IP.
o +6 or greater 1st Level Bonus: The Class is exceptional in this Ability; +1 to the
Ability costs 2 IP.
New Spells and Techniques: New Spells and Techniques have an IP cost based on
the ID of the new Spell or Technique to be learned:
o IP Cost: The IP cost of a new Spell or Technique is equal to ½ the ID of the Spell
or Technique (round up), minus the character’s new Level. So, to learn a new
Utility Spell with an ID of 30 at level 4, the IP cost would be 30 / 2 = 15, 15 – 4 =
11.
o Maximum Spell/Technique Power: The maximum ID of a new Spell or
Technique is equal to 30 + (the new level x the Tier at which the Character has
the skill). For instance, a character gaining level 6 with Tier 3 Defensive Magic
could learn a new Defensive spell with an ID up to (30 + (6x3) = 30 + 18 = 48)
48. Such a spell would have an IP cost of 48 / 2 = 24 – 6 = 18.
o Maximum Number of New Spells/Techniques per Level: By default, you may
only learn 1 new Spell or Technique per unique Mystical/Technique skill you
possess (so if the Class had Defensive Tier 3, Offensive Tier 1, and Technique
Tier 1 skills, the character could learn 1 Defensive Spell, 1 Offensive Spell, and 1
Technique per level up). GMs and Game Groups may lax this restriction if they
choose; it is only in place to make the IP experience method more closely follow
the improvement in other Experience methods.
Convert IP to Skill Points: 1 Skill Point costs 5 IP. You may convert some, all, or none
of your IP to Skill Points – however you like.
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When a character is done spending all his or her IP, Stats should be recalculated to reflect
Ability changes. IP cannot be “saved” from one level to another, but Skill Points can be.

Odd Numbered Levels
Odd numbered levels are Race/Personality levels. The improvement procedures are very
similar to Even Numbered Levels, as are the costs. The difference is that there are no +0 1st
level bonuses, and there are Stats that are included in the Improvement Tables for races.
On Odd levels, characters receive 30 IP instead of 50. Use the rules for Even Numbered Level
costs listed above, with the following changes:




Most Ability and Stat Improvement Costs: Because any bonus to an Ability or Stat for
a Race or Personality indicates exceptional ability, use the following costs instead:
o +1 to +2 1st Level Bonus: +1 to the Stat or Ability costs 5 IP.
o +3 to +4 1st Level Bonus: +1 to the Stat or Ability costs 3 IP.
o +5 or greater 1st Level Bonus: +1 to the Stat or Ability costs 2 IP.
HP, MP, and Elemental Affinity r Improvement Costs: Again, any bonus to these
Stats is considered exceptional. These Stats use a different cost structure, however:
o +1 to +2 1st Level Bonus: +1 to the Stat or Ability costs 3 IP.
o +3 to +4 1st Level Bonus: +1 to the Stat or Ability costs 2 IP.
o +5 or greater 1st Level Bonus: +1 to the Stat or Ability costs 1 IP.

Buy It Up
The Buy It Up method is an optional modifier to one of the above methods. When using Buy It
Up, characters do not automatically receive new Spells and Techniques, nor can they convert
improvement (or IP) into Skill Points for new Skills. Instead, they must spend in-game currency
(Gold? Florins? Whatever…) to learn new Spells, Techniques, and Skills from trainers they fins
in the game setting.
Typically, Buy It Up’s effect on Spells and Techniques only affects Even Levels – the rules listed
for other Methods apply normally for Race related level gain. In other words, an Elven Wizard
would still automatically gain spells on odd levels from being an Elf, but would have to buy
spells for his or her Wizard class. You can have it apply to both if you like, but it seems a little
funny for a Dwarf, for instance, to have to seek out a Technique trainer to take advantage of
their racially innate Tier 1 Technique skill.

Buying Spells and Techniques
Characters can know any number of Spells and Techniques, as long as they can afford to pay
for the appropriate Training. The maximum ID of Spells and Techniques a character can
purchase is equal to 30 + (the character’s current level x his or her Tier in the appropriate
Mystical/Technique skill).
Spells and Techniques have a base Cost equal to the new Spell or Technique’s ID cubed (the
ID times itself, times itself). For instance, a spell with an ID of 50 would have a Cost of
(50x50x50) or 125,000. Once spell costs go over 10,000, costs should be rounded to the
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nearest thousand, so a spell with an ID of 67 would then have a cost of (67x67x67) or 300,763
– which would be rounded to the nearest thousand, for a final cost of 301,000.

Buying New Skills
Characters can learn additional skills by finding someone who can train them in the skill.
Characters can have a number of learned skills (that is, skills not provided by Class or Race)
equal to their Level. New Simple Skills cost 500, while new Advanced Skills cost 10,000. The
level 20 limit for when Heroic Skills can be learned, and all Heroic Skill prerequisites still apply.
If Buy It Up is used, two new Advanced Skills become available: Trainer and Master Trainer:

Trainer
Special Ability
The character must have spent at least 10,000 learning new skills.
The character has been taught often enough that he has picked up on the basics of teaching. He or she
may train other characters – both PCs and NPCs – in any Simple Skill he or she knows. The character
can charge for the service or not, as he or she sees fit. Keep the maximum learned skill limit in mind.
Training someone with a new Simple Skill takes 100 hours, during which time the characters cannot be
adventuring. The time does not have to be spent in continuous training, however – the training time can
be broken up however the character thinks is appropriate. Training time must be at least 1 uninterrupted
hour per training session. The trained character cannot use the new skill until training is complete,
however.
A Trainer can have a maximum number of students equal to 1/10 his or her IN ability at a time. He or she
does not need to be teaching them all the same Skill, but if he or she is, then the Trainer can handle twice
as many students.

Master Trainer
Special Ability
Trainer; The character must have spent at least 1,000 hours training other characters.
A Master Trainer has become very, very good at teaching skills. Teaching new Simple Skills now requires
significantly less time, and the Master Trainer can also train any Advanced Skill he or she knows.
The Master Trainer can train new Simple Skills in 50 hours rather than 100. In addition, he or she can
now train twice as many students at once. Training Advanced Skills requires 500 hours of training, and
the Master Trainer may only have one Advanced Skill student at a time, although training one person an
Advanced Skill has no impact on how many Simple Skill trainees the Master Trainer can have.

Party Experience
This optional method is an add-on to the other methods, and really has nothing to do with what
happens to a character when he or she gains a level. Using the Party Experience rules,
individual characters do not receive EP – the Party does as a whole. The EP are awarded
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normally to the party as a whole. The net effect is that everyone in the party always levels up at
the same time.
The purpose of this rule is to keep everyone in the party at the same level. New characters that
come into the part are automatically promoted to the Party’s level. Characters that are dead
(temporarily) are not penalized in their overall level gain, and so on.
Other than lacking the need to track EP individually for each character, this method really has
no impact on mechanics.

No EP
This optional rule is simple enough: Characters do not receive EP at all. Instead, a character
gains a level whenever the Game Group, as a consensus, thinks they should. Generally, there
should be a certain minimum number of Conflicts involved, but once that minimum has been
achieved, the character can gain a level whenever the Game Group decides he or she should
get one.
Basically, the number of Conflicts assures a minimum amount of experience for the character.
The actual new level award should be based on role playing, participation in Conflicts, and
campaign events that dictate the character should gain power.
No EP can be easily combined with any of the other Experience methods outlined in the
chapter, since all it really does is eliminate the EP cost of passing levels and replace it with
something else. For a primarily role-play based experience system, complete with organic ability
learning and trained skill gain, you could try combining No EP with Buy It Up and Improvement
Tests. Other combinations yield other feels, but the no EP method tends to have a “focus-onrole-play” effect.
What follows are suggested Conflict counts before new levels become possible. Note that if you
automatically grant levels as soon as these suggestions are met, you’re sort of missing the point
of the No EP option.




Simple Advancement: Using these Conflict Counts makes new level gains available
quickly, either allowing for quick advancement, or putting most of the emphasis on role
playing.
o Levels 1 to 10: The character should participate in 5 Conflicts before a new level
may become available.
o Levels 11 and higher: The character should participate in at least 10 Conflicts
before a new level becomes available.
Normal Advancement: Using these Conflict Counts actually starts out quicker than the
Simple Advancement counts, but becomes much slower over time. The focus for this is
equally on both Role Play and Conflict Counts.
o Levels 1 to 5: The character should participate in a number of Conflicts equal to
2x his or her current level before a new level becomes available.
o Levels 6 to 10: The character should participate in at least 10 Conflicts before a
new level becomes available.
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o
o

Levels 11 to 20: The character should participate in at least 15 Conflicts before a
new level becomes available.
Levels 21 and Higher: The character should participate in at least 20 Conflicts
before a new level becomes available.

The No EP method means characters don’t have to keep track of their EP; this can be a
blessing if they aren’t into that sort of book keeping.
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Chapter 10: Bestiary
Like many things in 16 Bit Heroes, Monster Creation is part of a system. Unlike other things in
16 Bit Heroes, however, the Monster Creation System allows for a lot of leeway. There’s no way
to properly define a method for creating creatures that will be a challenge for, say, 52nd level
heroes. Anyone who tells you otherwise is selling something26.
Like the Class and Race chapters, the Bestiary presents creatures made using the system
before the system itself. Some small attempt is made to described the ecology of the creatures
here, along with vague descriptions that, it is hoped, will one day be replaced with pixel art.
You will notice something called a “Monster Tree” below. Back in the good old days, 8 and 16
Bit games re-used sprites for monsters, changing their color palettes to create new creatures.
All of the old-school series – Dragon Quest, Final Fantasy, Breath of Fire, and so on – did this
little trick. The reasoning was simple: they had a limited amount of space to work with. A colorpalette swap saved them loads of space. You can even see this in other genres (platformers,
shooters, et al) of the time. It was a way to overcome memory limitations without actually
reducing the available creature set.
Even some relatively modern games did this same trick – from later Final Fantasy games to
newer entrants into the arena, color-palette swap has been a console RPG tradition for a good
long time. It even continues in modern RPGs of a decidedly more western style – check out the
recent Fallout: New Vegas for an easy example. I defy you to find a visible difference between
Rabid Ghouls and Glowing Ones that isn’t a texture swap, the modern equivalent to a palette
swap.
16 Bit Heroes uses a similar convention. The idea here isn’t saving “memory”, of course; books
and tabletop RPGs don’t work that way. There is, however, something to be said for an
unintentional side effect of those old palette-switched creatures: persistence of world.
If the players are souped up humans (dwarves, elves, cat-girls, and so on), then it stands to
reason that there would be souped-up goblins. If there are different classes of human and so
on, it stands to reason there would be different “classes” of dragon. Monster Trees follow this
same idea.
There is another, more practical consideration, however, that goes along more closely with the
Palette swap idea: it’s easier on the GM. From a descriptive, design, and play perspective, it’s
easier for the GM to start with a Base Beast (BB), and then use it to create a menagerie of
related creatures. It also adds a little verisimilitude to the game itself: we started this quest to

26

As are we, in point of fact. I’d like to be able to point out some high moral-ground difference, but there
really isn’t one. I guess that it would be fair and true to say that other systems making this claim are trying
to sell you a line of bull, and we’re not… but it’s kind of a fine distinction in the context of a game. And
even if it’s true, that doesn’t make us in any way better; we’ve just chosen to try a different angle.
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stop the Goblin King from destroying the Yellow Empire; why haven’t we seen a goblin in, like,
10 levels?
In any case, below you will find Beasts of levels ranging from 1 to 25 – everything you need to
run a very basic game for yourself up to level 25 or so – with a few higher level creatures thrown
in for fun. There are at least five creatures of each type, with some having a few extra.

Creature List
The creatures below were all created using the BCS. They are organized alphabetically by
Beast Seed (see page 135); within the seed categories, they are organized by level for easy
reference. A complete creature index can be found at the end of the book, organized by level for
easy reference.

Dragons
Dragons are typically large to huge creatures,
taking up 12 squares or more on a battle map.
They combine characteristics of mammals,
birds, and reptiles, and are usually very
intelligent. Depending on the Dragon, they may
or may not kill adventurers on sight.
All Dragons have double the normal amount of
treasure.

Spark
Dragon
ATT
DEF
MDEF
Initiative
MOVE
Resistances
HP
MP
Power
Treasure
Experience
Description

Standard

Level – 10
70
50
45
45
5

5
50
20
2/4BW
40 gold or items
20
Smaller dragons that
constantly arc with
electricity, Spark Dragons
are pretty dumb (for
dragons), generally
attacking the closest target
they can find until it dies.
Their Spark Breath attack
is dangerous if you all line
up in a row…
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Ember
Dragon
ATT
DEF
MDEF
Initiative
MOVE
Resistances
HP
MP
Power
Treasure
Experience
Description

Standard

Spark
Dragon
ATT
DEF
MDEF
Initiative
MOVE
Resistances
HP
MP
Power
Treasure
Experience
Description

Standard

Spark
Dragon

Standard

Level – 15
4
4
2
3
3

5
50
20
2/4BW
40 gold or items
20

Level – 10
4
4
2
3
3

5
50
20
2/4BW
40 gold or items
20

Level – 10

Spark
Dragon
ATT
DEF
MDEF
Initiative
MOVE
Resistances
HP
MP
Power
Treasure
Experience
Description

Standard

Level – 10
70
50
45
45
5
50
20

40 gold or items
20

Goblins
Spark
Dragon
ATT
DEF
MDEF
Initiative
MOVE
Resistances
HP
MP
Power
Treasure
Experience
Description

Standard

Spark
Dragon
ATT
DEF
MDEF
Initiative
MOVE
Resistances
HP
MP
Power
Treasure

Standard

Level – 10
70
50
45
45
5
50
20

40 gold or items
20

Level – 10
70
50
45
45
5
50
20

40 gold or items
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Spark
Dragon
Experience
Description

Standard

Spark
Dragon
ATT
DEF
MDEF
Initiative
MOVE
Resistances
HP
MP
Power
Treasure
Experience
Description

Standard

Spark
Dragon
ATT
DEF
MDEF
Initiative
MOVE
Resistances
HP
MP
Power
Treasure
Experience
Description

Standard

Spark
Dragon
ATT
DEF
MDEF
Initiative
MOVE
Resistances
HP

Standard

Level – 10
20

Level – 10
70
50
45
45
5
50
20

40 gold or items
20

Level – 10
70
50
45
45
5
50
20

40 gold or items
20

Level – 10
70
50
45
45
5
50

Spark
Dragon
MP
Power
Treasure
Experience
Description

Standard

Level – 10
20

40 gold or items
20

Mechanoids
Spark
Dragon
ATT
DEF
MDEF
Initiative
MOVE
Resistances
HP
MP
Power
Treasure
Experience
Description
Spark
Dragon
ATT
DEF
MDEF
Initiative
MOVE
Resistances
HP
MP
Power
Treasure
Experience
Description
Spark
Dragon
ATT

Standard

Level – 10
70
50
45
45
5
50
20

40 gold or items
20

Standard

Level – 10
70
50
45
45
5
50
20

40 gold or items
20

Standard

Level – 10
70
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Spark
Dragon
DEF
MDEF
Initiative
MOVE
Resistances
HP
MP
Power
Treasure
Experience
Description

Standard

Spark
Dragon
ATT
DEF
MDEF
Initiative
MOVE
Resistances
HP
MP
Power
Treasure
Experience
Description

Standard

Spark
Dragon
ATT
DEF
MDEF
Initiative
MOVE
Resistances
HP
MP
Power
Treasure
Experience
Description

Standard

Level – 10
50
45
45
5
50
20

40 gold or items
20

Level – 10
70
50
45
45
5
50
20

40 gold or items
20

Level – 10
70
50
45
45
5
50
20

40 gold or items
20

Pests
Spark
Dragon
ATT
DEF
MDEF
Initiative
MOVE
Resistances
HP
MP
Power
Treasure
Experience
Description

Standard

Spark
Dragon
ATT
DEF
MDEF
Initiative
MOVE
Resistances
HP
MP
Power
Treasure
Experience
Description

Standard

Spark
Dragon
ATT
DEF
MDEF
Initiative
MOVE
Resistances
HP
MP
Power
Treasure

Standard

Level – 10
70
50
45
45
5
50
20

40 gold or items
20

Level – 10
70
50
45
45
5
50
20

40 gold or items
20

Level – 10
70
50
45
45
5
50
20

40 gold or items
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Spark
Dragon
Experience
Description

Standard

Spark
Dragon
ATT
DEF
MDEF
Initiative
MOVE
Resistances
HP
MP
Power
Treasure
Experience
Description

Standard

Spark
Dragon
ATT
DEF
MDEF
Initiative
MOVE
Resistances
HP
MP
Power
Treasure
Experience
Description

Standard

Spark
Dragon
ATT
DEF
MDEF
Initiative
MOVE
Resistances
HP

Standard

Level – 10
20

Level – 10
70
50
45
45
5
50
20

40 gold or items
20

Level – 10
70
50
45
45
5
50
20

40 gold or items
20

Level – 10
70
50
45
45
5
50

Spark
Dragon
MP
Power
Treasure
Experience
Description

Standard

Level – 10
20

40 gold or items
20

Slimes
Spark
Dragon
ATT
DEF
MDEF
Initiative
MOVE
Resistances
HP
MP
Power
Treasure
Experience
Description
Spark
Dragon
ATT
DEF
MDEF
Initiative
MOVE
Resistances
HP
MP
Power
Treasure
Experience
Description
Spark
Dragon
ATT

Standard

Level – 10
70
50
45
45
5
50
20

40 gold or items
20

Standard

Level – 10
70
50
45
45
5
50
20

40 gold or items
20

Standard

Level – 10
70
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Spark
Dragon
DEF
MDEF
Initiative
MOVE
Resistances
HP
MP
Power
Treasure
Experience
Description

Standard

Spark
Dragon
ATT
DEF
MDEF
Initiative
MOVE
Resistances
HP
MP
Power
Treasure
Experience
Description

Standard

Spark
Dragon
ATT
DEF
MDEF
Initiative
MOVE
Resistances
HP
MP
Power
Treasure
Experience
Description

Standard

Level – 10
50
45
45
5
50
20

40 gold or items
20

Level – 10
70
50
45
45
5
50
20

40 gold or items
20

Level – 10
70
50
45
45
5
50
20

40 gold or items
20

Zombies
Spark
Dragon
ATT
DEF
MDEF
Initiative
MOVE
Resistances
HP
MP
Power
Treasure
Experience
Description

Standard

Spark
Dragon
ATT
DEF
MDEF
Initiative
MOVE
Resistances
HP
MP
Power
Treasure
Experience
Description

Standard

Spark
Dragon
ATT
DEF
MDEF
Initiative
MOVE
Resistances
HP
MP

Standard

Level – 10
70
50
45
45
5
50
20

40 gold or items
20

Level – 10
70
50
45
45
5
50
20

40 gold or items
20

Level – 10
70
50
45
45
5
50
20
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Spark
Dragon
Power
Treasure
Experience
Description

Standard

Spark
Dragon
ATT
DEF
MDEF
Initiative
MOVE
Resistances
HP
MP
Power
Treasure
Experience
Description

Standard

Spark
Dragon
ATT
DEF
MDEF
Initiative
MOVE
Resistances
HP
MP
Power
Treasure
Experience
Description

Standard

Level – 10

40 gold or items
20

Level – 10
70
50
45
45
5
50
20

40 gold or items
20

Level – 10
70
50
45
45
5
50
20

40 gold or items
20

Beast Creation System ( BCS)
The Beast Creation System is intended to create creatures of a particular level. Theoretically,
creatures created at a particular level will be a challenge to characters of that level, provided
that you use the Encounter Guidelines included in the system.
The BCS is divided up into two smaller systems – Seeds (the base upon which trees are built)
and Branches (the specific creatures based upon the seeds). This is really the only place where
16 Bit Heroes uses something as prosaic as a tree metaphor for its systems, but it is apropos. In
any case, even if you’re creating a completely unique creature, you must first create a Seed. For
Primary Bosses (campaign Big Bads, and their immediate associates), you are encouraged to
use the character creation system combined with artistic license.

Seed Creation
Seeds are the foundation of Monster Trees. With the Seed system, you create a basis for
different versions of similar creatures. The idea is to provide a bit of consistence within creature
types – assigning priorities to things like Attack, Defense, Initiative, and Special Powers. The
idea isn’t to restrict creativity, but to provide boundaries within type, allowing the creation of a
series of increasingly powerful goblins, for instance.
Seed Creation is essentially a three step process – Tagging, prioritization, and theming. None of
the steps is very complicated. What you have when you have finished is a Beast Seed. This
Beast Seed is then used in the second part of the BCS to create individual creatures. In this
way, you can create creatures of a general type (for instance, dragons) of any level you need for
your campaign.
Throughout the system description below, an example Seed (the Pests described above) is
provided. At the end of this section, all of the seeds for the Monster Trees in this book are
provided.

Tagging
Tagging is the first step towards creating a seed. Tagging involves creating a name and vague
description for the Beast Seed. The idea is to establish the basic idea for the Seed, and to give
a preliminary description that carries over for the creation of all creatures based on the seed.
Pests are based on any of a variety of venomous critters that, in real life, you’d call an
exterminator to take care of. The focus is on spiders and scorpions, but the same template
could easily be used for venomous snakes or other similar poison-y beasties.

Prioritization
The next step in Seed creation is to prioritize the Stats of the Monster Tree. Most creature types
are known for one thing or another – having a high defense, being weak versus ice damage,
that sort of thing. In the Prioritization step, you determine the base values for the Stats of
monsters of that type.
At each given “level” of monsters, there are often acknowledged “toughies” and “weakings”, so
this step allows for some variance. You begin with from 12 (weakling) to 24 (toughie), with most
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Seeds having 18 Seed Points to distribute among the following Seed Stats. As you design the
seed, think about what a seasoned Adventurer might think when running into a monster of this
general type. Does the Adventurer think “Watch out – those spikes will probably deliver a
wallop!”? Put more points into the ATT Stat. Does the Adventurer think “The magic users better
get to the back line – their spells won’t be of much use!”? Load up the MDEF Stat.
Although most of the Stats are pretty common sense after reading the rest of the book (not to
mention described earlier in the chapter), each Stat is described again here. The Monster Stats
involved in Beast Seeds are:









Attack (ATT): How powerful the basic attacks of creatures in the Monster Tree can be
expected to be.
Defense (DEF): A measure of how resistant to weapons and other non-magical attacks
the creatures of this Monster Tree are.
Magic Defense (MDEF): An indicator of how magic resistant creatures of this Monster
Tree are.
Alacrity (ALAC): A measure of both how quickly creatures of this type can be expected
to move on the battlefield, and how quickly they react to confrontation (Initiative). This is
a Beast Seed only Stat that is used to determine SPEED and Initiative in the final
creature.
Resistance (RES): A measure of the creature’s ability to resist specific Status Effects
and Elemental Damage. This is a Beast Seed only Stat that is used to determine SDEF
abilities in monsters.
Power (POW): A measure of the capacity for special abilities, similar to Spells and
Techniques, creatures from this seed have.

You cannot put more than 8 points in any one Seed Stat, and you should put at least 1 point in
each, except MDEF, RES and POW (which can be left at 0). If you intend to include any special
abilities in the Theming step (below), remember not to spend them here. In other words, if you
want all creatures made from the Seed to have one special ability of a specific type, leave a few
Seed Points for those specific abilities in the Theming section.
Pests are meant to be annoying, not deadly… unless they attack in numbers. We’ll build the
Seed on the low end of the scale, but not at the bottom: 14 Seed Points sound pretty good. The
Seed Stats can be broken down like this:






ATT: Pests can deliver a punch, but not a big one; their biggest annoyance comes from
their poison. We’ll put 2 points here.
DEF: Pests aren’t usually that well armored. 2 points again.
MDEF: Pests aren’t generally resistant to magic at all; we’ll leave this one at 0.
ALAC: Pests tend to be quick – we’ll give this one a 4.
RES: Pests are generally highly resistant to or immune to poison at least. This one can
be a 2, though, since their other resistances are mostly nil.
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POW: Low level Pests seldom have powers other than their poison attack, but higher
level ones may be able to spew a poison cloud or some other such silliness. We’ll give it
a 1.

That’s 11 points spent; we’ll reserve the remaining 3 for Theming.

Theming
This step involves making specific requirements for creatures of the Seed. This is different from
the Tagging step (where a generalized description is given) in that it directly involves game
mechanics. If the Seed has no points in the RES and POW Seed Stats, and there are no Seed
Points left over from Prioritization, this section probably just includes some notes about tactics
and ideas for variations within the Seed.
If there are no points leftover, but points were placed in RES and/or POW, this section
describes any overarching themes for the Monster Tree’s Resistances and Powers. If, for
instance, you were making an Elemental Seed, you might want to note that powers and
resistances are appropriate to the element.
Any points left from the Prioritization step are used here to create a specific special “Stat” just
for this Seed. You can make as many as you like, provided that you have at least 1 Seed point
leftover for each. The more Seed points placed into this special Stat, the more powerful the
resultant ability will be on each creature made from the seed, however.
To create this special Stat, think of a name for it, and then define as specifically as possible
what the Stat does in game mechanics terms. Generally, these special Stats will provide a
single power to the creature that can be found on all creatures built from the Seed. The Dragon
Seed, for instance, includes a Special Stat called Breath Weapon that describes the bare
minimum requirements for creating a dragon’s breath attack. The idea here is to establish one
thing that all creatures of the type possess (a trademark move, if you will), and will always fall
within a certain predefined parameter. Referencing Spell and Technique creation (starts on
page 96) or Potion/Poultice creation and Weapon/Armor enhancement (pages 85 and 87,
respectively) can be useful here, with special attention to Defensive Spell (page 96) Offensive
Spell (page 97) and Technique (page 102) creation.
Pests are oversized versions of the singing and biting venomous creatures we all know and love
today – spiders, scorpions, snakes, and so on. You may want to make different seed for each of
them, but for this example, we’re piling them all together. In the games that inspired 16 Bit
Heroes, these little buggers often have many things in common – a poison attack, a resistance
to poison, and a tendency to attack in numbers.
Most Pests have the Fodder creature type. Their RES is usually used to buy the Poison
Resistance skill or an immunity to poison; leftover RES can be used for thematically appropriate
Elemental Affinities, typically r type rather than a type (Fire Scorpions have FIRE r Elemental
Affinity, Demon Centipedes have PROF r Elemental Affinity, and so on).
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Most Pests will use any POW to create a poison-related ranged attack, or a special critical
attack that deals a powerful Poison Status Effect. Higher level creatures may deliver a Burning
Status Effect, or any other Status Effect that sounds in-theme for a poison or venom.


Special Stat: Poison Attack – All Pests have a Melee attack (most often a bite or sting)
made using the Technique creation rules that delivers the Poison status effect. Seed
Value: 3.

Sample Monster Seeds
Below, you will find all of the Monster Seeds used to create the sample creatures found in this
book. Enjoy!
Dragon
Tags

Priorities

Themes

Goblin
Tags

Priorities

Themes

Generally, large (and powerful for their level) creatures combining reptile, bird,
and mammalian characteristics. Dragons have a Breath Weapon, and are often
named by color (Blue Dragon, Pink Dragon, etc.) or a celestial or meteorological
theme (Storm Dragon, Star Dragon, etc.). Most dragons have wings, long necks
and tails, scaly skin, horns, and very effective claws.
24 Seed Points (toughies)
 ATT - 4
 DEF - 4
 MDEF - 2
 ALAC - 3
 RES - 5
 POW - 2
4 Seed Points leftover.
Usually Elite/Boss, sometimes Standard – never Fodder
ALAC - may provide Flight or other special movement
RES - usually Affinity a; may have opposing Vulnerability
POW – Offensive/Utility magic, Techniques, or Spell/Technique skill
 Special Stat: Breath Weapon – 4; Offensive Spell, Deals Elemental
Damage, Splash or Line range of effect.

Call them Goblins, Imps, or whatever you like – this Tree is used for the entrylevel baddies. Usually ugly humanoids wielding daggers or spears, Goblins are
savage faeries, standing in opposition to the party for no better reason than
being grumpy.
12 Seed Points (weak)
 ATT - 3
 DEF - 3
 MDEF - 2
 ALAC - 3
 RES - 0
 POW - 1
No Seed Points leftover.
Usually Fodder, rarely Boss/Elite
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POW – Oracle magic or Techniques, never Spell/Technique skill
Mechanoid
Tags

Priorities

Themes

Pests
Tags

Priorities

Themes

Whether they’re left from a precursor civilization, a result of clockwork,
steampunk or magitch, or on the world due to alien invasion/crash landing,
mechanical creatures are a staple of 8/16 bit games. Typically obviously
mechanical, the appearance of Mechanoids varies greatly depending on their
origins.
18 Seed Points (Standard)
 ATT - 2
 DEF - 4
 MDEF - 3
 ALAC - 3
 RES - 1
 POW - 1
4 Seed Points leftover.
Usually Standard or Boss/Elite
ALAC – may provide Flight, Hover, Teleportation
RES – Either ELEC r, or ELEC v with high r to another Element
POW – Defensive, Offensive, or Oracle magic, never Skills
 Special Stat: Status Immunity – 2; Mechanoids are immune to one
Negative Status Effect per 5 levels they have (round up). Select from:
Poison, Sickened, Plague, Disease, Virus.
 Special Stat: Self Destruct – 2; Activated on reaching 0 HP; Offensive
Spell, Splash Effect, Deals Elemental Damage (ELEC or FIRE).

Pests are based on any of a variety of venomous critters that, in real life, you’d
call an exterminator to take care of. The focus is on spiders and scorpions, but
the same template could easily be used for venomous snakes or other similar
poison-y beasties.
14 Seed Points (weak)
 ATT - 2
 DEF - 2
 MDEF - 0
 ALAC - 4
 RES - 2
 POW - 1
3 Seed Points leftover.
Usually Fodder, rarely Standard/Boss/Elite
ALAC – No theme notes
RES – Poison Resistance Skill or Poison Immunity; Elemental Affinities to theme
POW – Offensive Spell, related to Poison Status Effect or similar
 Special Stat: Poison Attack – 3; Melee Attack (bite/sting) Technique;
Poison Status Effect.
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Slime
Tags
Priorities

Themes

Although they may be of virtually any size, slimes are typically mindless blobs of
goo with little concept of tactics other than “kill the food and eat”. Slimes come in
many colors, and there is great variation among them.
13 Seed Points (below average)
 ATT - 3
 DEF - 3
 MDEF - 1
 ALAC - 2
 RES - 3
 POW - 0
1 Seed Point leftover.
Usually Fodder or Standard, rarely Boss/Elite
ALAC – do not have special movement techniques
RES – All in one r Affinity; may have a v Affinity to bolster primary resistance
 Special Stat: Slimy Affinity – 1; Slimes that have an Affinity r deal that
sort of damage with attacks rather than normal ATT damage (so an ACID
slime deals ACID damage instead of normal damage when attacking).

Zombie
Tags
Priorities

Themes

Animate dead that still have flesh upon them, Zombie actually covers a wide
variety of undead creatures. Ghouls, Zombies, Revenants, and any other
ambulatory corpse but isn’t a vampire or other quick-moving undead is covered.
20 Seed Points (strong)
 ATT - 4
 DEF - 4
 MDEF - 4
 ALAC - 1
 RES - 4
 POW - 1
 Special - Undead
2 Seed Points leftover.
Usually Standard
ALAC – May have a permanent Slow Status Effect in exchange for 1 more point
of ALAC
RES – Usually ICE and ELEC r, always PROF a; always has SACR v to bolster
other Affinities
POW – Techniques that deal additional damage or have Splash Effect, never
Spell/Technique skills.
 Special Stat: Touch of the Dead – Adjacent Opponent Offensive Spell;
Inflict Status Effect – choose from: Disease, Paralysis, Plague, Poison,
Sickened, Slow, Stun.

Growing Monsters
Once you have Beast Seeds, growing new Monsters is a fairly simple process. First, you must
choose the monster’s Role – Fodder, Standard, Elite, or Boss. Each Seed Stat is then taken
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individually to create a portion of the final monster. Two example creatures (the Goblin Raider
and the Shambling Devourer from the creature list) are made as you go through the process.

Select a Role
Monsters fill roles, from the lowly Fodder (disposable creatures that can be thrown at characters
in waves) to the powerful Boss (a creature of intimidating power used for epic battles). Each of
the roles is described in more detail below.






Fodder: Short for Cannon Fodder, Fodder creatures are essentially disposable
creatures that are there to make other, higher-role creatures tougher to beat. Fodder
creatures are dispatched easily, and seldom have much in the way of Powers.
o ATT = 25 + (Level x ATT Seed Stat)
o DEF = 10 + (Level x DEF Seed Stat)
o MDEF = Level x MDEF Seed Stat
o Initiative Value = 10 + (ALAC Seed Stat x Level)
o MOVE = 2 + ALAC Seed Stat
o Resistance = Normal (See below).
o Fodder creatures don’t have HP – it takes one hit to kill a Fodder creature of a
level lower or equal to the attacker; two hits if they’re of a higher level than the
attacker. A critical hit kills them either way. “Hit” means the character did any
damage to them, even if only a single point.
o MP = Level x POW Seed Stat.
o Powers = Fodder creatures with a POW Seed Stat of 2 or greater have 1 Power
that may be used once per conflict; the use ½ the normal Power Points for that
power (see Power Creation, below), and cannot have Skills.
o Treasure = Gold only equal to Level
o Experience = Level
Standard: This is the Role most monsters have. The baseline for a general creature
type.
o ATT = 30 + (Level x ATT Seed Stat)
o DEF = 10 + (Level x DEF Seed Stat)
o MDEF = 5 + (Level x MDEF Seed Stat)
o Initiative Value = 15 + (ALAC Seed Stat x Level)
o MOVE = 2 + ALAC Seed Stat
o Resistances = Normal (see below)
o HP = Level x 5
o MP = Level x POW Seed Stat.
o Powers: Up to 2 Powers (see below)
o Treasure = Gold or Items equal to 2x Level
o Experience = 2 x Level
Elite: A more powerful (for its level) creature that may partake in boss battles (as
lieutenants), or as part of tougher encounters in a quest.
o ATT = 35 + (Level x ATT Seed Stat)
o DEF = 15 + (Level x DEF Seed Stat)
o MDEF = 10 + (Level x MDEF Seed Stat)
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o Initiative Value = 20 + (ALAC Seed Stat x Level)
o MOVE = 3 + ALAC Seed Stat
o Resistances = + Level RP (see below)
o HP = Level x 10
o MP = Level x POW Seed Stat.
o Powers = + Level PP, up to 3 Powers (see below)
o Characters should generally not encounter Elite creatures before level 5
o Treasure = Gold or Items equal to 10x Level
o Experience = 5 x Level
Boss: Boss creatures are intended for massive, dangerous battles that feature as plot
points, or as guardians of powerful artifacts.
o ATT = 35 + (Level x ATT Seed Stat)
o DEF = 20 + (Level x DEF Seed Stat)
o MDEF = 15 + (Level x MDEF Seed Stat)
o Initiative Value = 25 + (ALAC Seed Stat x Level)
o MOVE = 3 + ALAC Seed Stat
o Resistances = + 2x level RP (see below)
o HP = Level x 15 or more
o MP = (10 + Level) x POW Seed Stat.
o Powers = + (2 x Level) PP, up to 4 Powers
o Treasure = Gold or Items equal to 20x Level; Quest Items
o Experience = 10 x Level

Follow the rules above for most of the Monster’s Stats. Two things – Resistance and Powers –
need to be fleshed out further, using the rules below.

Creature Resistance
Creatures made from a Seed with a RES above 0 may have Elemental Affinities or resistance or
immunity to particular Status Effects. Once the preceding steps have been completed, it’s time
to figure those out. If the creature in question doesn’t have any resistances, you can skip this
part – GM’s option (for instance, you might be making a Pest and decide it’s not resistant to
anything).
If the creature does have resistances, you have Resistance Points (RP) to spend. A creature
has RP equal to its RES Seed Stat x its Level (or more for Elites and Bosses). Use the following
costs to figure out the creature’s Resistances:







Elemental Affinity (r): 1 RP per 4 points
Elemental Affinity (a): 1 RP per 2 points
Elemental Immunity: r∞ costs 100 RP per Element
Elemental Growth: a∞ costs 200 RP per Element
Poison Resistance: As the Skill; 2 RP
Status Effect Resistance: Reduces the Strength of the indicated Status Effect by the
indicated amount; must be bought separately for each Status Effect
o Tier 1: 1 RP per 4 Points
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o Tier 2: 1 RP per 2 Points
o Tier 3: 1 RP per Point; Dead and Bad Luck are unavailable
Status Effect Immunity: The creature is immune to the indicated Status Effect; Must be
bought separately for each Status Effect
o Tier 1: 25 RP
o Tier 2: 50 RP
o Tier 3: 75 RP

You can gain additional RP or PP (see Powers, below) for the creature has Vulnerabilities,
according to the following:




Elemental Affinity (v): 5 points buys 1 additional RP or PP
Deadly Element: v∞ buys 25 additional RP or PP
Material Vulnerability: If the creature suffers additional damage from weapons with a
particular Material Enhancement – like faerie with Iron or were-creatures with Silver - 10
additional RP or PP

Creature Powers
Creatures made from a Seed with a POW of 1 or higher may have Powers, which are similar to
Spells and Techniques – or it may have no Powers at all. Some Skills even qualify, although this
should be reserved for rare and powerful creatures27
Creature Powers are bought in a manner similar to Resistances (above). A creature has Power
Points (PP) equal to its level x the Seed’s POW Stat (or more for Elites and Bosses). Powers do
not cost the creature MP to use; instead, the creature can use each Power it has a number of
times equal to its Seed’s POW Stat per Conflict. The creature must have at least 1 MP to use its
Powers, though.
Use the following information to determine PP costs for creature Powers.









Simulates a Spell or Technique: The first Power the creature has costs PP equal to
the ID of the Spell or Technique. Additional Powers cost ½ the ID of the Spell or
Technique; the Spell or Technique with the highest ID is the “first” one.
Magic/Technique Skill: 5 PP for the first Tier, 10 PP for the second and 15 PP for the
third. The creature automatically gains 1 Spell/Technique per Tier. Additional
Spells/Techniques cost 10 PP each.
Other Skill: Other Simple Skills that are not Weapon Group, Armor, or Shield skills cost
10 pp. Creatures of level 25 and higher may have Heroic skills – these cost 25 PP each.
The creature must meet all prerequisites except Ability prerequisites.
Mimic Class Ability: If the Power mimics a Class Ability, the cost is 50 PP.
Mimic Potion or Poultice: Mimicking a Potion or Poultice costs PP equal to the cost of
the potion or poultice.

27

Not because it makes them that much powerful; it’s just a lot more work for the GM when compared to
Creature Powers.
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Some creature seeds have Special Stats (like the Dragon Seed’s Breath Weapon); this is
usually represented with a single Power with specific limitations described in the Seed’s Theme.
The creature gains ½ its level x the value of the Special Stat in PP that may only be spent as
described in the Theme.
Creatures may also have special modes of movement mentioned in the Seed’s Theme. The
creature can use this form of Movement as a Power, moving at its MOVE, for 10 PP.
Alternately, it may use it as though it were a normal mode of Movement for 50 PP.
Finally, a creature can be made Unsummonable for 25 PP. An Unsummonable creature cannot
be “summoned” by a summoner. Characters with the Summon Magic skill recognize such
creatures on sight (or smell, if the player prefers that description). This particular use of PP
should be kept to a minimum, perhaps only used for some Bosses.
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